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Council reiterates its commitment to addressing
disadvantages and attaining justice for Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples of this community.

We recognise and respect their cultural heritage, beliefs
and continuing relationship with the land, and that they
are the proud survivors of more than two hundred years
of dispossession.

Newcastle City Council acknowledges the traditional
country of the Awabakal and Worimi peoples.

The Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan 2018 will repeal the previous
Newcastle Coastal Management Plan 2016 adopted by Council in November
2016, and is prepared to enable submission to the Office of Environment and
Heritage for certification under the Coastal Protection Act 1979.

Part B - Coastline South of the Harbour includes management actions to
maintain and enhance the coastline to the south of the Hunter River.

Stockton Beach has been the subject of a number of studies to assess
coastal processes. However, further investigation is required to be
undertaken to identify an appropriate option for management of coastal
hazards on the Stockton coastline. Part A - Stockton addresses coastal
management actions for the short (1-2 year) and medium (1-5 year) term
while further investigation of management options for coastal hazards is
completed.

The areas north and south of the harbour present different management
challenges to maintain and enhance the coastal environment. A key
management challenge along the Newcastle coastline is coastal hazards,
particularly coastal erosion and shoreline recession at Stockton Beach. To
reflect the management challenges in the two distinct coastal environments
the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan 2018 has been completed in
two parts; Part A - Stockton and Part B - Coastline South of the Harbour.

The coastal area of the City of Newcastle extends approximately 13km from
Glenrock Lagoon in the south to the northern end of the suburb of Stockton.
The Newcastle coastline is bisected by the Hunter River resulting in two
distinct coastal environments. The coastline to the south of the Hunter River
is characterised by sandy pocket beaches between rocky headlands and
cliffs while Stockton Beach, north of the Hunter River, forms the southern
end of a long continuous sandy beach known as Stockton Bight. The Hunter
River provides shipping access to the Port of Newcastle, which is the largest
port on the east coast of Australia and the world's leading coal export port.
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The community and Stockton Community Liaison Group have identified
sand replenishment/nourishment as the preferred option to address coastal
hazards in the consultation process for the Newcastle Coastal Zone
Management Plan - Part A Stockton. Investigation of sand replenishment/
nourishment will be undertaken as part of the preparation of the Coastal
Management Program and will be included in the assessment of options for
long-term management of the coastal zone.

The commencement of the Coastal Management Act 2016 requires Council
to prepare a Coastal Management Program for the coastal zone in the
Newcastle local government area. The Coastal Management Program
forms the second part of the coastal management process under the State
Government framework, due to legislative reform, and is to be submitted
to and certified by the State Government by the end of 2021. The Coastal
Management Program will address long-term options for management of
coastal hazards. Key management actions included within the Newcastle
Coastal Zone Management Plan will be rolled forward and consolidated in
the Coastal Management Program.

The Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan - Part A Stockton forms the
first part of the on-going assessment and management of coastal hazards
and community use of the coastal environment at Stockton Beach. The
Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan will be submitted to the Office
of Environment and Heritage for certification under the savings provisions
of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 (now repealed) and will address coastal
management actions for the short (1-2 year) and medium (1-5 years)
term. Certification under the Coastal Protection Act 1979 is required to be
undertaken by 3 October 2018 due to legislative reform. Under provisions
of the Coastal Management Act 2016, this plan will cease on 31 December
2021.

Foreword

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan – Part A - Stockton
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The northern section of Stockton Bight, within Port Stephens
local government area, is mainly managed by the local Worimi
traditional owners in partnership with the NSW National
Parks and Wildlife Service, while the southern section forms
the coastline of the suburb of Stockton within the Newcastle
City Council local government area (Newcastle LGA).

Stockton Bight is located to the north of the Hunter River
and stretches from the Stockton breakwall, constructed
at the entrance to the Hunter River, to Birubi Point.
Forming the largest Holocene coastal dune system in
New South Wales, Stockton Bight extends for a distance
of 32km and across the local government boundaries of
Newcastle City Council and Port Stephens Council.

Part A - Stockton is limited to the coastal zone north of
the Hunter River, while the remainder of the coastal zone
within the Newcastle LGA is addressed in the Newcastle
Coastal Zone Management Plan Part B - Coastline
South of the Harbour. The coastal zone within the Hunter
River estuary, which borders the western and southern
parts of Stockton, is addressed in the Hunter Estuary
Coastal Zone Management Plan (BMT WBM, 2017).

The subject of the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management
Plan - Part A Stockton (Part A - Stockton) is the coastal zone
of Stockton. It includes the open coastline in the south to the
local government boundary. The coastal zone incorporates
the coastal foreshore in public ownership and lands affected
by coastal hazards. The immediate offshore environment is
also included. The Stockton study area is shown in Figure 1.

The suburb of Stockton is located on a peninsula
at the southern tip of Stockton Bight. The suburb
is within the Newcastle LGA with the boundary of
the local government area north of the Stockton
Centre located at 342 Fullerton Street, Stockton.

1.1 Newcastle Coastal
Zone Management Plan
Part A -Stockton study
area

1.0 Introduction

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan – Part A - Stockton

Figure 1: Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan - Part A Stockton study area
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The ‘Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone Management
Plans’ (OEH, 2013) require coastal zone management
plans address how the 10 coastal management principles
outlined in the guideline are considered in the preparation
of the plan. Tables 1 and 2 outline how Part A - Stockton
addresses the coastal management principles.

Section 7

To protect, enhance, maintain and restore the environment of the coastal region, its
associated ecosystems, ecological processes and biological diversity, and its water quality

To encourage, promote and secure the orderly and balanced utilisation and conservation of
the coastal region and its natural and man-made resources, having regard to the principles of
ecologically sustainable development

To recognise and foster the significant social and economic benefits to the State that result
from a sustainable coastal environment, including:

(a)

(b)

(c)

Section 8

Section 3
Section 6-11

Section 6

benefits to culture and heritage, and

benefits to the Aboriginal people in relation to their spiritual, social, customary and
economic use of land and water, and

(iii)

(iv)

To promote public pedestrian access to the coastal region and recognise the public’s right to
access, and

To provide for the acquisition of land in the coastal region to promote the protection,
enhancement, maintenance and restoration of the environment of the coastal region, and

To recognise the role of the community, as a partner with government, in resolving issues
relating to the protection of the coastal environment, and

To ensure co-ordination of the policies and activities of the Government and public authorities
relating to the coastal region and to facilitate the proper integration of their management
activities, and

To encourage and promote plans and strategies for adaptation in response to coastal climate
change impacts, including projected sea level rise, and

To promote beach amenity.

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan – Part A - Stockton

Section 11

benefits to urban communities, fisheries, industry and recreation, and

(ii)

Section 9

Section 6

Section 11

Section 9, 10

benefits to the environment, and

(i)

Section 7

Section 6

Where object is
addressed in the plan

Objects of the Coastal Protection Act 1979

Principle 1: Consider the objects of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 and the goals, objectives and principles
of the NSW Coastal Policy 1997.

Table 1: Coastal Management Principle 1

The Coastal Protection Act 1979 provides the statutory
framework for coastal zone management in New South
Wales. While coastal zone management plans are not
a mandatory requirement for local councils under the
Coastal Protection Act 1979 the preparation of a coastal
zone management plan is required to be undertaken in
accordance with guidelines issued under Section 55D of
the Coastal Protection Act 1979. Part A - Stockton has
been prepared in accordance with ‘Guidelines for Preparing
Coastal Zone Management Plans’ (OEH, 2013), the issued
guideline under the Coastal Protection Act 1979.

2.0 Planning Context

Section 6
Section 6

To recognise and accommodate natural processes and climate change
To protect and enhance the aesthetic qualities of the coastal zone
To protect and conserve cultural heritage
To promote ecologically sustainable development and use of resources
To provide for ecologically sustainable human settlement
To provide for appropriate public access and use
To provide information to enable effective management
To provide for integrated planning and management

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

Section 6-11

Optimise links between plans relating to the management of the coastal zone.
Involve the community in decision-making and make coastal information publicly
available.
Base decisions on the best available information and reasonable practice; acknowledge
the interrelationship between catchment, estuarine and coastal processes; adopt a
continuous improvement management approach.

2.
3.
4.

Section 7
Section 8

Adopt a risk management approach to managing risks to public safety and assets;
adopt a risk management hierarchy involving avoiding risks where feasible and
mitigation where risks cannot be reasonably avoided; adopt interim actions to manage
high risks while long-term options are implemented.
Adopt an adaptive risk management approach if risks are expected to increase over
time, or to accommodate uncertainty in risk predictions.
Maintain the condition of high value coastal ecosystems; rehabilitate priority degraded
ecosystems.
Maintain and improve safe public access to beaches and headlands consistent with
the goals of the NSW Coastal Policy
Support recreational activities consistent with the goals of the NSW Coastal Policy.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan – Part A - Stockton

The management of the coast interacts with various other legislative acts, planning instruments and environmental management
strategies and initiatives implemented by both Council and other stakeholders. The relationship between Part A - Stockton and
other legislative acts, strategies and plans is shown in Figure 2.

Section 10

Section 6

Section 6

The priority for public expenditure is public benefit; public expenditure should costeffectively achieve the best practical long-term outcomes.

5.

Section 6-11

Section 6-11

Section 3, 12

Where Principle is
addressed in the plan

Section 6-11

Section 6-11

Section 8

Section 11

Section 9

Coastal Management Principle

Table 2: Coastal Management Principles 2-10

objectives and principles of the NSW Coastal Policy 1997 (DUAP, 1997).

Note: Appendix A provides a detailed summary of how Part A - Stockton addresses the

Section 7

To protect, rehabilitate and improve the natural environment

(a)

Section 6

Where goal is
addressed in the plan

Goals of the NSW Coastal Policy 1997

4

5

Newcastle
Coastal Plan of
Management
2015

Newcastle Local
Environment
Plan 2012 and
Development
Control Plans
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Figure 2: Relationship between legislation and strategies
and the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan

Newcastle Coastal
Zone Management
Plan 2018

Coastal Zone Management

Newcastle Environmental Management Strategy 2013

Newcastle 2030 Community Strategic Plan

Draft Marine Estate Management Strategy 2018-2028
(Marine Estate Management Authority)

Lower Hunter Regional Conservation Plan
(Office of Environment and Heritage)

Draft Greater Newcastle Metropolitan Plan
(Department of Planning and Environment)

Hunter Regional Plan 2036 (Department of Planning and Environment)

Regional Scale Strategies and Plans

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cwlth)

Crown Land Management Act 2016

Heritage Act 1977

National Park and Wildlife Act 1974

Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016

Marine Estate Management Act 2014

Local Government Act 1993

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979

State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989

Coastal Protection Act 1979 and NSW Coastal Policy 1997

State and National Legislation and Policy

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan – Part A - Stockton
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Council’s response to submissions received during the
public exhibition period can be found in Appendix E.

• Formation of the Stockton Community Liaison Group
(Stockton CLG) comprising ten community representatives.
Five meetings were held between March and May 2018;
• Formation of the Stockton Inter-agency Advisory
Committee. Members of the committee are from various
government stakeholders including Office of Environment
and Heritage, Hunter Water Corporation, Department of
Industry - Lands and Water (Crown Lands), Department
of Premier and Cabinet and the Environment Protection
Authority;
• Community workshop on Thursday 14 June 2018; and
• Public exhibition of Part A - Stockton from Wednesday 6
June to Thursday 28 June 2018.

Consultation for Part A - Stockton includes:

• Community workshop was held in 2008 during the
preparation of the Stockton Coastline Management Study
(DHI Water and Environment Pty Ltd, 2009);
• The Newcastle Coastal Technical Working Group was
consulted during the preparation of the Newcastle
Coastal Zone Hazards Study (BMT WBM, 2014(a)) and
the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Study (BMT
WBM, 2014(b)). Members of the group included Office
of Environment and Heritage, Department of Industry Lands and Water (Crown Lands), Hunter Central Rivers
Catchment Management Authority (now Local Land
Services), Newcastle Port Corporation and community
representatives;
• Community workshops were held in October 2016
during the preparation of the Newcastle Coastal Zone
Management Plan 2016; and
• Public exhibition of the Newcastle Coastal Zone
Management Plan 2016 was undertaken in November
2016.

Community consultation has been undertaken over a number
of years regarding the management of the coastal zone in
Stockton. A consultation timeline has been provided below:

• Replenishment of sand on Stockton Beach to address
beach erosion events and shoreline recession;
• Identification of sand sources for beach replenishment;
• Recognition of on-going maintenance sand replenishment
after capital sand replenishment;
• Management of the former land fill site at 310 Fullerton
Street, Stockton and Crown Reserve 79066;
• Long term plan for relocation of childcare centre operating
at former North Stockton Surf Life Saving Club;
• Repair and remediation of beach access and beach
amenity; and
• Funding for management actions to be provided by
Newcastle City Council, State Government or other
alternative sources.

Specific issues raised by the Stockton CLG during community
consultation included:

3.0 Community Consultation

Coastal hazards.
Coastal environment.
Beach access.
Beach amenity.
Recreational use of the coastal zone.
Culture and heritage.

The management of these priority objectives are outlined in
Sections 6-11 of Part A - Stockton.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The purpose of Part A - Stockton is to outline proposed
actions that will be implemented to address coastal
management issues. The supporting studies and community
consultation undertaken have revealed the priority coastal
management objectives for the Stockton study area are:

• The Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazards Study (BMT WBM,
2014(a))
• Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Study (BMT WBM,
2014(b))

Part A - Stockton is supported by a series of studies
undertaken over a number of years. The objectives of Part
A - Stockton are supported by the most recent studies:

Part A - Stockton will support the objectives of the Newcastle
Environmental Management Strategy 2013 (NCC, 2013(b))
and provide a platform for maintenance and enhancement
of Stockton’s coastal environment while providing
understanding and management of climate change risks.

‘Protected and enhanced environment’

Part A - Stockton reflects the community’s
aspirations, as described in the Newcastle 2030
Community Strategic Plan (NCC, 2013(a)) for a:

4.0 Objectives

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan – Part A - Stockton
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Stakeholder endorsed long-term coastal management actions
will be included in the future Coastal Management Program.

The Stockton CLG has identified sand replenishment
or nourishment as a preferred long-term option to
address coastal hazards and improve beach amenity.
Investigation of sand replenishment/nourishment will
be conducted as part of future studies, but to ensure
studies are appropriately identified and undertaken a
working party will be established. The working party will
include relevant government stakeholders, community
representatives and interest groups and is included as a
priority management action. The working party will form an
integral part of the future Coastal Management Program to
be submitted under the Coastal Management Act 2016.

Investigation and assessment of long-term coastal
management actions to address coastal hazards within the
Stockton study area will be undertaken in accordance with the
NSW Coastal Management Manual to facilitate the preparation
of a Coastal Management Program. Investigation of the
feasibility of management actions such as sand nourishment
or engineered structures to address beach erosion and
shoreline recession will be conducted as part of future studies.

Part A - Stockton will be submitted under the savings
provisions of the Coastal Management Act 1979 and
will address coastal management actions for the
short (1-2 year) and medium (1-5 year) term.

The Coastal Protection Act 1979 was replaced by the
Coastal Management Act 2016 on 3 April 2018. The Coastal
Management Act 2016 includes the requirement for a Coastal
Management Program to address long-term management
of the coastal zone. Council intends on undertaking a
Coastal Management Program for the Newcastle coastal
zone, including the Stockton study area, in the future.

5.1 Management
action timeframe

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan – Part A - Stockton

for allocation of funding.

Council may fund management actions outlined in Part A Stockton from revenue generated by ordinary rate income.
The Integrated Planning and Reporting framework requires
the preparation of a four year Delivery Program and annual
Operational Plan. Management actions from Part A - Stockton
will be incorporated into these strategic documents for
funding through Council’s working funds. Management actions
may also be included into Council’s asset management plans

5.3.1 Council funding mechanism

Sustainable funding and financing arrangements for
management actions will be established in consultation with
key stakeholders. Funding for management actions may be
gained from various sources, including Council’s internal
funds and State or Federal Government grant programs.

5.3 Funding sources

There are areas of Crown land along the open coastline of the
Stockton study area that are currently managed by Council
under a Reserve Trust arrangement (Rawson Park Reserve
Trust 79066 with Reserve purpose of public recreation, port
facilities and services; Gazetted 9 November 1956). Where
management actions are proposed on Crown land relevant
authorisations and approvals may need to be obtained under
the Crown Land Management Act 2016 (e.g. management
actions CH5, CH6). Management actions undertaken on
Crown land will also need to consider Aboriginal Land Claims
lodged under the Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983. Any works
as a result of management actions will need to be compliant
with the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth).

Coastal management actions in Part A - Stockton will
potentially require approvals or authorisation from relevant
land owners or stakeholders with interest in the land where
the management action is proposed. These approvals or
authorisations may potentially be required under various
legislative instruments and will be obtained prior to
commencement of the management action.

5.2 Management
action approvals and
considerations

5.0 Management Actions
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Funding programs are regularly changing and
Council will maintain an awareness of appropriate
funding opportunities as they arise.

• Building Better Regions Fund administered by the
Department of Infrastructure, Regional Development and
Cities.

Federal Government funding mechanisms are available to
support the management actions in Part A - Stockton including

5.3.3 Federal Government
funding mechanism

• NSW Natural Disaster Assistance Scheme; and
• Natural Disaster Relief and Recovery Arrangements
(Federal Government).

Storm recovery funds may also be sought through:

• Grants under the NSW Coastal Management Program
administered by Office of Environment and Heritage;
• Crown Reserves Improvement Fund administered by the
Department of Industry - Lands and Water (Crown Lands);
• NSW Environment Trust grants administered by the Office
of Environment and Heritage; and
• Environmental Education Grants administered by the Office
of Environment and Heritage.

A number of State Government funding mechanisms are
currently available to support the management actions in Part
A - Stockton. Funding mechanisms currently available include:

5.3.2 State Government funding
mechanism

The management action zones are shown in Figure 3.

• Zone 1 - Little Beach, including Stockton breakwall, to the
seawall east of the Stockton Surf Life Saving Club;
• Zone 2 - Seawall east of Stockton Surf Life Saving Club to
the southern end of Mitchell Street seawall;
• Zone 3 - Mitchell Street seawall extent;
• Zone 4 - Northern end of Mitchell Street seawall to Meredith
Street;
• Zone 5 - Meredith Street to the northern boundary of
Corroba Oval;
• Zone 6 - Northern boundary of Corroba Oval to southern
boundary of Fort Wallace (main land ownership by Hunter
Water Corporation);
• Zone 7 - Southern boundary of Fort Wallace to Newcastle
City Council local government boundary (main land
ownership by Defence Housing Australia and Family and
Community Services).

The Stockton study area has been divided into seven zones
to enable identification of the location of management actions
within the study area. The seven zones are located from
south to north along the Stockton coastline and include:

5.4 Management
action zones

Figure 3: Management action zones for Stockton study area.
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Further photogrammetric analysis of the coastal zone
was undertaken and concluded realignment of Stockton
Beach had occurred due to the construction of the
Stockton breakwall. The analysis also determined the
shoreline fluctuated significantly in the short-term,
but no long-term recessional trend of the shoreline
was evident based on historical analysis.

Stockton Beach Coastline Hazard Study Department of Land and Water Conservation
(1995)

In 1989, the Mitchell Street seawall was constructed.

Additional information was examined and short-term
fluctuations of the beach profile were determined to be
associated with storm events. Long-term assessment of
the beach concluded a slight accretional trend between
the Stockton breakwall and Hereford Street and a slight
recessional trend between Hereford Street and the Hunter
Water sewage treatment ponds (now decommissioned)
at 310 Fullerton Street. The results also suggested longer
term erosion at two locations which had a history of
storm damage; between Stone Street and Griffith Avenue,
and at the Hunter Water sewage treatment ponds.

Stockton Beach Coastal Engineering Advice
Addendum - Public Works Department (1987)

Historical photogrammetric analysis was undertaken to
determine shoreline fluctuations at Stockton Beach with
an assessment of potential coastal hazards conducted.
Based on the information at the time, analysis found a 500m
section of Mitchell Street, north of Pembroke Street, was
at immediate threat from storm damage. The position of
the dune escarpment suggested a recessional trend in this
area. Little change in the beach profile adjacent to Mitchell
Street was indicated, but recession of the dune escarpment
in the northern part of Stockton Beach was noted.

A dune erosion model and modelled wave conditions were
applied to the most severe storm events observed in the
Newcastle area to analyse short-term processes. Modelling
showed an increase in dune erosion risk from south to north
along Stockton Beach during storm events with waves from
the south-east. During wave action from the east and northeast dune erosion was still severe, but was more evenly
distributed along the beach. Modelling of the impacts of
nearshore deepening showed dune recession was increased
with further deepening of the nearshore and offshore areas.

A detailed analysis of the sediment transport conditions
at Stockton Beach was undertaken to determine the ongoing coastal processes at a short and long-term scale.

Stockton Beach Coastal Processes Study Stage
1 - Sediment Transport Analysis and Description
of On-going Processes - DHI Water and
Environment (2006)

Further analysis of long-term variations using bathymetric
and historic hydro survey information was undertaken.
While variability in the data was present, the study
concluded sand loss from Stockton Beach was occurring
resulting in a sediment deficit in the offshore environment.
Potential loss of sand was identified as a result of
changes to the mouth of the Hunter River, including
dredging programs, over the last century. The study
concluded the sand loss was progressive rather than
cyclic and contributing to recession of Stockton Beach.

Shifting sands at Stockton Beach - Umwelt Pty
Ltd and SMEC Pty Ltd (2002)

This study carried out a review of the available data for
long-term events based on beach profile analysis and
hydrographic survey analysis. Stockton Beach was separated
into two compartments, north and south of the Mitchell Street
seawall. Analysis showed south of the seawall had periods
of accretion and erosion, but little change in the shoreline
over the long term. However, progressive recession of the
shoreline north of the Mitchell Street seawall was concluded.

The Stockton coastal zone has been the subject of a
number of studies to assess coastal processes. An outline
of the information from these studies is provided below
and has informed the preparation of Part A - Stockton.

Stockton Beach Coastal Engineering Advice Public Works Department (1985)

Newcastle Coastline Hazard Definition Study WBM Oceanics Australia (1998)

6.1 Background

6.0 Coastal Hazards

Modelling was undertaken to determine erosion hazard
lines for the short (immediate), medium (20 years) and
long-term (50 years) for the Stockton study area.

• Stockton Beach experienced a net northward transport of
sediment of approximately 20,000 to 30,000m3/year;
• A complex sediment transport mechanism (see Figure 4)
occurs within the area including:
• The breakwalls at the entrance to the Hunter River
redirect sediment transport from the south into deep
offshore areas;
• A nodal or neutral point is predicted at the northern
end of the Mitchell Street seawall. Sediment transport
splits at the nodal point into two directions; north and
south. The nodal point is the most significant erosion
stretch on Stockton Beach;
• Increased northward sediment transport occurs north
of the Mitchell Street seawall;
• Slight accretion occurs south of the Mitchell Street
seawall as waves from the south-east refract around
the river entrance breakwall resulting in an anticlockwise eddy; and
• East and north-east waves produce uniform
longshore sediment transport resulting in sediment
accumulation north of the Stockton breakwall;
• The Mitchell Street seawall imposes a physical limitation
to sediment transport and induces local steepening of the
beach profile;
• The Hunter River is not a significant source of sediment in
the Stockton area;
• The Hunter River southern breakwall reduces sediment
bypassing across the river with most sediment deposited
into the river navigation channel or the southern areas of
the river entrance (Horseshoe Beach);
• The area north of Fern Bay (outside of Part A - Stockton
study area) was expected to be in equilibrium.

Analysis of the long-term littoral transport process of sediment
was undertaken and showed longshore transport is the most
significant sediment transport mechanism. The following
conclusions regarding long-term sediment transport were:

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan – Part A - Stockton

Figure 4: Predicted sediment transport path at mouth
of Hunter River and Stockton study area (DHI Water and
Environment Pty Ltd, 2006).
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There is a high possibility the event will occur as there is a history of frequent occurrence.

It is likely the event will occur as there is a history of casual occurrence.

There is a low possibility that the event will occur, however, there is a history of infrequent or
isolated occurrence.

It is highly unlikely that the event will occur, except in extreme/ exceptional circumstances, which
has not been recorded historically.

Almost certain

Likely

Unlikely

Rare
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Appendix B includes maps showing the modelled beach erosion and shoreline recession hazards within the Stockton study area.

Source: BMT WBM (2014)(a) p40

Description

Beach erosion and shoreline recession hazard lines were
completed in the Newcastle Coastal Hazards Study (BMT
WBM, 2014(a)). The Newcastle Coastal Hazards Study
(BMT WBM, 2014(a)) adopted the previous beach erosion
and shoreline recession hazard line methodology from the
Stockton Beach Coastal Processes Study Stage 1 (DHI,
2006) and Stockton Beach Coastal Processes Study Addendum (DHI, 2011). However, due to uncertainty when
modelling areas that are potentially impacted by coastal
hazards the Newcastle Coastal Hazards Study (BMT
WBM, 2014(a)) adopted risk probability areas. The areas
represent different probabilities/ likelihood that the coastal
hazard will occur and range from almost certain to rare
(see Table 3). The risk probability areas were modelled
across three timeframes (immediate, 2050 and 2100).

The beach erosion and shoreline recession hazard lines were
remodelled to account for potential impacts from climate
change and sea level rise in the Stockton Beach Coastal
Processes Study - Addendum (DHI, 2011). Council adopted
a sea level rise benchmark of 0.4m by 2050 and 0.9m by
2100, above the 1990 mean sea level, in accordance with
the NSW Sea Level Rise Policy Statement 2009 (DECCW,
2009) (now repealed). The adopted sea level rise benchmarks
are widely accepted by competent scientific opinion.

Probability

Table 3: Risk probability areas

Beach erosion can be defined as the offshore movement of
sand from the sub-aerial beach during a storm event while
shoreline recession is the landward movement of the shoreline
over time due to a net loss of sediment (OEH, 2013). To
assess the nature and extent of beach erosion and shoreline
recession within the study area, hazard lines were modelled
in the Stockton Beach Coastal Processes Study Stage 1 Sediment and Transport Analysis and Description of On-going
Processes (DHI, 2006). The beach erosion and shoreline
hazard lines were modelled for the short (immediate),
medium (20 years) and long-term (50 years) time periods.

6.2.1 Beach erosion and shoreline
recession

• Beach erosion and shoreline recession; and
• Coastal inundation.

The Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazard Study (BMT WBM,
2014(a)) provides an outline of the coastal processes affecting
the Stockton study area. The coastal hazards identified as
a result of coastal processes within the study area include:

6.2 Assessment of
coastal hazards

Appendix C includes maps showing the modelled
coastal inundation within the Stockton study area.

The risk probability areas were modelled across
three timeframes (immediate, 2050 and 2100).

1 in 100 year storm surge and
wave set up AND wave run up
and overtopping2.

1 in 100 year storm surge and
wave set up + extreme climatic
conditions (eg. Tropical cyclone,
1 in 1000 year east coast low).

Unlikely

Rare

Includes increase in set up levels associated with 5% and 10%
increase in storm wave heights by 2050 and 2100 respectively.
3

Only applies at open coast barriers. Wave run up and overtopping are
calculated using 1 in 100 year storm surge + 1 in 100 year 6 hour duration.
2

NM= not mapped.

1

Source: BMT WBM (2014)(a) p61

NM1

1 in 20 year storm surge and
wave set up.

Almost certain

Likely

Immediate

Probability

Worse case of either:
• 1 in 100 year storm surge and
wave set up + Extreme climatic
conditions + 0.9m SLR and
climate change impact 3,
OR
• 1 in 100 year storm surge and
wave set up + 1.4m SLR and
climate change impacts

Worse case of either:
• 1 in 100 year storm surge and
wave set up + Extreme climatic
conditions + 0.4m SLR and
climate change conditions3,
OR
• 1 in 100 year storm surge and
wave set up + 0.7m SLR and
climate change impacts.
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1 in 100 year storm surge and
wave set up + 0.9m SLR and
change in storm surge AND
indicative areas of potential overtopping2 including 0.9m SLR.

NM1

As per immediate

2100

1 in 100 year storm surge and
wave set up + 0.4m SLR and
change in storm surge AND
indicative areas of potential overtopping2 including 0.4m SLR.

NM1

As per immediate

2050

Table 4: Approach for calculation of coastal inundation in Stockton study area

Coastal inundation is the storm-related flooding of coastal
lands by ocean waters due to elevated water levels (storm
surge) and wave run-up (OEH, 2013). The approach for
assessment of coastal inundation is summarised in Table
4 and risk probability areas were defined as per Table 3.

6.2.2 Coastal inundation

16
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Figure 5: Risk management framework adapted to coastal
zone management (BMT WBM, 2014(b) p36)

The Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Study (BMT
WBM, 2014(b)) utilised a risk management approach
to identify appropriate options for managing risks
from coastal hazards. The Newcastle Coastal Zone
Management Study (BMT WBM, 2014(b)) adapted the
Australian Standard Risk Management Principles and
Guidelines (AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009). A summary of the
risk management approach is outlined in Figure 5.

6.3.1 Risk management

6.3 Management of
coastal hazards

• Avoid the risk by not permitting vulnerable developments
within high-risk areas (considered over the full design life of
the development);
• Accommodate the risk by including provisions that reduce
the consequences of the impact e.g. minimum floor
levels to reduce property damage resulting from coastal
inundation; and
• Accept the risk where appropriate.

The options for managing risk to future development include:

• Protect existing development from coastal hazards.
This may be in the form of hard defence structures e.g.
revetments, or soft engineering measures e.g. sand
nourishment. Some protection works can cause impacts
to adjacent areas and a decision to implement a ‘protect’
option must consider these potential impacts;
• Accommodate the risk. Aims to redevelop or retrofit
existing structures in a manner that minimises losses from
potential hazards e.g. stronger foundations, through careful
redesign; and
• Planned retreat from the risk. Aims to allow natural
processes to occur largely uninhibited by development. For
existing development it is useful to identify trigger points
and thresholds for future actions.

The options for managing risk to existing
development include:

Figure 6 provides an overview of the management
approach for addressing coastal hazards.
Management is separated into approaches for both
existing development and future development.

Risk evaluation involved the identification of risks that
were considered acceptable and risks that required
action. Risks requiring action, and potential risk treatment
options, were identified in the Newcastle Coastal Zone
Management Study (BMT WBM, 2014(b)). High priority
risks were determined through the evaluation process
and are associated with assets that are exposed to
current or frequent coastal hazards and/or assets that
have significant consequences if their environmental,
social or economic value is substantially compromised.

Risk identification for the Stockton study area was
undertaken during the preparation of the Newcastle
Coastal Zone Management Study (BMT WBM, 2014(b)).
The key coastal risks identified for the Stockton
coastal zone were beach erosion, shoreline recession
and coastal inundation. Risk analysis included the
consideration of the likelihood and consequence of the
identified risks to determine an overall risk level.

In-fill

Accept
Business as usual
Sacrifice/abandon

Accommodate
Siting requirements
Design standards
Evacuation planning
Termed approvals

Avoid
Prohibit/refuse
Fill to raise land

Future Development

Greenfield
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Figure 6: Risk management approach for Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan - Part A Stockton (BMT WBM, 2014(b) p55)

Retreat
Sacrifice land
Relocate
Buy-back/leaseback
Acquisition

Accommodate
Retrofit
Redesign
Rebuild
Evacuation planning

Protect
Seawalls
Beach nourishment
Dune stabilisation
Groynes
Offshore breakwaters

Existing Development

Coastal Management Options
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19

Capital and recurrent costs
Environmental or social impacts
Community acceptability
Reversibility/adaptability in the future
Effectiveness of the management action over time
Legal issues and approvals required
Ease of implementation
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However, many of the management actions identified in
the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Study (BMT
WBM, 2014(b)) for the Stockton study area are focused on
long-term actions to address beach erosion and shoreline
recession. Part A - Stockton is to be submitted under the
savings provisions of the Coastal Management Act 1979
due to changing legislation and management actions
contained in Part A - Stockton are restricted to the short
(1-2 year) and medium (1-5 year) term only. Long-term
actions will be included in a future Coastal Management
Program under the Coastal Management Act 2016.

The management action identification process within
the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Study (BMT
WBM, 2014(b)) included assessment of short, medium
and long-term management actions to address coastal
hazards within the Newcastle coastal zone. The rapid
analysis assessment combined with risk evaluation
for assets within the coastal zone resulted in a risk
register and recommended management actions.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The process for identification of management actions to
address coastal hazards and risk to development, both
existing and future, is detailed in the Newcastle Coastal Zone
Management Study (BMT WBM, 2014(b)). The management
action identification process undertaken in the Newcastle
Coastal Zone Management Study (BMT WBM, 2014(b))
included rapid analysis assessment of the following factors

6.3.2 Management action
identification and prioritisation

Since the completion of the Newcastle Coastal Zone
Management Study (BMT WBM, 2014(b)) a storm event in
January 2018 resulted in coastal erosion at 310 Fullerton
Street exposing a former landfill site. The former landfill also
extends south of 310 Fullerton Street onto Crown reserve
79066. Material from the former landfill has been transported
onto Stockton Beach with clean-up action undertaken.
Management action to prevent further erosion and exposure
of landfill material is prioritised within Part A - Stockton as a
result of this recent storm event.

• Coastal erosion threat to the former North Stockton Surf
Life Saving Club building at Barrie Crescent. The building
is currently leased to Mission Australia and operates as a
childcare facility.
• The Mitchell Street seawall requires maintenance after
exposure to coastal hazards since its construction.
Outflanking of the seawall has also resulted in coastal
erosion, particularly at the northern end of the seawall near
the intersection of Barrie Crescent, Mitchell Street and
Stone Street.
• Replenishment of sand to the Stockton study area has
been identified as a high priority by the community. Port of
Newcastle currently places suitable sand from maintenance
dredging activities undertaken for navigational safety
at the harbour entrance. Suitable dredged sand is
placed offshore of Stockton Beach in accordance with
a concurrence issued by the Office of Environment and
Heritage under the Coastal Protection Act 1979. While the
Coastal Management Program is being developed, Port of
Newcastle will continue this placement of dredged sand
in accordance with the concurrence issued by Office of
Environment and Heritage.

Using the risk register and recommended options
from the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Study
(BMT WBM, 2014(b)) for immediate extreme, high and
medium risks from coastal hazards in the Stockton study
area Council has prioritised the following issues:

• Understanding large-scale movements of sand along
Stockton Bight and how it affects the southern portions of
the embayment over the longer-term;
• Sand tracing studies and modelling to better understand
the movement and longevity of sand placed offshore of
Stockton Beach. Studies will aid in determining a sediment
budget for the Stockton study area;
• Detailed appraisal of potential sand source sites (both
onshore and offshore) for sand replenishment/nourishment.
Appraisal will include understanding of the limits of
available resources, delivery mechanisms of sourced sand
to Stockton Beach, environmental considerations, and
detailed costings for delivery of sand to Stockton Beach.
• Assessment of potential impacts on source sites and
beach placement areas;
• Consultation with relevant and affected land owners at
each of the identified source sites;
• Identification of relevant approvals associated with sand
replenishment/nourishment activities.
• Evaluation of potential management options and cost
benefit analysis of identified options.

The Stockton CLG has identified sand replenishment/
nourishment as the preferred option to address coastal
hazards and improve beach amenity. Investigation
of potential sand replenishment/nourishment will be
undertaken as part of the Coastal Management Program
as detailed above. However, studies to investigate
sand replenishment/nourishment as a potential
option will be required to be appropriately identified
and undertaken. Potential tasks may include:

Beach erosion and shoreline recession are identified as
coastal hazards in the Stockton study area. Long term coastal
management actions to address beach erosion and shoreline
recession within the Stockton study area will be investigated
and assessed as part of future studies in accordance with
the NSW Coastal Management Manual. These investigations
will be undertaken to facilitate the preparation of a Coastal
Management Program under the Coastal Management Act
2016 and have been included as a management action for
the short to medium term. Investigations into options for the
future management of the Stockton coastline will need to
consider the on-going impacts from coastal hazards on the
former landfill area and will be analysed within the Coastal
Management Program. While these investigations are being
conducted as part of the Coastal Management Program the
former landfill will continue to be managed by the various land
managers in accordance with their statutory responsibilities.

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan – Part A - Stockton

The management actions outlined in Table 5 for coastal
hazards are restricted to short (1-2 year) and medium
(1-5 year) actions. The management actions are listed in
priority order. Long-term management actions will be part of
a future Coastal Management Program submitted under the
Coastal Management Act 2016.

6.3.3 Management actions

To ensure studies are appropriately identified and undertaken
a working party including Council, key government
stakeholders, community representatives and interest
groups will be formed to facilitate the above task. This will be
included as a priority management action.

20

21

4

6

On-ground works

Planning, on-ground
works

Undertake detailed investigations and other required studies, including scoping study and
assessment of sand replenishment sources, to be undertaken to facilitate certification of a
Coastal Management Program under the Coastal Management Act 2016.

Planning

3

On-ground works

On-ground works

4,5

1,2

Undertake condition assessment/scope of works for maintenance to Mitchell Street
seawall.

3

Monitoring

On-ground works

Alternative funding methods to be investigated and considered for Stockton study area
projects. Funding methods to be advocated for in consultation with key stakeholders.

Monitoring

Conduct beach management works, such as beach scraping and beach grooming, in
areas north of the Mitchell Street seawall to increase dune volume. Required approvals
for beach scraping will be obtained.

Conduct beach management works, such as beach scraping and beach grooming, in
areas south of the Mitchell Street seawall to increase dune volume. Required approvals
for beach scraping will be obtained.

Undertake maintenance to Mitchell Street seawall identified in condition assessment
report

Monitor opportunities under grant programs and ensure grant applications are best
positioned to deliver funding for Stockton study area projects.

Assess potential options for long-term management of coastal hazards in the Stockton
study area through the development of a Coastal Management Program in accordance
with the Coastal Management Act 2016 and the NSW Coastal Management Manual.

Planning

Monitoring

Establish a working group to identify required investigations or studies, including
potential studies to progress sand replenishment option, for development of Coastal
Management Program. Working group will include Councils, key government
stakeholders, community and interest groups.

Planning

1-7

Coastal Management Program process for certification under the Coastal Management
Act 2016 commenced. Scoping study under Coastal Management Program process will
include actions contained in Part A - Stockton.

Planning

Identified coastal protection works or repairs at northern end of Mitchell Street
constructed.

Identify appropriate coastal protection works or repairs at northern end of Mitchell Street
seawall. Planning to include how works will connect with future coastal protection works
to the north.

Port of Newcastle to place suitable sand from maintenance dredging activities from
harbour entrance offshore of Stockton Beach in accordance with concurrence issued by
Office of Environment and Heritage.

1-7

3,4

3,4

Appropriate works on the Crown reserve will be subject to further negotiation between
Department of Industry - Lands and Water (Crown Lands), Council and Hunter Water
Corporation

Investigate the extent of the former landfill to the south of 310 Fullerton Street (Lot 202
DP 1150470) on to part of Crown reserve 79066

Appropriate temporary coastal protection works undertaken at former landfill at 310
Fullerton Street (Lot 202 DP 1150470). Temporary coastal protection works will include
geofabric container wall/structure designed by appropriately qualified coastal engineer
with duration of 5-7 years.

Former North Stockton Surf Life Saving Club building demolished.

Lease for the operation of a childcare centre at the former North Stockton Surf Life
Saving Club not to be renewed once expired.

Management Action

On-ground works

On-ground works

Planning

6

4

Risk assessment

Planning, on-ground
works

Zone

Approach
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CH17

CH16

CH15

CH14

CH13

CH12

CH11

CH10

CH9

CH8

CH7

CH6

CH5

CH4

CH3

CH2

CH1

#

Table 5: Coastal hazards management actions

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Port of Newcastle

Council

Council

Council

Department
of Industry Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Hunter Water
Corporation

Council

Mission Australia

Primary
responsibility

Department of Industry - Lands
and Water (Crown Lands)

Department of Industry - Lands
and Water (Crown Lands)

Department of Industry - Lands
and Water (Crown Lands)

Office of Environment and
Heritage

Department of Industry - Lands
and Water (Crown Lands)

Roads and Maritime Services

Office of Environment and
Heritage

Department of Industry - Lands
and Water (Crown Lands)

Department of Industry - Lands
and Water (Crown Lands)

Hunter Water Corporation

Council

Department of Industry - Lands
and Water (Crown Lands)

Council

Supporting partners1

Identified beach scraping
activities completed as
conditions permit.

Identified beach scraping
activities completed as
conditions permit.

Identified repairs to Mitchell
Street seawall completed.

Condition assessment/scope of
works completed.

Alternative funding sources
investigated and advocated for.

Funding applications submitted.

Coastal Management Program
prepared and certified.

Working group established

Detailed studies completed and
Coastal Management Program
prepared and certified.

Coastal Management Program
process commenced.

Placement of sand after
dredging campaigns.

Identified works/repairs to
northern end of Mitchell Street
seawall completed.

Appropriate design/repairs for
northern end of Mitchell Street
seawall completed.

Identified agreed works
implemented

Extent of former landfill on
Crown reserve identified.

Temporary coastal protection
works completed.

Demolition of building.

Operation of childcare centre in
building ceases.

Short,
medium

Short,
medium

Shortmedium

Shortmedium

Short,
medium

Short-medium

Medium

Short

Short
-medium

Short

Short,
medium

Shortmedium

Short

Short

Shortmedium

Medium

Shortmedium

Timeframe
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$75,000 per annum
(Council, State
Government)

$50,000 per annum
(Council, State
Government)

$2,750,000 capital.
$200 000 per annum
maintenance.
(Council, State
Government)

$10,000
(Council)

Minimal

Internal Council
resources

$100 000
(Council, State
Government)

Minimal

$250,000
(Council, State
Government)

Minimal

Minimal. Maintenance
dredging for
navigational safety
currently conducted
by Port of Newcastle.

$20,000-$70,000/
annum maintenance
(Council, State
Government)

$200,000 - $700,000

$40,000
(Council)

To be determined
based on extent of
landfill

$1,500,000
(To be determined)

$50,000
(Council)

Minimal

Cost estimate
Evaluation method
(Funding source)

22

23

1.

Continue to consult with Port of Newcastle and capital dredging proponents to request
excess suitable sand from capital dredging projects is placed offshore of Stockton
Beach.

Conduct community engagement and education programs focusing on the Stockton
study area environment and coastal processes.

Update and enhance Council’s website with information about coastal processes, management of the coastal environment. Provide more information about coastal activities.

Prepare and implement post storm asset condition monitoring plan

Engagement

Engagement

Planning, on-ground
works

Undertake a monitoring and response procedure for the former landfill at 310 Fullerton
Street ((Lot 202 DP 1150470) and part of Crown reserve 79066. Procedure will include
management of former waste material in erosion events.

Partnerships

1-5

6

Undertake emergency works, if appropriate, to manage beach erosion during storm
events in accordance with the Emergency Action Subplan contained in Appendix D.

On-ground works

Planning, monitoring,
on-ground works

Incorporation of coastal hazards into Council’s service asset plans and implement service
asset plans.

Consider impacts of coastal hazards when renewing or constructing public assets within
the Stockton study area. The design of assets should consider the coastal hazards
outlined in the Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazards Study (BMT WBM, 2014(a)). Asset life,
purpose/service and location are to be considered along with the potential impacts from
climate change.

Planning, on-ground
works

1-5

1-5

When the opportunity arises, Plans of Management, public domain plans and other
master plan documents within the Stockton study area will be prepared or amended in
consideration of the coastal hazards outlined in the Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazards
Study (BMT WBM, 2014(a)).

Planning

Planning

New subdivisions or greenfield development to be located landward of coastal hazards
2100 unlikely line.

Development controls

Identify coastal hazards at Defence Housing Australia site (338 Fullerton Street) as part
of Fern Bay and North Stockton Land Use Strategy and rezoning proposal.

Identify coastal hazards at Stockton Centre (342 Fullerton Street) as part of Fern Bay and
North Stockton Land Use Strategy.

Continue beach and seawall monitoring program with cross section sites within the
Stockton study area.

Undertake annual inspection of Stockton breakwall and assess potential issues from
coastal hazards

Review planning certificates to ensure properties potentially affected by coastal hazards
contain an appropriate notation and reflect ability (or not) for complying development to
be carried out on the land.

1-3

7

7

1-5

1

Continue dune maintenance in areas north of the Mitchell Street seawall.

Continue dune maintenance in areas south of the Mitchell Street seawall.

Management Action

Development controls

Planning

Planning

Planning, on-ground
works

Planning

4,5

1,2

On-ground works

On-ground works

Zone

Approach
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 upporting partners are government agencies or stakeholders with ownership of land or an interest in the proposed
S
management action and will be consulted at the time of project management. Generally, supporting partners will not be
financial contributors to the management action.

CH34

CH33

CH32

CH31

CH30

CH29

CH28

CH27

CH26

CH25

CH24

CH23

CH22

CH21

CH20

CH19

CH18

#

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Hunter Water
Corporation

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Port of Newcastle

Council

Council

Primary
responsibility

Roads and Maritime Services

Port of Newcastle

Department of Industry - Lands
and Water (Crown Lands)

As required

Defence Housing Australia

Port Stephens Council

Family and Community Services

Port Stephens Council

Roads and Maritime Services

Landcare

Department of Industry - Lands
and Water (Crown Lands)

Landcare

Department of Industry - Lands
and Water (Crown Lands)

Supporting partners1

Post storm asset monitoring
plan developed and
implemented.

Council website updated.

Education programs developed
and presented to community.

Excess suitable sand from
capital dredging placed
offshore of Stockton Beach.

Monitoring of former landfill after
erosion events completed

Emergency works in accordance
with Subplan completed as
required.

Coastal hazard analysis included
in service asset plans.

Incorporation of coastal hazards
into project design documents.

Coastal hazards incorporated
into relevant plans

Design of subdivisions or
development landward of 2100
unlikely coastal hazard line.

Planning certificate notification
reviewed.

Coastal hazards identified as
part of Fern Bay and North
Stockton Land Use Strategy.

Coastal hazards identified as
part of Fern Bay and North
Stockton Land Use Strategy.

Beach and seawall monitoring
program, cross sections
completed. Innovation in
methodology undertaken.

Visual inspection of rock armour,
public pathway and ancillary
infrastructure

Dune maintenance in identified
areas undertaken.

Dune maintenance in identified
areas undertaken.

Short-medium

Short-medium

Short-medium

(project
based)

Shortmedium

Short, medium

Short-medium

Short-medium

Short-medium

Shortmedium

Short-medium

Short

Short

Short

Short-medium

Short (annual
basis)

Short,
medium

Short,
medium

Timeframe
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$5,000 per annum
(Council)

Minimal

$5,000 per annum
for coastal education
program (Council)

Minimal

Minimal

Varied based on
extent of emergency
works (Council, State
Government, Federal
Government)

$20,000
(Council)

Varied due to project
undertaken, costing
within project budget
(Council)

Minimal

Minimal

Minimal

Minimal

Minimal

$10,000- $15,000 per
annum
(Council)

As required
(Port of Newcastle)

$15,000
(Council, State
Government)

$15,000
(Council, State
Government)

Cost estimate
Evaluation method
(Funding source)

24

25
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The management actions outlined in Table 6 are restricted
to short (1-2 year) and medium (1-5 year) actions to
protect and enhance the coastal environment within the
Stockton study area. Long-term management actions
will be part of a future Coastal Management Program
submitted under the Coastal Management Act 2016.

7.2 Management actions

While habitat within the Stockton study area has been heavily
modified the shoreline provides foraging and nesting habitat
for migratory shorebirds such as the Little Tern (Sternula
albifrons) and Pied Oyster Catcher (Haematopus longirostris).

Vegetation along the shoreline consists of strandline
grassland community consisting mainly of Beach Spinfex
(Spinifiex sericeus). Vegetation communities within the
Stockton study area are highly invaded by the introduced
Bitou Bush (Chrysanthemoides monilifera) which was first
recorded in Australia in the Stockton area (NPWS, 2006).

The Stockton study area is located at the southern end of
the large sandy embayment known as Stockton Bight. The
coastal environment has been heavily modified within the
Stockton study area by historical activities and construction
of infrastructure. However, dune systems remain along
the coastline within the northern section of the study area.
The dune systems to the north of the former Hunter Water
sewerage treatment plant at 310 Fullerton Street mainly
comprise sand scrub vegetation including Coast Banksia
(Banksia integrifolia), Coast Tea-tree (Leptospermum
laevigatum) and Old Man Banksia (Banksia serrata). South
of the former Hunter Water sewerage treatment plant
the vegetation community is highly modified with urban
parklands and open space dominated by exotic grasses
and planted landscape species such as Norfolk Island Pine
(Araucaria heterophylla). Dune system vegetation has been
re-established east of the Stockton Beach Holiday Park and
at Pitt Street Reserve at the back beach area of Little Beach.

7.1 Overview

7.0 Coastal
Environment

26

27

1.

Monitoring,
Partnerships

On-ground works

1-7

1-5

1-5

On-ground works

Planning

1-3

Planning

1-5

1-5

Monitoring

On-ground works

Zone

Approach

Build capacity for community volunteers to undertake
citizen science environmental monitoring

Provide support and assistance to Landcare/volunteers when
revegetation activities are undertaken in Stockton study area

Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) principles to be included in Public Domain
Plans (or other masterplan documents) within the Stockton study area

Implement beach stormwater outlet maintenance program to manage
dunes and remove stormwater ponding, particularly after rain events

Public domain works along the coastal section of the Stockton study
area to include landscaping with native provenance species

Undertake coastal revegetation works as outlined in Coast and Estuary
Vegetation Management Plan (Umwelt, 2014). Options to control Bitou Bush
and other invasive plant species included in revegetation works.

Continue to monitor coastal habitat and implement
recommendations of monitoring program.

Management Action
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 upporting partners are government agencies or stakeholders with ownership of land or an interest in the proposed
S
management action and will be consulted at the time of project management. Generally, supporting partners will not be
financial contributors to the management action.

CE7

CE6

CE5

CE4

CE3

CE2

CE1

#

Table 6: Coastal environment management actions

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Primary
responsibility

Department of Industry
- Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Department of Industry
- Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Department of Industry
- Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Supporting
partners1

Minimal

Minimal

Minimal

$10 000-$15 000
per annum
(Council)

$10,000
(Council)

$10,000 per annum
(Council)

$5,000
(Council)

Cost estimate
(Funding source)

Medium

On-going

Short, medium

Short, medium

Short, medium

Medium

Short, medium

Timeframe
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Community environmental
program established.

Assistance to Landcare provided.

Stormwater outlet areas
on beach maintained.

Public domain plan completed.

Coastal revegetation
works completed.

Monitoring program undertaken.

Evaluation method
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Little Beach - from Pitt Street Reserve
Little Beach - from Pitt Street Reserve
Little Beach - from carpark area
Little Beach - from breakwater entrance
Stockton Beach - from breakwater entrance
Stockton Beach - southern end of caravan park
Stockton Beach - middle of caravan park
Stockton Beach - northern end of caravan park
Stockton Beach - near cafe
Stockton Beach - near pavilion
Stockton Beach - south of surf lifesaving club
Stockton Beach - north of surf lifesaving club
Stockton Beach - northern end of Dalby Oval
Stockton Beach - entrance to monument
Stockton Beach - north of monument
Stockton Beach - opposite 203 Mitchell Street
Stockton beach - Mitchell Street seawall south
Stockton Beach - Mitchell Street seawall middle
Stockton Beach - Mitchell Street seawall north
Stockton Beach - south of childcare centre
Stockton Beach - Corner of Griffith Avenue and Barrie Crescent
Stockton Beach - opposite Beeston Road
Stockton Beach - corner of Meredith Street and Eames Avenue
Stockton Beach - Corroba Oval
Stockton Beach - Corroba Oval north

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Sand only

Sand only

Rubber mat

Rubber mat

Sand only

Sand only

Stairs

Stairs

Stairs

Sand only

Sand only

Board and chain

Sand only

Board and chain

Board and chain

Board and chain

Board and chain

Board and chain

Sand only

Sand only

Board and chain

Board and chain

Sand only

Woodchip and sand

Minimal grass cover, mainly sand

Sand only
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Southern end of Little Beach

1

Access point
Location
number

Access surface method

Access to the beach within Newcastle City Council’s
management area is provided by 26 separate access
points. These access points are outlined in Table 7.

Land below the Mean High Water Mark on the coastline is
generally designated 'Crown waterway', subject to clarification
of land status and the Mean High Water Mark boundary.

The coastline to the north of Corroba Oval to the local
government boundary is owned by various stakeholders
including Hunter Water Corporation, Defence Housing
Australia and Family and Community Services.

Table 7: Public beach access points in Stockton study area

The open coastline to the south of Corroba Oval at
Meredith Street, Stockton is under the ownership or
management of Newcastle City Council. There are areas
of Crown land along the open coastline that are currently
managed by Council under a Reserve Trust arrangement
(Rawson Park Reserve Trust 79066 with Reserve purpose
of public recreation, port facilities and services; Gazetted
9 November 1956). The management arrangement will
change in 2019 following the commencement of the Crown
Land Management Act 2016 when Council will manage
this Reserve under the Local Government Act 1993.

8.1 Current access

8.0 Beach Access

30

31

The management actions outlined in Table 8 are restricted
to short (1-2 year) and medium (1-5 year) actions to
address access to Stockton Beach. Long-term management
actions will be part of a future Coastal Management Program
submitted under the Coastal Management Act 2016.

Beach access points in the northern parts of the coastline
within Council’s management area (access points 21, 22, 25
and 26) have been impacted by coastal erosion and have
required intervention to prevent public access due to safety
concerns. These access points and other access points within
the northern part of Council’s management area are likely to
be subject to on-going beach erosion and shoreline recession.

1.

Planning

1-5

1-5

1-5

Risk assessment

Monitoring

Zone

Approach

Design of new fencing and beach access points are undertaken in accordance with
the Coastal Dune Management Manual (Department of Land and Water Conservation,
2001). Design will need to include maintenance plan for beach access points.

Identify beach access points for closure and/or replacement in
consultation relevant stakeholders and the community.

Undertake an audit of beach access points to assess public safety issues and
erosion potential. Access point data to be available in Council GIS program.

Management Action
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 upporting partners are government agencies or stakeholders with ownership of land or an interest in the proposed
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management action and will be consulted at the time of project management. Generally, supporting partners will not be
financial contributors to the management action.

BA3

BA2

BA1

#

Table 8: Beach access management actions

The community has identified the stairways across the
Mitchell Street seawall (access points 18-20) do not
provide adequate access to the beach. The construction
of the Mitchell Street seawall has resulted in reduced
beachfront seaward of the revetment structure and
access via the stairways is not possible at all times.

8.3 Management
actions

8.2 Identified
access issues

Council

Council

Council

Primary
responsibility

Department of Industry
- Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Department of Industry
- Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Department of Industry
- Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Supporting
partners1

(Council)

$10,000

Minimal

(Council)

$5,000

Design drawings completed
with reference to Coastal Dune
Management Manual.

Access points identified for
closure and/or replacement.

Audit undertaken.

Evaluation method

Short, medium

Short

Short

Timeframe

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan – Part A - Stockton

Cost estimate
(Funding source)
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The local community have highlighted the value of a sandy
beach environment. The maintenance of this community value is
intrinsically involved with the coastal hazards of beach erosion
and shoreline recession. While short-term and medium term
management actions are outlined in Section 6.0 long-term
actions to address beach amenity and sand nourishment will be
addressed as part of the future Coastal Management Program
to be submitted under the Coastal Management Act 2016.

Recent storm events have resulted in erosion of land at 310
Fullerton Street, Stockton and exposed a former landfill site.
The former landfill extends south of 310 Fullerton Street on
to Crown reserve 79066. Material from the former landfill
has been transported onto Stockton Beach with clean-up
action undertaken. The local community have raised concern
regarding on-going transport of waste material onto Stockton
Beach and into the ocean. Concern was also raised regarding
on-going impacts of coastal erosion on the former landfill site
and the associated reduction in beach amenity and potential
environmental impacts. Management action is proposed to
be undertaken to address erosion impacts and containment
of landfill material at 310 Fullerton Street in Section 6.0.

Beach maintenance programs are routinely
undertaken to remove rubbish and maintain the
aesthetic value of a sandy beach environment.

While level of amenity can be subjective the Newcastle
Coastal Revitalisation Strategy Master Plan (Urbis Pty Ltd,
2010) aims to enhance the amenity of the coastal zone within
the Stockton study area by providing improved facilities and
public spaces. A section of the southern part of the Stockton
study area was included within the South Stockton Reserves
Public Domain Plan (JILA and Hill Thalis, 2012) while a public
domain plan is proposed for North Stockton (NCC, 2015).

The Stockton coastal area provides a setting that the
local community strongly connects with and creates a
sense of local identity. This connection to the coastal
area generates both tangible and intangible community
benefits and results in high value being placed on
Stockton Beach by local residents and visitors.

9.1 Overview

9.0 Beach
Amenity

35

1.

On-ground works

Planning, risk
assessment

1-5

1-5

1-5

1-3

Planning

On-ground works

Zone

Approach

Undertake beach maintenance at stormwater discharge points on Stockton coastline
after storm events to prevent additional erosion.

Undertake audit of stormwater discharge points onto Stockton coastline and assess
water quality and erosion potential

Undertake beach maintenance program and continue dune rehabilitation works. This
includes dune fencing, access controls, invasive species control and replanting native
colonising species.

Investigate opportunities for landscaping within the Stockton study area as part of public
domain plans.

Management Action
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B4

B3

B2

B1

#

Table 9: Beach amenity management actions

Table 9 outlines the management actions proposed to ensure beach amenity in the study area is maintained or improved.

9.2 Management actions

Council

Council

Council

Council

Primary
responsibility

Department of Industry
- Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Department of Industry
- Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Department of Industry
- Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Supporting
partners1

(Council)

$5,000 per annum

Minimal

(Council)

$150,000 per annum

Minimal

Cost estimate
(Funding source)

Short-medium

Short-medium

Short

Medium

Timeframe

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan – Part A - Stockton

Beach maintenance at stormwater
discharge points undertaken where
required.

Stormwater audit undertaken.

Beach maintenance program
undertaken.

Appropriate landscaping included
within public domain plan.

Evaluation method
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Patrolled swimming areas are currently provided by
Council at the southern end of Stockton Beach during
the summer surfing season (September-April). Swimming
outside of the patrolled areas and times should be
undertaken with caution as Stockton Beach is rated as
moderately hazardous on the Australian Beach Safety and
Management Program (Surf Life Saving NSW, 2016).

Swimming

The community have identified impacts on recreational
fishing due to the loss of offshore and nearshore sediment
as identified in Shifting Sands at Stockton Beach (Umwelt
Pty Ltd and SMEC Pty ltd, 2002) and Stockton Beach
Coastal Processes Study Stage 1 - Sediment and Transport
Analysis and Description of On-going Processes (DHI,
2006). Part A - Stockton will address potential short and
medium term actions and opportunities to improve the
recreational fishing experience within the Stockton study
area. However, impacts of coastal processes on fishing stock
and catch are beyond the scope of Part A - Stockton.

Fishing

The community have identified the wave action within the
Stockton study area has been altered by coastal processes,
particularly the loss of offshore and nearshore sediment as
identified in Shifting Sands at Stockton Beach (Umwelt Pty
Ltd and SMEC Pty Ltd, 2002) and Stockton Beach Coastal
Processes Study Stage 1 - Sediment and Transport Analysis
and Description of On-going Processes (DHI, 2006), resulting in
changed or reduced surfing conditions. Additional analysis of
coastal processes and potential options for sand replenishment
to address impacts on wave action for surfing will be
addressed as part of the future Coastal Management Program
to be submitted under the Coastal Management Act 2016.

Surfing

• Surfing;
• Fishing; and
• Swimming.

The recreational use of the coastal zone within the
Stockton study area has been identified as a priority by the
community. The identified key recreational uses include:

10.1 Overview

38

10.0 Recreational
Use of the
Coastal Zone

39

1.

Planning

1-5

1-5

1-3

Planning

Planning

Zone

Approach

Public domain plan for Stockton coastal zone study area will consider footpath/cycleway
along Mitchell Street.

Enhance opportunities for recreational fishing and identify areas for facilities such as fish
cleaning tables.

Prepare public domain plan for the Stockton coastal zone study area in consultation with
relevant land managers and stakeholders. Public domain plan will build upon the adopted
Newcastle Revitalisation Strategy Master Plan.

Management Action
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RU3

RU2

RU1

#

Table 10: Recreational use of the coastal zone management actions

Table 10 outlines the management actions proposed to ensure the recreational use
of the coastal zone in the study area is maintained or improved.

10.2 Management actions

Council

Council

Council

Primary
responsibility

NSW Fisheries

Department of Industry
- Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Supporting partners1

Minimal

(Council, State
Government)

TBA

Minimal

Footpath/cycleway investigated
in public domain plan.

Opportunities identified in public
domain plan.

Public domain plan prepared.

Evaluation method

Medium

Medium

Medium

Timeframe

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan – Part A - Stockton

Cost estimate
(Funding source)
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A series of archaeological investigations within the Stockton
Bight have established the high archaeological sensitivity
and significance of the area (Australian Museum Business
Services, 2005). A number of archaeological sites are known
to occur within the dune systems within the north of the
study area. These sites include surface scatters of midden
materials including shell, bone and stone artefacts.

The first Europeans known to have sighted Stockton Bight
were the crew of the Endeavour on Captain James Cook’s
first voyage into the Pacific Ocean in 1770 (Turner, 1994).
Europeans did not return to Stockton Bight until 1797 when
Lieutenant John Shortland arrived at the Hunter River in
search of escaped convicts from the settlement of Sydney.

The Stockton study area is located within the traditional lands
of the Worimi people. Traditionally, the Worimi people travelled
between the northern and southern areas of Stockton Bight
utilising marine and estuary resources. The local environment
was an extremely rich resource zone and provided a variety
of seasonal food resources (HLA-Envirosciences Pty Ltd,
1995). The coastal area provided food resources such as
fish and many types of shellfish including pippis, mussels
and oysters, while many flora species were also valued as
food sources (Australian Museum Business Services, 2005).

Newcastle Morning Herald Collection c1950
Provided Courtesy of Newcastle Region Library

In 1801 Governor King sent a small party under Lieutenant
Governor Colonel William Paterson to explore the Hunter
Region. The party described the Stockton peninsula as
a series of flats with gullies of deep water between. The
party also described large banks of shells, in some places
three feet thick, on the shoreline with abundant oysters.

In 1800 the 25 tonne grain boat Norfolk was seized by
convicts while enroute from Windsor to Sydney. While
headed north the Norfolk was wrecked off Stockton Beach
with the incident giving the name ‘Pirate’s Point’ to the
southern tip of the Stockton peninsula (Turner, 1994).

11.2 European history

11.1 Aboriginal history

11.0 Culture and Heritage

Attempts to establish a coal mining industry in Stockton
began in 1863 with a series of test bores carried out in
the southern part of the peninsula. In 1882, the Stockton
Coal Company was formed and the Stockton Colliery
commenced production in 1885 and yielded over three
million tonnes of coal before closure in 1907 (Tonks, 1984).

Further industry developed within the Quigley Estate
including an iron works, chemical plant, coal mining and
prominently, shipbuilding. Shipbuilders, with many builders
operating sawmills, became the major industry in the
Stockton area with the first slipway established in 1858
and the Patent Slipway opening in 1860 (Heritas, 2005).

The first land grants at Stockton were awarded to Thomas
Potter McQueen, Alexander Walker Scott and Dr James
Mitchell in the 1830s. Scott and Mitchell established
industries along the Hunter River including a salt works,
tweed mill and iron foundry. By 1849 Mitchell had obtained
the land holdings of McQueen and Scott and the land
south of Clyde Street became the “Quigley Estate”, named
after W.B Quigley Dr Mitchell’s son-in-law. All contracts
at the Quigley estate were on a leasehold basis and the
area was generally known as the ‘Private Township of
Stockton’ (Stockton Historical Society Inc, 2018).

After the expedition Newcastle was established as a convict
settlement in late 1801. The settlement was abandoned in
1802, but a second convict settlement commenced in 1804.
Newcastle remained a convict settlement until 1822 and
a government monopoly of economic activity in the area
occurred. Limeburning was the principal industry on the
Stockton peninsula with timber extraction including cedar,
flooded gum and mangroves also conducted (Turner, 1994).

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan – Part A - Stockton

In 1912 Fort Wallace (338 Fullerton Street) was constructed to
provide a defence post north of the Hunter River. Fort Wallace
operated as a defence force facility until its closure in 1993
(Urbis, 2017).

Residential development within Stockton was mainly confined
to the Quigley Estate in the 19th century, but in 1887 the State
Government subdivided Crown Land to the north of Clyde
Street. The area became known as the ‘new township’ and
established the main current residential centre of Stockton
(Stockton Historical Society Inc, 2018). The Quigley Estate
remained in the ownership of the Quigley family until
1912 when it was sold and progressively subdivided.

Due to the expanding port operations a quarantine station
was constructed in 1900 at the present day site of the
Stockton Centre (342 Fullerton Street). The Stockton
Centre was converted into a psychiatric facility in 1910 and
continues to provide health facilities to the present day.

A dangerous shoal on the Stockton side of the mouth of
the Hunter River, known as the Oyster Bank, prompted the
construction of infrastructure for shipping into Newcastle
Harbour. The Oyster Bank is believed to have claimed at
least fifty ships including the paddle steamer Cawarra in
1866. The development of Newcastle Harbour during the 19th
century included the southern parts of Stockton being rock
lined by 1870. The continued development of the harbour
included the commencement of the construction of the
Stockton breakwall in 1884. The Oyster Bank claimed the
Adolphe in 1904 when it tried to enter Newcastle Harbour
during rough weather and struck the wrecks of the Lindus
and Colonist. The rusted remains of the Adolphe can be
presently viewed from the Stockton breakwall, which was
completed in 1912 (Institute of Engineers Australia, 1989).
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1.

Interpretation of the history and heritage within the Stockton
area is to be integrated into Public Domain Plans.

1-3

1-7

Planning

Planning

Investigate protection of heritage listed items on public lands from coastal hazards

Prepare Aboriginal Heritage Management Strategy to ensure
due diligence processes are followed for Council projects
and assessment of development applications

Ensure high quality interpretive treatments of heritage items or places
that increase understanding of the heritage significance of these items or
places in Council projects and works within the Stockton study area.

Implement dual naming of sites within the Stockton study area where appropriate

Incorporate Aboriginal cultural information into Council
projects and works within the Stockton study area.

Management Action

Planning

Planning

1-5

1-5

Planning

Planning

Zone

Approach
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H6

H5

H4

H3

H2

H1

#

Table 11: Culture and heritage management actions

Table 11 outlines the management actions proposed to conserve or improve interpretation of
culture and heritage in the Stockton study area, both Aboriginal and European.

11.3 Management actions

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Primary
responsibility

Worimi Aboriginal
Land Council

Guraki Committee

Worimi Aboriginal
Land Council

Guraki Committee

Worimi Aboriginal
Land Council

Guraki Committee

Supporting
partners1

Minimal

Short, medium

Medium

Medium

Short, medium

Short, medium

Short, medium

Timeframe

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan – Part A - Stockton

Heritage considerations included
in Public Domain Plan.

Aboriginal Heritage Management
Strategy completed

$30 000
(Council)

Minimal

Heritage treatment incorporated
into Council projects

Dual naming sites determined

Aboriginal cultural information
incorporated into Council projects

Evaluation method

Cost to be determined as
part of individual project

Minimal

Minimal

Cost estimate
(Funding source)
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Part A - Stockton forms the first part of the on-going
assessment and management of coastal hazards and
community use of the coastal environment within the Stockton
study area. Part A - Stockton will be submitted to the Office of
Environment and Heritage for certification under the savings
provisions of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 (now repealed).
Certification under the Coastal Protection Act 1979 is required
to be undertaken by 3 October 2018 due to legislative reform.

The implementation of Part A - Stockton will be reported
by Council through the Annual Report and End of Term
Report under the Integrated Planning and Reporting
framework. Updated information regarding management
actions will also be placed on Council’s website.

Part A - Stockton identifies coastal management
actions for the short (1-2 year) and medium (1-5 years)
term within the Stockton study area. A review of Part
A - Stockton management actions will be undertaken
as part of the future Coastal Management Program to
be prepared under the Coastal Management Act 2016.
This review will be conducted by the end of 2021.

12.0 Review

The community and Stockton Community Liaison Group
have identified sand replenishment/nourishment as the
preferred option to address coastal hazards and beach
amenity in the consultation process for the Part A - Stockton.
Investigation of sand replenishment/nourishment will
be undertaken as part of the preparation of the Coastal
Management Program and will be included in the assessment
of options for long-term management of the coastal zone.

The commencement of the Coastal Management Act
2016 requires Council to prepare a Coastal Management
Program. The Coastal Management Program forms the
second part of the coastal management process under
the State Government framework and is to be submitted
to and certified by the State Government by the end of
2021. The Coastal Management Program will address
long-term options for management of coastal hazards.
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Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan – Part A - Stockton (Appendix A)

Principles, Goals and Objectives
of the NSW Coastal Policy 1997
addressed in the Newcastle Coastal
Zone Management Plan Part A Stockton

Appendix A
Natural Environment
Natural Processes
Aesthetic Qualities
Cultural Heritage
Ecologically Sustainable Development and Use of
Resources
Ecologically Sustainable Human Settlement
Public Access and Use
Information to Enable Effective Management
Integrated Planning and Management

Section 7 of Part A - Stockton has identified the coastal
environment within the Stockton study area as significant
to the local community and proposes management actions
to protect and enhance the value of this environment.
Section 9 also seeks to enhance the amenity of the coastal
environment through appropriate planning of public areas
and built structures within these areas.

3.1 To identify and protect areas of high natural or built
aesthetic quality.

3. To protect and enhance the aesthetic qualities of the
coastal zone

A2

Modelling conducted as part of the Newcastle Coastal
Zone Hazards Study (BMT WBM, 2014(a)) has utilised best
scientific opinion for the projection of sea level rise within
the Stockton study area and the resultant determination of
coastal hazard areas. These hazard areas will be utilised in
Council’s planning processes for the coastal area and for
assessment of development applications.

2.2 To recognise and consider the potential effects of
climate change in the planning and management of
coastal development.

Section 6 of Part A - Stockton provides an overview of the
natural coastal processes within the Stockton study area
and the risk management framework to determine the
threat level from these processes. Section 6 also includes
management actions to accommodate natural processes
in the planning of development within the Stockton study
area and allow sustainable management of the coastal
area.

2.1 To give the impacts of natural processes and hazards a
high priority in the planning and management of coastal
areas.

Objectives

2. To recognise and accommodate natural processes and
climate change

Section 7 and 9 provide management actions to promote
and engage the community in dune and habitat restoration
activities. Stockton currently has community groups
undertaking restoration activities to degraded dune
systems and Council will seek to promote and engage
additional members to these activities.

1.5 To foster new initiatives and facilitate the continued
involvement of the community in programs aimed at the
restoration and rehabilitation of degraded coastal areas.
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The management actions within Part A - Stockton aim to
provide effective management of the coastal environment
while providing recreational opportunities and access to
Stockton Beach.

1.4 To manage the coastline and estuarine environments in
the public interest to ensure their health and vitality.

Section 7 provides management actions for improving
water quality from a predominantly urban coastal
environment by the implementation of Water Sensitive
Urban Design.

1.3 To improve water quality in coastal and estuarine waters
and coastal rivers where it is currently unsatisfactory
and to maintain water quality where it is satisfactory.

Section 7 of Part A - Stockton aims to enhance the
habitat value of coastal land within the Stockton study
area. Improved habitat condition will assist in conserving
threatened plant species while providing potential habitat
for threatened terrestrial fauna.

1.2 To conserve the diversity of all native plants and animal
species and to protect and assist the recovery of
threatened and endangered species.

Not applicable to Stockton study area.

1.1 To identify coastal lands and aquatic environments
with conservation values and devise and implement
acquisition policies, management strategies and
controls to ensure those values are protected.

Objectives

1. To protect, rehabilitate and improve the natural
environment

Goals of the NSW Coastal Policy 1997

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Principles of the NSW Coastal Policy 1997

A3

While Part A - Stockton does not address housing stock
or design Section 9 provides management actions to
address beach amenity that coincides with the lifestyle of
Stockton as a seaside suburb.

6.4 To provide for choice in both housing and lifestyles.

The Stockton study area is primarily urban and Objective
6.3 is not applicable.

6.3 To ensure rural residential developments are located
in areas where impacts on the natural environment or
valuable agricultural resources are minimised.

The Stockton study area is primarily an existing urban
environment, but Part A - Stockton combined with the
draft North Stockton and Fern Bay Landuse Strategy
will guide future development in the northern part of the
Stockton study area.

6.2 To promote compact and contained planned urban
development in order to avoid ribbon development,
unrelated cluster development and continuous urban
areas on the coast.

Part A - Stockton aligns with the draft North Stockton
and Fern Bay Landuse Strategy to ensure appropriate
development of the northern part of the Stockton
study area. Future development will be guided by the
information in Part A - Stockton and will consider coastal
hazards as part of the planning process.

6.1 To ensure the future expansion or redevelopment of
urban and residential areas, including the provision
of infrastructure, avoids or minimises impacts on
environmentally sensitive areas and cultural heritage.

6. To provide for ecologically sustainable human
settlement

See Objective 5.2.

5.3 To develop and implement “best practice” approaches
to achieving sustainable resource management

The Stockton study area is primarily an urban environment
and opportunities for resource development are limited.

5.2 To develop land use and management plans which ensure
the sustainable development and use of resources.
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The Stockton study area is primarily an urban environment
and opportunities for resource development are limited
or have been depleted during historical activities such
as coal mining. Part A - Stockton aims to manage the
development of the coastal zone for recreational activities
and use by the community.

5.1 To identify and facilitate opportunities for the
sustainable development and use of resources.

5. To promote ecologically sustainable development and
use of resources

Section 10 of Part A - Stockton aims to involve the
local traditional owners, Worimi people, within planning
processes of the Council. This will facilitate recognition
of the rights and needs of the Worimi people as the
traditional custodians of the Stockton study area.

4.2 To recognise the rights and needs of indigenous people
and to ensure inputs by Aboriginal communities prior to
making decisions affecting indigenous communities.

Section 10 of Part A - Stockton provides management
actions to protect and conserve both indigenous and
European heritage within the Stockton study area.

4.1 To effectively manage and conserve cultural heritage
places, items and landscapes.

4. To protect and conserve cultural heritage

The Stockton community have identified a strong affinity
with the coastal environment as part of their local identity.
The management actions within Part A - Stockton will
conserve and enhance the qualities of the existing coastal
environment to provide a continuing connection between
the natural environment and local residents.

3.3 To encourage towns to reinforce or establish their
particular identifies in a form which enhances the natural
beauty of the coastal zone.

Section 7 and 9 identifies public domain planning within
the Stockton study area as an opportunity to undertake
appropriate development within the coastal area. Public
domain plans will be undertaken with a design aesthetic
that will complement the coastal environment.

3.2 To design and locate development to complement
the surrounding environment and to recognise good
aesthetic qualities.

Section 6 provides management actions to increase
education programs regarding coastal processes.
Information will also be provided on Council’s website.

Council supports the development of a national coastal
zone management strategy.

9.4 To give consideration to the development of a national
coastal zone management strategy.

Section 3 of Part A - Stockton outlines the community
consultation undertaken in the preparation of Part A Stockton

9.3 To ensure local government coastal policy and
management is integrated and involves community
participation and information exchange.

Part A - Stockton is consistent with the objectives of the
NSW Coastal Policy 1997.

9.2 To ensure Government agencies efficiently and
effectively implement the Coastal policy in a coordinated and collaborative manner.
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8.4 To develop adequate formal and informal education and
awareness programs addressing coastal management
issues.

Council information will be provided as requested.

8.3 To ensure that coastal information is made more
accessible across all levels of government, the private
sector and the community.

Council will maintain a coastal information database and
will provide information as required.

8.2 To develop compatible databases for coastal resource
information.

Council will ensure data obtained through the coastal
planning process is appropriately stored and distributed to
enable integration with other Council programs.

8.1 To coordinate and integrate data and information
collection with management programs to ensure that it
meets the needs of management.

8. To provide information to enable effective management

Section 6 of Part A - Stockton address coastal hazards
within the Stockton study area and provides appropriate
management actions to address the short and medium
term risk for these hazards.

7.2 To ensure risks to human safety from the use of coastal
resources is minimised.

The preparation of Part A - Stockton follows State
Government guidelines and is consistent with other
coastal zone management plans within NSW.

9.1 To facilitate consistent and complementary decision
making which recognises the three spheres of
government.

7.1 To increase public access to foreshores when feasible
and environmentally sustainable options are available.
Section 8 of Part A - Stockton addresses access to
Stockton Beach and Council’s intended management
actions to provide and maintain access.

9. To provide for integrated planning and management

7. To provide for appropriate public access and use
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Modelled beach erosion and
shoreline recession hazard areas
within Stockton study area.
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Modelled coastal inundation hazard
areas within Stockton study area
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Stockton Coastal Erosion
Emergency Action Subplan

Appendix D

Stockton
Coastal Erosion
Newcastle 2030
Emergency
Action Subplan

Subplan

2012

3.7.2 Non-DISPLAN event ........................................................ D7
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The Stockton CEEAS has been prepared in accordance with
the requirements of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 and the
Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone Management Plans
(OEH, 2013).

in the Newcastle local government area (LGA). During a
storm event, Council will respond in accordance with the
requirements of the Flood Subplan (as the priority) and the
Stockton CEEAS for the Stockton area.
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The purpose of the Stockton Coastal Erosion Emergency
Action Subplan (Stockton CEEAS) is to outline the emergency
coastal protection actions that Council will implement during
periods of beach erosion along the Stockton coastline. The
Stockton CEEAS is an accompanying document to the City
of Newcastle Flood Emergency Subplan (NLEMC, 2013) (the
Flood Subplan), which outlines the measures to prepare for,
respond to, and recover from, flooding and coastal erosion
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9.0 Review......................................................................... D15
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emergency coastal protection works....................... D11
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Council is responsible for the ‘construction of
physical mitigation works for protection of coastal
property on land under its care and control’
(Section 2.1 of Newcastle DISPLAN).

Section 3.1.2 of the Flood Subplan (NLEMC, 2013)
outlines the NSW SES’s role includes ‘damage control
for coastal erosion and inundation from storm activity,
specifically the protection of life and the coordination of
the protection of readily moveable household goods and
commercial stock and equipment. The NSW SES is not
responsible for planning or conduct of emergency beach
protection works or other physical mitigation works’.
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• intended emergency actions to be carried out during
periods of beach erosion such as coastal protection works
for property or asset protection, other than matters dealt
with in any plan made under the State Emergency and
Rescue Management Act 1989 relating to emergency
response (sections 55C(b) and (g) of the Coastal Protection
Act 1979);
• any site-specific requirements for landowner temporary
coastal protection works; and
• consultation carried out with the owners of land affected by
a subplan.

The Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone
Management Plans (OEH, 2013) require that an
emergency action subplan describes:

Section 55C of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 requires
a coastal zone management plan include ‘emergency
actions carried out during periods of beach erosion,
including the carrying out of related works, such as works
for the protection of property affected or likely to be
affected by beach erosion, where beach erosion occurs
through storm activity or an extreme or irregular event’.
The section also outlines a coastal zone management
plan must not include matters dealt with in any plan made
under the State Emergency and Rescue Management
Act 1989 in relation to the response to emergencies.

The Flood Subplan (NLEMC, 2013) highlights the necessity
for an emergency action plan to address coastal erosion,
but the coastal erosion plan is required to be prepared
in accordance with the Coastal Protection Act 1979
(not the State Emergency and Rescue Management Act
1989). The Stockton CEEAS (this plan) will form part of
the Newcastle City Council Coastal Zone Management
Plan - Emergency Action plan referred to in Section
4.5.11 of the Flood Subplan (NLEMC, 2013).

Section 4.5.11 of the Flood Subplan (NLEMC, 2013) outlines
that during periods of coastal erosion in a severe weather
event Council will ‘activate the Newcastle City Council
Coastal Zone Management Plan - Emergency Action Plan’.

2.2 Coastal
Protection Act 1979
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The Newcastle Local Disaster Plan (DISPLAN) (NLEMC, 2012)
and the Flood Subplan (NLEMC, 2013) are regional supporting
documents to the EMPLAN and have been prepared in
accordance with the requirements of the State Emergency and
Rescue Management Act 1989. The DISPLAN (NLEMC, 2012)
and Flood Subplan (NLEMC, 2013) designates the NSW State
Emergency Service (SES) as the combat agency for damage
control from storms (including coastal erosion). Council’s
role in preparing for, responding to, and recovering from, a
storm event is defined in the Flood Subplan (NLEMC 2013).

2.1 State Emergency and
Rescue Management Act
1989

a. threats or danger to property includes a reference to
threats or danger to the environment, and
b. the protection of the property includes a reference to the
protection of the environment”.

For the purposes of the definition of emergency, property in
the State includes any part of the environment of the State.
Accordingly, a reference in the Act to:

a. endangers, or threatens to endanger, the safety or health of
persons or animals in the State; or
b. destroys or damages, or threatens to destroy or damage,
any property in the State being an emergency which
requires a significant and co-ordinated response.

“an emergency due to an actual or imminent occurrence
(such as fire, flood, storm, earthquake, explosion, terrorist act,
accident, epidemic or warlike action) which:

An ‘emergency’ is defined in the State Emergency and Rescue
Management Act 1989 and the NSW State Emergency
Management Plan (EMPLAN) (SEMC, 2012) as:

2.0 Planning Context
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Typical tasks that Council may undertake (where
required) before, during and after a coastal erosion/
inundation event (besides considering the need for
and potentially implementing protective works on
public land) would be as outlined in Section 6.

If SES are not mobilised (eg. Neither of above warnings
are released by BoM), Council may undertake some of the
activities that would otherwise by conducted by SES (where
resources allow though not obligated), but Council cannot
order evacuation. If required, Council could request SES
take on a combat agency role if an emergency is occurring.

If a “Severe Weather Warning for Damaging Surf” or “Severe
Weather Warning for Storm Tides” has been released
or SES was mobilised in some other manner Council
would assist SES as required or as resources permit.

Private landholders are responsible for their own land
parcels and Council does not have a positive obligation
to take particular action to protect private property
from erosion events. However, Council has a statutory
obligation to consider development applications for
erosion protection works lodged by property owners.

Council may choose to undertake physical erosion protection
measures to protect public assets from coastal erosion and
inundation if considered appropriate (assuming appropriate
environmental assessment and approval has been obtained).
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SES uses the release of a “Severe Weather Warning for
Damaging Surf” or “Severe Weather Warning for Storm
Tides” from the Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) as a primary
test of whether or not they should be involved in a potential
coastal erosion (and/or inundation) event. If an emergency
has developed and neither of these warnings have been
issued it is expected that Council will contact SES for
assistance with matters where SES has jurisdiction.

SES is not authorised to undertake coastal emergency
protective works (such as placement of rocks or
sand filled geotextile containers) of any form.

The Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) is
the NSW government authority responsible for
advising on coastal zone management.

Under the Coastal Protection Act 1979 Newcastle City Council
is the designated coastal authority with responsibility for
care of public land within its care, control and management.
The carrying out (or authorising and coordinating) of coastal
emergency protective works to protect public assets from
coastal erosion and inundation is the role of Newcastle
City Council, if measures are elected to be undertaken.

The role of the State Emergency Service (SES) in
coastal erosion and inundation emergencies is warning
and evacuation of residents at risk, and or lifting and/
or relocating readily movable household goods and
commercial stock and equipment. This role is reflected
in Section 3.1.2 of the Flood Subplan (NLEMC, 2013).

A “Severe Weather Warning for Damaging Surf” is issued
if waves in the nearshore zone are forecast to exceed a
significant wave height of 5m (irrespective of wave period)
in the next 24 hours. A “Severe Weather Warning for
Storm Tides” is included if storm surge, wave setup and/
or outflow from river flooding is expected to raise ocean
water levels significantly above highest astronomical tide.

The release of “Severe Weather Warning for Damaging
Surf” or “Severe Weather Warning for Storm Tides” by the
Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) is a key trigger adopted by
SES for involvement in a coastal erosion/inundation event.

3.4 Bureau of
Meteorology

3.3 Office of Environment
and Heritage

3.2 Newcastle City
Council

3.1 State Emergency
Service

3.0 Roles and Responsibilities
in Coastal Emergency
Management
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In either case (if SES was or was not the combat agency) it
is possible that Police may act according to their statutory
powers to protect life and property including authorising
emergency protective works. However, it is expected
that in making such a decision, Police would need to
recognise the combat agency’s authority (if applicable),
ensure appropriate approvals are in place for any proposed
works, and seek proper advice prior to acting.

• If SES was not mobilised, Police may undertake or
coordinate activities such as evacuation, barricading,
removal of the contents of buildings and the like.

• Assisting SES where required (eg. controlling and
coordinating evacuation) when SES was acting in its
combat agency role; or

Some members of the NSW Police may also be appointed
as Emergency Operations Controllers. Police would typically
become involved in a coastal erosion event as follows:

• Being the combat agency for terrorist acts.

• Controlling and coordinating the evacuation of victims from
the area affected by the emergency in conjunction with the
combat agency, and

• Law enforcement and search and rescue,

The NSW Police Force is the agency responsible for:

3.5 NSW Police
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In the absence of a severe weather warning issued by
BoM there are four possible scenarios under which an
emergency may occur. In these situations there is no
designated combat agency, but Council would be the
lead agency to manage the emergency. Table 1 outlines
the four possible scenarios in which coastal erosion may
occur without a severe weather warning being issued.

3.7.2 Non-DISPLAN event

• Tsunami.

• Storm surge or heavy swell, and

• Severe storm including wind, rain, hail, electricity,

• Flood,

• Cyclone,

DISPLAN events may be triggered by the BoM issuing a
“Severe Weather Warning for Damaging Surf” or “Severe
Weather Warning for Storm Tides”. Issuing of the severe
weather warning triggers involvement of the SES as the
combat agency. Natural hazards, which are relevant to coastal
management, that may trigger a DISPLAN event include:

3.7.1 DISPLAN event
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Swell formed at a distance from the coast may impact on coastline with little or no
warning. May result in damaging surf producing large scale erosion and/or inundation.
Long-range swell may erode the dune system resulting in landward recession of the
erosion escarpment.

Following beach erosion events the local beach profile may be depleted such that a low
or moderate swell coinciding with a high tide may erode the dune system resulting in
landward recession of the erosion escarpment.

Following erosion of the dune system a sheer and rear vertical erosion escarpment may
remain. As the sand dries the escarpment will slump to a more stable slope. Natural
processes may further flatten the escarpment.

Large coastal erosion events may undermine the structural stability of coastal protection works. Slumping of works may occur some time after the event has passed and
may result in landward recession of the erosion escarpment.

Heavy swell

Depleted beach profile

Slumping of erosion escarpment

Slumping of coastal protection works
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Figure 1 provides a simplified diagram establishing the combat or lead agency
during DISPLAN or Non-DISPLAN events for coastal erosion events.

Description

Scenario

Table 1: Coastal erosion scenarios without a severe weather warning being issued

Events that may potentially result in coastal erosion can be
divided into two categories in regards to potential emergency
action. These are DISPLAN and Non-DISPLAN events.

3.7 DISPLAN and NonDISPLAN events

• Provide staff to support a spatial information group
established by the SES.

• Assist with the evacuation of at-risk communities; and

• Provide storm damage response teams to assist the SES,
including strike teams when requested, to assist the SES;

• Assist the SES in monitoring/reconnaissance of areas
potentially damaged by storms;

Fire and Rescue NSW has a Mutual Aid Agreement
with the SES and would have a support role assisting
the SES during a coastal emergency. In particular,
Fire and Rescue NSW would become involved during
a coastal emergency in the following ways:

3.6 Fire and Rescue NSW

No

Council to implement
relevant emergency actions
outlined in Section 7 of
Stockton Coastal Erosion
Emergency Action Subplan

Non-DISPLAN event
• Council is the lead agency
• Council to manage erosion
emergency response,
assisted by other appropriate
emergency services
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Figure 1: Coastal erosion responsibilities for DISPLAN and Non-DISPLAN events

DISPLAN event
• SES is the Combat Agency
• Council is responsible for
beach emergency protection
works and mitigation works

Yes

Potential emergency identified due to
severe weather warning issued by BoM
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Figure 2: Stockton Coastal Erosion Emergency Action Subplan area

Typical coastal hazards relevant to the Stockton area include:

While the Flood Subplan (NLEMC, 2013) applies to the entirety of the Newcastle LGA, the Stockton CEEAS will apply to
the coastal area of the suburb of Stockton within the LGA. The Stockton CEEAS applies to the area shown in Figure 2.

Dune erosion.
Coastal inundation.
Erosion, outflanking of seawall, threat to existing café.
Overtopping of seawall, inundation of carpark.
Erosion, outflanking of seawall, threat to Surf Life Saving
Club.
Dune erosion, threat to monument and carpark at 21 Pitt
Street.
Erosion, outflanking of seawall, threat to Mitchell Street
roadway.
Overtopping of seawall, threat to Mitchell Street roadway.
Erosion, outflanking of seawall, threat to Barrie Crescent
roadway.
Erosion of dune, potential destabilisation of building.
Erosion of dune, threat to roadway
Erosion and exposure of former landfill site.
Erosion.

Dune system east of Stockton Beach Holiday Park.
Stockton Beach Holiday Park.
Stockton Surf Life Saving Club seawall - southern end.
Stockton Surf Life Saving Club seawall.
Stockton Surf Life Saving Club seawall - northern end.
Dune system between Stockton Surf Life Saving Club and Mitchell
Street seawall.
Mitchell Street seawall - southern end.
Mitchell Street seawall.
Mitchell Street seawall - northern end.
Former North Stockton Surf Life Saving Club.
Griffiths Street carpark.
Hunter Water Corporation land (310 Fullerton Street).
Stockton beach access points (multiple locations).
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Coastline hazard zones are expected to translate landward in the future due to long-term shoreline
recession caused by sea level rise and/or net sediment loss from the system. However, this has not
been considered in the Stockton CEEAS due to the short-term focus of emergency actions.

Emergency hazard

Location

Table 2: Emergency hazards along Stockton coastline

The Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazards Study (BMT WBM, 2014) identified built assets and infrastructure
that are within the Unlikely Immediate Hazard Zone for beach erosion and coastal inundation. Table 2
provides an overview of the main emergency hazards within the Unlikely Immediate Hazard Zone.

• Submerged objects.

• Vegetation destabilised by erosion; and

• Unsafe beach access points due to beach erosion;

• Public safety in areas of wave overtopping/coastal inundation;

• Unstable vertical dune erosion escarpments that can collapse after erosion events;

5.0 Coastal Hazards at
Stockton

4.0 Area Covered by the
Erosion Subplan
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Coastal protection works outside of the listed works
above require development consent under Part 4 of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.

The coastal protection works listed above will require
the preparation of a Review of Environmental Factors
in accordance with Part 5 of the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act 1979.

• Routine maintenance works or repairs to existing coastal
protection works.

• Placement of sandbags for a period of not more than 90
days; and

• Beach nourishment activities;
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These activities are to be undertaken on a beach,
or a sand dune area adjacent to a beach to mitigate
the effects of coastal hazards on land

• Placement of sandbags for a period of not more than 90
days.

• Coastal protection works identified in a coastal
management program (the certified Newcastle Coastal
Zone Management Plan is considered a coastal
management program under the transition provisions of the
Coastal Management Act 2016);

SEPP (Coastal Management) 2018 outlines the
approvals required by a public authority to undertake
coastal protection works within the coastal zone.
Coastal protection works may be undertaken without
development consent (under Part 5 of the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act 1979) for the following:

State Environmental Planning Policy (SEPP) (Coastal
Management) 2018 outlines emergency coastal protection
works that may be undertaken by a public authority as
exempt development. Coastal emergency protection works
that may be undertaken as exempt development are:

• Placement of sand or beach nourishment, including beach
scraping activities, and

6.2 Coastal protection
works

6.1 Emergency coastal
protection works

6.0 Approvals required for
implementation of emergency
coastal protection works
Identify a facility located landward of the immediate hazard line to be used as temporary
refuge/accommodation in event of evacuation.

Pre-planning for prevention of
damage from possible storm
event

Undertake regular (minimum 4 hour) web-based monitoring and reporting of weather, wave
forecasts and beach conditions

BOM issues a “Severe Weather
Warning for Damaging Surf” OR
“Severe Weather Warning for
Storm Tides”
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Ensure sufficient warning signage and barricades are available for use if required.

Confirm availability of labour, plant and equipment to install sandbag revetment(s).

Undertake necessary environmental assessments and approvals for potential emergency
coastal protection works.

Identify areas where potential emergency coastal protection measures may be required and
consider installation of measures (pre-emptive sandbag revetments in high risk areas).

Prepare communications strategy using media pro-forma to inform community of likelihood
of an impending beach erosion emergency and Council’s intended erosion emergency
response. Consultation with other agencies eg. SES may be required.

Relevant staff to undertake preliminary planning for event response.

Notify relevant internal staff that coastal erosion event is likely.

Ensure contact details for delegated staff who co-ordinate emergency actions and external
contacts eg. SES are updated.

Undertake regular on-ground monitoring of environmental conditions and beach behaviour.

Action

Trigger

Table 2: Preparedness emergency actions (Pre-storm)

Ensure rigid barriers and closure signs are stored locally.

Develop pro-forma for media advice regarding different phases of emergency management

Undertake web-based monitoring and reporting of weather, wave forecasts and beach
conditions.

Liaise with SES regarding sand storage location/sand source for sand bags.

Compile contact details of relevant stakeholders in case of storm event

Develop WH&S procedures for storm debris containing hazardous materials and sandbag
installation.

Action

Trigger

Table 1: Prevention Emergency Actions

The implementation of Council’s emergency actions detailed in Tables 1-4 are dependent on a number of
factors including ensuring the WH&S requirements of personnel, available resources, obtaining necessary
agreements and approvals, budget and time constraints. All factors will be taken into account in determining
whether the emergency actions will be reasonable and feasible to implement. Detailed information regarding
actions outlined in Tables 1-4 will be included within Council’s operational documentation.

7.0 Emergency actions
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Conduct investigation of other erosion risk areas and gather evidence of erosion issue.

Implement emergency coastal protection works and record all actions taken. Placement of
measures are to be undertaken in consultation with suitably qualified coastal or geotechnical
engineer.

Transport all necessary erosion control materials, plant and equipment to where emergency
coastal protection works will be placed.

Restrict public access to beach/foreshore where emergency coastal protection works are to be
implemented.

Prepare to close streets and buildings if dune erosion threatens safety of road/building.

Seek coastal and geotechnical engineering advice from suitably qualified person(s) where
required

Gather evidence of erosion escarpment/inundation including location and other appropriate
information. Evidence to be provided to emergency meeting stakeholders.
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Decision is made during
emergency meeting to
implement emergency coastal
protection works

Arrange emergency meeting with relevant stakeholders to determine whether evacuation
measures should be implemented. Any evacuation should be undertaken under direction of the
SES.

Top of erosion escarpment
within 15m of a built asset with
a predicted increase in storm
threat, OR
Significant wave overtopping/
coastal inundation is affecting
private or public land

Inform residents/occupants of the issue and commence evacuation of all persons from
buildings at risk as assessed in emergency meeting.

Notify all appropriate stakeholders and alert them for possibility of emergency meeting

Top of erosion escarpment
within 18m of built asset with
predicted increase in storm
threat, OR
Wave overtopping/coastal
inundation is affecting private
or public land, OR
Predicted increase in storm
threat by BoM (waves
exceeding 7m and tides
exceeding 1.6m or storm
surge greater then 0.6m)

Assess need to remove existing signage, bins, dune fencing etc where items are threatened by
coastal erosion. Removal of these items where safe to do so to prevent damage or asset loss.

Assess need for barriers and safety signage to be erected at damaged or potentially dangerous
beach access points. Placement of barricades and safety signage as required.

Gather evidence of erosion escarpment including location and other appropriate information.
Evidence to be provided to co-ordinator.

Review of emergency actions

Storm has abated and safe to conduct
post-storm activities

Communications strategy to be implemented to inform community of beach erosion
emergency and Council’s intended erosion emergency response. Communications should
include safety advice and information regarding dangers these conditions present.

Significant erosion escarpment
forms and predicted increase
in storm threat
Note: Actions as a result of
this trigger are to be applied to
all trigger responses below

Increase frequency of web-based monitoring and keep records of any weather warnings/
reports of erosion

Trigger

Action

Trigger
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Review and collate records of the storm event, actions taken during the storm event,
issues identified and retain for reporting or future reference.

Review actions within subplan after each erosion event to assess performance and
undertake gap analysis

Undertake beach scraping and/or sand nourishment where appropriate.

Assess damage to dune vegetation and rehabilitate damaged vegetation where
appropriate.

Repair or replace damaged infrastructure, such as dune fencing and beach access
points once dune system has sufficiently recovered.

Restock emergency materials and supplies for future erosion events.

Undertake a survey of beach levels and other features eg) accessways,
escarpments, blow-outs

Collapse erosion escarpment in high public use areas where appropriate.

Erect relevant warning signs where unstable dune escarpments present a public
safety hazard

Assess damaged beach access points. Assessment will include whether beach
access points can be reinstated, measures will be required to rehabilitate access
point or closure of access point

Maintain communication strategy with warning of dangers of any persisting high,
unstable or near vertical erosion escarpments drying out and collapsing without
notice.

Monitor performance of emergency coastal protection works and take remedial
action where required.

Co-ordinate return of evacuated people and belongings where buildings are
structurally adequate.

Clean-up and restoration works to remove any hazardous or unsafe materials from
beach

Organise qualified person(s) to assess buildings in imminent danger of collapse due
to proximity to eroded dune escarpment and reduced foundation capacity

Assess damage to assets, including property, roads and services etc

Action

Table 4: Recovery emergency actions (After storm)

Table 3: Response emergency actions (during storm)
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A review of the Stockton CEEAS will be undertaken as
part of the future Coastal Management Program to be
submitted under the Coastal Management Act 2016. In the
interim, the Stockton CEEAS will be reviewed annually.

9.0 Review
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The draft Stockton CEEAS has also been provided to
public landowners potentially affected by the plan. The
draft Stockton CEEAS was provided to Department
of Primary Industries - Lands and Water (Crown
lands), Hunter Water Corporation, Defence Housing
Australia and Family and Community Services.

The draft Stockton CEEAS was publically exhibited from
Wednesday the 6th June 2018 to Thursday 28th June 2018.

The Coastal Protection Act 1979 does not specifically
stipulate the requirement for public consultation in the
development of a coastal erosion emergency action subplan.
However, the Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone
Management Plans (OEH, 2013) note direct consultation with
landowners affected by the subplan is to be undertaken.

8.0
Consultation
This page is intentionally blank
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Government agencies, and Council's response to the issues
identified are outlined in Table 1 below. Table 2 includes
Council's response to key issues raised by Hunter Water
Corporation and Department of Industry - Lands and Water
(Crown Lands).

E1

No change required.

Part A- Stockton is limited to short to medium term
management actions, but investigation of groynes as
a long-term option to address coastal erosion will be
undertaken in a future Coastal Management Program
under the Coastal Management Act 2016.

No change required.
Further investigation is required to understand the
feasibility, including sourcing of sand, and impacts
of a large capital replenishment program. These
studies cannot be undertaken prior to the certification
dissolution date of 3 October 2018 and will be
undertaken as part of the Coastal Management
Program.

No change required.
Sand scraping is undertaken as a maintenance
activity when sand is available in the inter-tidal zone.
Redistribution of sand to the dune area is to provide
a protective buffer during storm events to try and limit
coastal erosion during these events. Beach scraping
does not address long-term recession or sand loss
from the beach environment.

3

2

2

Construction of a groyne
field required to address
coastal erosion issues in
Stockton.

Sand replenishment
program should
be included as a
management action for
the short-term.

Sand scraping from
depleted beach areas
causes further erosion
issues.
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No change required.
Management actions within Part A- Stockton are
limited to short to medium term management actions.
Large projects such as capital sand replenishment
etc. require further investigation which will be
undertaken in the Coastal Management Program
under the Coastal Management Act 2016.

3

Management action
timeframes should focus
on the short-term.

No change required.

Noted. Sand replenishment is included as the
preferred option of the community and Stockton
Community Liaison Group in Part A - Stockton.
Investigation of sand replenishment will be
undertaken as part of the future Coastal Management
Program under the Coastal Management Act 2016.

5

Sand replenishment is
a preferred long-term
solution.

Council Response

Change to
Part A - Stockton

Number of
Submissions

Issue Identified in
Public Exhibition

Table 1: Public submissions to Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan Part A - Stockton and Council
response

Part A - Stockton was publically exhibited from 6 June to
28 June 2018. Sixteen public submissions were received,
including submissions from the Stockton Community Liaison
Group and Stockton Community Action Group, and two
Government agencies. An outline of the key issues raised
in the public submissions, excluding the submissions by

Appendix E
Submissions Response Table

Investigation of potential sand sources for sand
replenishment will be investigated as part of future
Coastal Management Program under the Coastal
Management Act 2016.

No change required.
Additional studies are required to be undertaken in
a future Coastal Management Program to understand
the impacts of management options on coastal
processes within the Stockton area. Part A - Stockton
includes management actions to provide on-ground
works in the short to medium term.
No change required.

Part A - Stockton contains management actions to
improve beach amenity, including public domain
planning and facilities, to potentially facilitate special
events in the Stockton area.

The engineered breakwalls are constructed to
facilitate the operation of Newcastle Harbour and
reduction of length may have potential significant
impacts. The proposed action is beyond the scope
of Part A - Stockton.
Table 6 of Part A - Stockton provides management
actions for planting of dune systems, but not all areas
between beach and properties eg. Zone 3, can
be re-established as dune systems.

1

1

1

1

1

Sand replenishment from
Stockton Bight sand
dunes or off-shore sand
resources.
Further studies are not
required and on-ground
action is required.

Corridor of local flora is
required between beach
and properties.

Reduce the length of the
Hunter River breakwalls
to allow sand transport
to Stockton Beach.
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No change required.

No change required.

No change required.

No change required.

Promotion of Stockton
for special events and
eco-tourism.

Extension of Mitchell
Street seawall to protect
community assets from
coastal erosion.

Investigation of the
effectiveness of the
Port of Newcastle sand
placement program
should be undertaken.

Part A - Stockton is limited to short to medium term
management actions, but investigation of seawalls as
a long-term option to address coastal erosion will be
undertaken in a future Coastal Management Program
under the Coastal Management Act 2016.

No change required.

No change required.

1

Section 5 of Part A - Stockton provides an overview
of currently available Government funding programs.
Addressed in management action CH13 in Table 5.

Change to
Part A - Stockton

Further investigations will be undertaken as part
of the Coastal Management Program and may
include studies to determine the transport of sand
on Stockton Beach from dredging campaigns.
Addressed in management action CH9 in Table 5.

2

Private sector and other
funding mechanisms,
such as levies, should
be included to fund
management solutions.

Council Response

2

Number of
Submissions

Issue Identified in
Public Exhibition

E2

E3

Section 8 of Part A - Stockton includes management
actions to assist in providing appropriate access
to Stockton Beach.

The timeframe for completion of the Coastal
Management Program will be dependent on the
outcomes of future studies and cannot be accurately
defined at this stage. The required completion date
for a Coastal Management Program is 31 December
2021, but this does not preclude the Coastal
Management Program being completed earlier then
this date.

Section 6 of Part A- Stockton identifies coastal
erosion as a coastal hazard and management actions
are prioritised in the short and medium term. While
a long-term solution is not identified options will be
investigated in the Coastal Management Program
to be submitted under the Coastal Management
Act 2016.

Section 6.1 of Part A - Stockton provides an overview
of previous coastal process studies undertaken within
the Stockton study area. Reference to man-made
changes to the mouth of the Hunter River, including
dredging, will be included in Section 6.1.

1

1

1

Access to the beach
continues to be reduced.

Timeframe for completion
of Coastal Management
Program should be
reduced to short term (1-2
years).

Part A- Stockton does not
identify the seriousness
of the impacts of
coastal erosion and the
requirement for urgent
action.

Part A - Stockton does not 1
acknowledge the impacts
of harbour channel
dredging.

Figure 1 provides a diagram of the applicable study
area for Part A - Stockton. While the Hunter River and
mouth of the harbour is shown the dredged harbour
channel does not form part of the study area

1

Figure 1 should show
the artificially deepened
harbour channel.
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Coastal hazards are a naturally occurring process
and successful management can have varying
objectives i.e. protection of property versus beach
amenity/maintenance of natural environment. The
management of coastal hazards is intrinsically tied
to the overall sustainable management of a natural
and man-made system and this will be further
investigated in the Coastal Management Program
under the Coastal Management Act 2016.

1

No clear vision of what is
considered success for
Part A -Stockton.

Part A - Stockton provides management actions for
development control in regards to coastal hazards.

1

Development in Stockton
cease until coastal erosion
issue mitigated.

Council Response

Number of
Submissions

Issue Identified in
Public Exhibition

No change required

No change required.

Sentence added to
reflect conclusions
of Shifting sands
at Stockton Beach
prepared by Umwelt
(Australia) Pty Ltd dated
June 2002 in regards to
man-made alterations
to Hunter River in
Section 6.1.

No change required.

No change required.

No change required.

No change required.

Change to
Part A - Stockton

No change required.
The medium term action period has been included
within Part A - Stockton to ensure the transfer of
actions from the plan to a future Coastal Management
Program.
Section 9.1 of Part A - Stockton notes the relationship No change required.
between beach amenity and value of a sandy
environment. Section 9.1 notes sand replenishment
is included as an action in Section 6 and will be
investigated as part of a Coastal Management
Program.

1

1

Reference to medium
term (1-5) years should
be removed to reflect
seriousness of issue.
Table 9 should include
action for sand
replenishment to address
beach amenity.
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No change required.
Cost benefit analysis of long-term management
options will be undertaken as part of Coastal
Management Program. Part A - Stockton outlines
funding programs and costs for management actions.
1

No business case is
provided for funding.

No change required.

No change required.

Council currently has an operating procedure to
ensure a number of beach accesses can remain open
after storm events. Dumping of sand prior to storm
events can be difficult due to timing before event and
ability to source sand.

Beach access points are currently monitored as part
of Council on-going operations.

Table 8 management
action BA2 amended
to include reference to
consultation with key
stakeholders and the
community.

No change required.

No change required.

Change to
Part A - Stockton

Proactive protection works 1
for beach access points
prior to storm events.
Works could include
dumping of sand prior to
storm events.

1

Table 8 includes management actions for beach
access. Management action BA2 in Table 8 will
be amended to include community consultation.

1

Beach access points
should be opened or
closed in consultation with
community.

Monitoring of beach
access points.

The operation of a childcare centre is outside
the scope of the management actions for Part
A - Stockton as the focus of the plan is regarding
management of coastal hazards.

1

On-going operation of
a childcare centre in
Stockton.

Council Response
Investigation for sand replenishment is listed as the
ninth priority action in Table 5 of Part A - Stockton.
Known risks from the risk register contained in
the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Study
(BMT WBM, 2014(b) are listed above the sand
replenishment investigations and are prioritised for
action, but investigations will be prioritised as part
of the Coastal Management Program process.

Number of
Submissions
1

Investigations for sand
replenishment should be
prioritised higher in Table
5.

Issue Identified in
Public Exhibition

E4

E5

Management action
included in Table 5
(CH4) to address
management of former
landfill on Crown
Reserve.
No change required.

No change required.

No change required.

No change required.

Evidence of former landfill extending onto Crown
Reserve provided to Council. Action to manage
former landfill on Crown Reserve included in Table 5.

Temporary coastal protection works will be located
on Hunter Water Corporation property. Council will
remain as a supporting partner.

Land management issues identified for former landfill
are outside scope of Part A - Stockton.

The former landfill is not considered a coastal hazard
as defined by the Coastal Protection Act 1979 and
may be managed under other approval pathways
such as SEPP 55. The long-term management
of this section of coastline will need to consider
coastal hazard impacts on the former landfill area
in the Coastal Management program. Ongoing
management by various land managers can continue
to be undertaken under other statutory requirements.

Section 5 of Part A - Stockton provides an overview
of currently available Government funding programs.
Addressed in management action CH13 in Table 5.

Former landfill extends
south onto Crown Reserve.

Council should be
identified in primary
responsibility for
implementation of coastal
protection works at former
landfill.

Council needs to
acknowledge financial
liability for management
actions regarding former
landfill and responsibility
for on-going management
of contamination risk from
the former landfill.

Management action
required to be included
for on-going management
of former landfill. Hunter
Water Corporation,
Department of Industry Lands and Water (Crown
Lands) and Council to be
responsible organisations.

Wording included in
Section 6.3.2 to highlight
consideration of former
landfill site in Coastal
Management Program.

Change to
Part A - Stockton
Table 5 management
action CH3 updated
to show Lot and
Deposited Plan of
Hunter Water owned
land.

Council Response

Property identification will be updated to reflect Lot
Property where former
and Deposited Plan.
landfill located on Hunter
Water land to be accurately
described.

Issue Identified
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Hunter Water
Corporation

Government
Agency

Table 2: Key public submission issues by Government agencies and Council response
Council Response

Change to
Part A - Stockton

Wording included
in Section 6.3.2 to
highlight consideration
of former landfill site in
Coastal Management
Program.

No change required.

The former landfill is not considered a coastal hazard
as defined by the Coastal Protection Act 1979 and
may be managed under other approval pathways
such as SEPP 55. The long-term management of
this section of coastline will need to consider coastal
hazard impacts on the former landfill area in the
Coastal Management program.
Extent of repairs or works to northern end of
Mitchell Street seawall is not currently known, but is
considered a priority action due to beach erosion.
Coastal protection works will be appropriately
designed and consultation undertaken.

Management action
required to be included for
on-going management for
former landfill. Action to
be responsibility of Hunter
Water Corporation and
Council.
Clarification of extent
of repairs or works to
northern end of Mitchell
Street seawall.
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Management action
included in Table 5
(CH4) to address
management of former
landfill on Crown
Reserve.

Evidence of former landfill extending onto Crown
Reserve provided to Council. Action to manage
former landfill on Crown Reserve included in Table 5.

Management action
Procedure for monitoring and response to erosion
On-going surveillance and
management of the former impacts on former landfill, particularly management of CH30 included
in Table 5.
landfill in response to storm waste material on the beach, required.
events should be included
as a management action.

Issue Identified

Former landfill extends
Department of
Industry - Lands south onto Crown reserve.
and Water
(Crown Lands)

Government
Agency

E6

Part B Coastline South
of the Harbour
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Whilst Part B - Coastline South of the Harbour does address
all three priority coastal management issues, the focus is
largely on how Council will manage coastal hazards. This
approach is consistent with the Guidelines for Preparing
Coastal Zone Management Plans (OEH, 2013), which Part
B - Coastline South of the Harbour has been prepared in
accordance with.

1. Coastal Hazards
2. Beach Environment and Heritage
3. Public Access and Amenity.

As the coastline is so highly valued, it is important that it
is protected into the future. The purpose of the Newcastle
Coastal Zone Management Plan Part B - Coastline South
of the Harbour (Part B - Coastline South of the Harbour) is
to outline the proposed actions that will be implemented
to address priority management issues affecting the
coastline south of the Hunter River. For the purposes of
Part B - Coastline South of the Harbour, the priority coastal
management issues have been separated into three themes:

The study area for the Plan extends approximately 6
kilometres from Hickson Street, Merewether in the south,
to Nobby's Head in the north (see Figure 2.1). The area
incorporates the coastal foreshore in public ownership and
the lands affected by coastal hazards. The immediate offshore
environment (including rock platforms) is also included. As
shown in Figure 2.1, the study area includes:

Novocastrians love the coast, with over two million people
visiting local beaches each year. Newcastle's coastal
landscape is defined by a rich Aboriginal and European
heritage, with the city retaining unique evidence of its
penal, colonial and maritime heritage. A great diversity of
environments can be found along the coastline, including tall
coastal cliffs, and small pocket beaches. The Bathers Way,
Merewether National Surfing Reserve and sandy stretches of
beach provide a recreational playground for locals and visitors
alike to enjoy. It is all of these values that have led the people
of Newcastle to have a strong association with the coast.

BAR BEACH

NEWCASTLE BEACH
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Figure 2.1 Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan - Part B - Coastline South of the Harbour study area

MEREWETHER BEACH

DIXON PARK BEACH

KING
EDWARD
PARK

NOBBYS BEACH

COWRIE HOLE

HORSESHOE
BEACH

Management actions relating to the Hunter River are excluded
from Part B - Coastline South of the Harbour. These actions
are outlined in the Hunter Estuary Coastal Zone Management
Plan (BMT WBM, 2017).

Management of Stockton Beach is detailed in Part A of the
Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan and as such is
excluded from the study area.

The Newcastle coastline comprises two different types of
beach. The beaches to the south of the Hunter River (the
Southern Beaches) are characterised by sandy pocket
beaches found between coastal cliffs (e.g. Shepherds Hill)
and headlands (e.g. Fort Scratchley). These beaches contain
bedrock at depth (below the sand). To the north of the
Hunter River is Stockton Beach, which is the southernmost
part of the largest sandy barrier in NSW (measuring over 32
kilometres in length).

SUSAN GILMORE BEACH

• Merewether, Dixon Park, Bar, Newcastle, and Nobbys
beaches
• All rock platforms between Hickson Street, Merewether
and Nobbys Beach
• Coastal headlands and cliffs including Strzelecki,
Shepherds Hill, King Edward Park and Fort Scratchley
• The Merewether and Newcastle Ocean Baths
• Nobbys breakwall (Hunter River southern breakwall)

2.0 Study Area

1.0 Introduction

2

3
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1. To manage current and future risks from coastal hazards,
taking into account the effects of climate change
2. To protect and enhance the coastal environment
3. To acknowledge and enhance the Aboriginal and European
heritage of the coast
4. To maintain and enhance public access, amenity and use
of the coast.

The objectives of Part B - Coastline South of the Harbour are:

Council considered the objectives of the Coastal Protection
Act 1979 and NSW Coastal Policy 1997 in determining the
objectives of Part B - Coastline South of the Harbour. The
objectives provide the context for what Council is trying to
achieve by implementing Part B - Coastline South of the
Harbour, and align with the three coastal themes described in
Section 1.0.

3.0 Objectives
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Appendix D

Sections 6.3 and 7.4

Sections 6.1 and 7.0

N/A

Sections 6.1 and 7.0

• Emergency actions carried out during periods of beach erosion, including the
carrying out of related works, such as works for the protection of property
affected or likely to be affected by beach erosion, where beach erosion occurs
through storm activity or an extreme or irregular event, and

• Ensuring continuing and undiminished public access to beaches, headlands
and waterways, particularly where public access is threatened or affected by
accretion, and

• Where the plan relates to a part of the coastline, the management of risks arising
from coastal hazards, and

• Where the plan relates to an estuary, the management of estuary health and any
risks to the estuary arising from coastal hazards, and

• The impacts from climate change on risks arising from coastal hazards and on
estuary health, as appropriate, and
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Sections 6.2, 6.3 and 7.4

• Protecting and preserving beach environments and beach amenity, and

A coastal zone management plan (CZMP) must make provision for:

Requirement of the Act

Where requirement is addressed
in this Plan

Table 4.1 outlines how Part B - Coastline South of the
Harbour meets the requirements of the Act and the guidelines.

Part B - Coastline South of the Harbour was prepared in
accordance with the requirements of the Coastal Protection
Act 1979 and the Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone
Management Plans (OEH 2013).

A number of other studies were also considered during the
development of the Plan, including the Newcastle Coastline
Management Study and Plan (Umwelt 2003a and 2003b), and
the Newcastle Coastal Plan of Management (NCC 2015).

Table 4.1. Coastal Protection Act 1979 Requirements

Plan Requirements

Step 3.	Preparation of Part B Coastline South of the Harbour
– identifies Council's preferred management actions
for implementation.

Step 2.	Preparation of the Newcastle Coastal Zone
Management Study (BMT WBM, 2014b) – identified
and assessed potential management options for
addressing coastal hazards.

Step 1.	Preparation of the Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazards
Study (BMT WBM, 2014a) – identified and mapped
the hazards that affect the Newcastle coastline.

Council worked through a three step process to develop
Part B - Coastline South of the Harbour:

4.0 Planning Context

Council will have primary responsibility
for all management actions contained
within Part B - Coastline South of
the Harbour. Consultation has been
undertaken with all agencies with tenure
within the study area.

• Proposed actions or activities to be carried out by any public authority or relating
to any land or other assets owned or managed by a public authority, unless
the public authority has agreed to the inclusion of those proposed actions or
activities in the plan.
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Section 7.1

Section 5.0

• The community and stakeholder consultation process, the key issues raised and
how they have been considered
• How the proposed management options were identified, the process followed to
evaluate management options, and the outcomes of the process

See Coastal Management Principles
section of table on principles below

Where requirement is addressed
in this Plan

• How the relevant Coastal Management Principles have been considered in
preparing the plan

A coastal zone management plan must include a description of:

Requirement of the Guidelines

Requirements of Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone Management Plans

No matters have been included

Section 7.0

Where requirement is addressed
in this Plan

• Matters dealt with in any plan made under the State Emergency and Rescue
Management Act 1989 in relation to the response to emergencies,

A coastal zone management plan must not include the following:

• Where the plan proposes the construction of coastal protection works (other
than emergency coastal protection works) that are to be funded by the council
or a private landowner or both, the proposed arrangements for the adequate
maintenance of the works and for managing associated impacts of such works
(such as changed or increased beach erosion elsewhere or a restriction of public
access to beaches or headlands).

Requirement of the Act

6

7

Where requirement is addressed
in this Plan

Section 7.4

Section 7.4

Section 8.0

• Actions to be implemented through other statutory plans and processes.

• Actions to be carried out by a public authority or relating to land or other assets
it owns or manages, where the authority has agreed to these actions (section
55C(2) (b) of the Coastal Protection Act 1979).

• Proposed actions to monitor and report to the community on the plan’s
implementation, and a review timetable.

Section 5.0

Appendix E

• Consulting with the local community and other relevant stakeholders. The
minimum consultation requirement is to publicly exhibit a draft plan for not less
than 21 days, with notice of the exhibition arrangements included in a local
newspaper (section 55E of the Coastal Protection Act 1979).

• Considering all submissions made during the consultation period. The draft plan
may be amended as a result of these submissions (section 55F of the Coastal
Protection Act 1979).

Section 6.1

Section 6.1

Section 7.0 (only works by public
authorities proposed at this stage)

Sections 6.1 and 7.0

• The nature and extent of risks to public safety and built assets from coastal
hazards.

• Projected climate change impacts on risks from coastal hazards (section 55C(f)
of the Coastal Protection Act 1979).

• Suitable locations where landowners could construct coastal protection works
(provided they pay for the maintenance of the works and manage any offsite
impacts), subject to the requirements of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979, and

• Property risk and response categories for all properties located in coastal hazard
areas.
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Section 6.1

• Coastal processes within the plan’s area, to a level of detail sufficient to inform
decision-making.

A description of:

CZMPs are to achieve a reasonable balance between any potentially conflicting uses of the coastal zone.

Section 7.0

• Evaluating potential management options by considering social, economic and
environmental factors, to identify realistic and affordable actions.

CZMPs are to be prepared using a process that includes:

Section 8.0

• Proposed funding arrangements for all actions, including any private sector
funding

Proposed management actions over the CZMP’s implementation period in a prioritised implementation
schedule which contains:

Requirement of the Guidelines

Where requirement is addressed
in this Plan

Section 7.4

Section 6.2

Section 6.3
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Proposed actions in the implementation schedule to manage any environmental or
safety impacts from current access arrangements,
and to protect or promote the culture and heritage environment.

• The cultural and heritage significance of the plan’s area.

• Any potential impacts (e.g. erosion, accretion or inundation) on these access
arrangements, and

• The current access arrangements to beaches, headlands and waterways in the
plan’s area, their adequacy and any associated environmental impacts.

Section 6.3

Section 7.4

• Proposed actions in the implementation schedule that protect and preserve
beach environments and beach amenity, and ensure continuing and
undiminished public access to beaches, headlands and waterways, particularly
where public access is threatened or affected by accretion (section 55C(c) of the
Coastal Protection Act 1979).
A description of:

Appendix D

Appendix D

Appendix D

Section 7.0

• Consultation carried out with owners of land affected by a subplan.

• Any site-specific requirements for landowner emergency coastal protection
works, and

• Intended emergency actions to be carried out during periods of beach erosion
such as coastal protection works for property or asset protection, other than
matters dealt with in any plan made under State Emergency and Rescue
Management Act 1989 relating to emergency response (sections 55C(b) and (g)
of the Coastal Protection Act 1979),

An emergency action subplan, which is to describe:

Where the plan proposes the construction of coastal protection works (other
than emergency coastal protection works) that are to be funded by the council
or a private landowner or both, the proposed arrangements for the adequate
maintenance of the works and for managing associated impacts of such works
(section 55C(g) of the Coastal Protection Act 1979), and

Proposed actions in the implementation schedule to manage current and projected Section 7.0
future risks from coastal hazards, including risks in an estuary from coastal hazards.
Actions are to focus on managing the highest risks (section 55C(d) and (e) of the
Coastal Protection Act 1979).

Requirement of the Guidelines

8

9

Were considered when developing objectives of Part B Coastline South of the Harbour (Section 3.0), and throughout all
sections of Part B - Coastline South of the Harbour

See Section 4.0, Council considered a number of previous
studies when developing Part B - Coastline South of the
Harbour. Council will also use other planning mechanisms (e.g.
public domain plans) to deliver some of the actions contained in
Section 7.4

See Section 5.0 for a description of the community consultation
undertaken during the preparation of Part B - Coastline South
of the Harbour

Consultants prepared the hazard study for Council which
reflects the best available information at the time, and
recognises the interrelationships (see summary of hazard study
in Section 6.1) (BMT WBM, 2014a)

Council is proposing to spend public funds to protect public
assets (see Section 7.0)

Principle 1: Consider the objects of the Coastal Protection
Act 1979 and the goals, objectives and principles of the NSW
Coastal Policy 1997.

Principle 2: Optimise links between plans relating to the
management of the coastal zone.

Principle 3: Involve the community in decision making and
make coastal information publically available

Principle 4: Base decisions on the best available information
and reasonable practice; acknowledge the interrelationship
between catchment, estuarine and coastal processes; adopt
a continuous improvement management approach.

Principle 5: The priority for public expenditure is public
benefit; public expenditure should cost-effectively achieve
the best practical long-term outcomes.

Council has prioritised coastal ecosystems (see Section 6.2),
and continues to undertake works to rehabilitate priority
ecosystems (see Sections 6.2 and 7.4)

Principle 8: Maintain the condition of high value coastal
ecosystems; rehabilitate priority degraded coastal
ecosystems

Community Strategic Plan. The actions will contribute to the
Newcastle Community Strategic Plan's directions Protected
and Enhanced Environment, Vibrant and Activated Public
Places, and Liveable and Distinctive Built Environment.
The Plan is also consistent with Council's other key coastal
planning documents including the Newcastle Coastal Plan of
Management (NCC 2015), the Bathers Way Public Domain
Plan (NCC 2012), and Merewether Beach Reserves Public
Domain Plan (JILA and Thalis 2010).

The management of the coast interacts with various other
legislative acts, planning instruments and environmental
management strategies and initiatives implemented by both
Council and other stakeholders. The relationship between Part
B - Coastline South of the Harbour and other legislative acts,
strategies and plans is shown in Figure 3.
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The proposed management actions in Part B - Coastline
South of the Harbour are consistent with the Newcastle

Council will continue to develop and implement public domain
plans to support recreational activities (see Sections 6.3 and 7.4)

Principle 10: Support recreational activities consistent with
the goals of the NSW Coastal Policy

Council will continue to develop and implement public domain
Principle 9: Maintain and improve safe public access to
beaches and headlands consistent with the goals of the NSW plans to improve public access (see Sections 6.3 and 7.4)
Coastal Policy

A risk management approach was adopted, as outlined in
Section 7.1

Principle 7: Adopt an adaptive risk management approach if
risks are expected to increase over time, or to accommodate
uncertainty in risk predictions

Principle 6: Adopt a risk management approach to managing A risk management approach was adopted, as outlined in
Section 7.1
risks to public safety and assets; adopt a risk management
hierarchy involving avoiding risks where feasible and
mitigation where risks cannot be reasonably avoided; adopt
interim actions to manage high risks while long-term options
are implemented

Where principal is considered in Part B - Coastline
South of the Harbour

Principle

Coastal Management Principles

Newcastle
Coastal Plan of
Management
2015

Newcastle Local
Environment
Plan 2012 and
Development
Control Plans
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Figure 3: Relationship between legislation and strategies
and the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan

Newcastle Coastal
Zone Management
Plan 2018

Coastal Zone Management

Newcastle Environmental Management Strategy 2013

Newcastle 2030 Community Strategic Plan

Draft Marine Estate Management Strategy 2018-2028
(Marine Estate Management Authority)

Lower Hunter Regional Conservation Plan
(Office of Environment and Heritage)

Draft Greater Newcastle Metropolitan Plan
(Department of Planning and Environment)

Hunter Regional Plan 2036 (Department of Planning and Environment)

Regional Scale Strategies and Plans

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cwlth)

Crown Land Management Act 2016

Heritage Act 1977

National Park and Wildlife Act 1974

Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016

Marine Estate Management Act 2014

Local Government Act 1993

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979

State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989

Coastal Protection Act 1979 and NSW Coastal Policy 1997

State and National Legislation and Policy
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Further consultation has been undertaken in 2018 with the
Department of Industry - Lands and Water (Crown Lands);
Hunter Water Corporation, the Port of Newcastle and the
Roads and Maritime Service to confirm agency support for
the management actions proposed for Part B - Coastline
South of the Harbour.

Harbour was placed on public exhibition for a period of 21
days in October 2016 and a community information session
was held during the exhibition period. Council's response to
submissions can be found in Appendix E.

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan – Part B - Coastline South of the Harbour

Members of the Group represent key stakeholders, including
the community, state and local governments and the former
Newcastle Port Corporation. Part B - Coastline South of the

Extensive community consultation has been undertaken
over a number of years to discuss the best management
approaches for dealing with key coastal issues. Consultation
during the preparation of Part B - Coastline South of
the Harbour (including the accompanying hazard and
management studies) was largely facilitated through the
Newcastle Coastal Technical Working Group.

5.0 Community Consultation

There is a high possibility the event will
occur as there is a history of frequent
occurrence.
It is likely the event will occur as there is a
history of casual occurrence.
There is a low possibility that the event
will occur, however, there is a history of
infrequent or isolated occurrence
It is highly unlikely that the event will
occur, except in extreme/exceptional
circumstances, which have not been
recorded historically.

Almost Certain

Likely

Unlikely

Rare

Beach erosion can be defined as the offshore movement
of sand from the sub-aerial beach during a storm (OEH,
2013). Beach recession refers to the landward movement
of the shoreline over time (caused by a loss in the sediment
budget) (OEH, 2013). BMT WBM (2014a) used a combination
of historical analysis and modelling to identify the areas
potentially affected by beach erosion/recession. The 'average'
and 'maximum' historical extents of erosion were calculated
and used to define the hazard areas. Bedrock and engineer
designed seawalls were generally considered to limit the
extent of erosion/recession, except in the rare scenario (where
it has been assumed that seawalls fail). The methodology
used to identify the areas potentially affected by beach
erosion/recession is summarised in Table 6.2. Maps showing
the beach erosion/recession hazard areas are contained in
Appendix A.

6.1.1 Beach Erosion and Recession

Description

Probability

Table 6.1. Risk Probability/Likelihood
(source BMT WBM, 2014a)
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It should be noted that there is a lot of uncertainty when
trying to define areas that are potentially impacted by coastal
hazards. There is often limited data on coastal processes;
coastal hazards are often episodic and unpredictable in
nature; and there is also uncertainty regarding the potential
impacts and timeframes of climate change. In the Newcastle
Coastal Zone Hazard Study (BMT WBM, 2014a), A band of
potential hazard extents for beach erosion/recession and
inundation were adopted. The bands represent different
probabilities/likelihoods that the hazard will occur ranging
from almost certain to rare (see Table 6.1). The bands were
considered across three timeframes (immediate, 2050 and
2100).

When coastal processes impact on the use of coastal lands,
they are referred to as coastal hazards. Coastal hazards are
one of the priority issues affecting the Newcastle coastline.
The key coastal hazards impacting on the Newcastle
coastline are beach erosion/recession, coastal inundation,
and cliff/slope instability. A brief summary of how each of
these hazards affects the Newcastle coastline is provided
in Sections 6.1.1 to 6.1.3 below. The information provided
in Sections 6.1.1 to 6.1.3 is a summary of the descriptions
provided in the Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazard and
Management Studies (BMT WBM, 2014a&b).

The Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazard Study (BMT WBM,
2014a) outlined the key coastal processes that impact on
the Newcastle coastline, including: regional geology and
geomorphology, waves, water levels, sediment transport,
and climate change. The hazard study used a sea level rise
benchmark of 0.4m by 2050 and 0.9m by 2100 above 1990
mean sea level. Council has adopted this sea level rise
benchmark for the purposes of this Plan, as it is consistent
with the levels contained in the now repealed NSW Sea Level
Rise Policy Statement 2009 (DECCW 2009), and is considered
to be currently widely accepted by competent scientific
opinion.

6.1 Coastal Hazards

As outlined in Section 1.0, the priority coastal management
issues have been separated into three themes: Coastal Hazards,
Beach Environment and Heritage, and Public Access and
Amenity. This section provides an overview of the priority issues
under each theme.

6.0 Overview of Priority
Coastal Issues

12

13

Immediate 'extreme' beach erosion + 0.9m SLR
recession
OR
Immediate 'maximum' beach erosion +
structural impacts + 0.9m SLR + 5° more
easterly wave climate
AND
Engineered seawalls fail or are removed/absent

Immediate 'extreme' beach erosion +
0.4m SLR recession

OR

Immediate 'maximum' beach erosion
+ structural impacts + 0.4m SR + 5°
more easterly wave climate

AND

Engineered seawalls fail or are
removed/absent
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 ssumed to be the addition of the 'almost certain' and 'maximum' erosion
A
extents, in lieu of better data.

OR

OR

4

Immediate 'maximum' beach erosion + 1.4m
SLR recession

Immediate 'maximum' beach erosion
+ 0.7m SLR recession

 he maximum of the most eroded position measured for any and all
T
photogrammetric profiles, see Tables 3-5 to 3-8, and Figure 3-1 of the Newcastle
Coastal Zone Hazard Study (BMT WBM, 2014a).

Worse case of either

Worse case of either

3

'Extreme' beach
erosion4 and
engineered
seawalls fail or are
removed/absent

Rare

Immediate 'maximum' beach erosion + 0.9m
SLR recession + harbour impacts (Nobbys),
to limit of all engineered seawalls and known
bedrock

Immediate 'average' beach erosion + 0.9m SLR
recession + harbour impacts (Nobbys), to limit
of all structures

Immediate 'maximum' beach erosion
+ 0.4m SLR recession + harbour
impacts (Nobbys), to limit of all
engineered seawalls and known
bedrock

 ot mapped due to inadequate data to differentiate likelihoods between 'almost
N
certain' and 'unlikely'.

'Maximum' beach
erosion3, to limit
of engineered
seawalls and
known bedrock

Unlikely

Immediate 'average' beach erosion
+ 0.4m SLR recession + harbour
impacts (Nobbys), to limit of all
structures

2

Not mapped2

Likely

Immediate 'average' beach erosion + harbour
impacts, to limit of all structures

Immediate 'average' beach erosion
+ harbour impacts, to limit of all
structures

 he average of the most eroded position for all photogrammetric profiles, see
T
Tables 3-5 and 3-6 of the Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazard Study (BMT WBM,
2014a).

'Average' beach
erosion1, to limit of
all structures.

Almost Certain

2100

2050

1

Immediate

Probability

Table 6.2. Beach Erosion and Recession Hazard Areas (source BMT WBM, 2014a)

Coastal inundation is defined as storm related flooding of
coastal lands by ocean water due to elevated water levels
(storm surge) and wave run-up (OEH 2013). BMT WBM's
(2014a) assessment of elevated water levels considered the
effects of astronomical tides, inverted barometric set up, wind
setup, wave setup and sea level rise (see Section 3.4.1 of the
Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazard Study (BMT WBM, 2014a)).
Wave runup levels (and overtopping rates) were calculated
for 16 locations across the coastline, using the EurOtop
Wave Overtopping of Sea Defences and Related Structures
Assessment Manual (Pullen et al., 2007) (see Sections 3.4.2
and 3.4.3 of the Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazard Study (BMT
WBM, 2014a)). The methodology used to identify the areas
potentially affected by coastal inundation is summarised in
Table 6.3. Maps showing the coastal inundation hazard areas
(including potential overtopping locations) are contained
in Appendix B. The calculated inundation levels from the
Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazard Study (BMT WBM, 2014a) are
shown in Table 6.4.

6.1.2 Coastal Inundation
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The rare hazard line represents an extreme event, and
was calculated as the maximum extent (worst case) of a
higher than expected sea level rise, or a change in the wave
direction, or the addition of the 'average' historical erosion
with the 'maximum' historical erosion (see Table 6.2).

The unlikely hazard line adopted the 'maximum' historical
erosion over the three timeframes. The 2050 and 2100
timeframes also included sea level rise. Council will adopt the
unlikely hazard lines for planning and development purposes,
as they represent a conservative estimate of potential beach
erosion/recession extents (see Appendix A)

The likely hazard line is the same as the almost certain
line, except it includes sea level rise in the 2050 and 2100
timeframes.

The almost certain hazard band (line) adopted the 'average'
historical erosion over the three timeframes. For Part B Coastline South of the Harbour, the almost certain hazard
line was the same across all three timeframes (immediate,
2050, 2100) because there is no evidence of recession at the
beaches in the study area.

14

15

NM5

1 in 100 year storm
surge and wave set up
AND wave run up and
overtopping6

1 in 100 year storm
surge and wave set
up + extreme climatic
conditions (e.g. tropical
cyclone, 1 in 1000 year
east coast low)

Likely

Unlikely

Rare

1 in 100 year storm surge and wave
set up + 0.9m SLR and change in
storm surge AND Indicative areas of
potential overtopping6 including 0.9m
SLR
Worse case of either

1 in 100 year storm surge and wave set up +
0.4m SLR and change in storm surge AND
Indicative areas of potential overtopping6
including 0.4m SLR

Worse case of either

 nly applies at open coast barriers (not within lagoons, estuaries etc.). Wave run up and overtopping are calculated using
O
1 in 100 yr storm surge + 1 in 100 yr 6 hr duration Hs.

Includes increase in set up levels associated with a 5% and 10% increase in storm wave heights by 2050 and 2100
respectively, see Section 2.8 of the Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazard Study (BMT WBM, 2014a).

6

7
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NM = not mapped

5

1 in 100 year storm surge and wave set up 1 in 100 year storm surge and wave
+ Extreme climatic conditions + 0.4m SLR set up + Extreme climatic conditions
and climate change impacts7
+ 0.9m SLR and climate change
impact7
OR
OR
1 in 100 year storm surge and wave set up
+ 0.7m SLR and climate change impacts
1 in 100 year storm surge and wave
set up + 1.4m SLR and climate
change impacts

NM

As per immediate

NM

As per immediate

6.4

6.5

6.4

4.1

3.6

2.5

The RCA assessment also identified a coastal landslide risk
assessment zone (see Appendix C). The landslide risk zone
was determined by slope geometry, with reference to past
slope instability. RCA defined the slope geometry as a 1H:1V
line from adjacent coastal cliff(s) ≥ 0.75H:1V (~53°), or within
a 3H:1V lines of coastal slope(s) ≥ 2H:1V (~27°) (BMT WBM,
2014a).

All potential risks to life were considered tolerable for existing
slopes and development. The majority of potential hazards
were also assessed as having a low to moderate risk to
property. Higher risks to property were identified at the
southern end of Shortland Esplanade (in King Edward Park),
Bar Beach car park, and Hickson Street Merewether. The
locations of the 22 potential instability hazards are shown on
the maps contained in Appendix C.

identified across the coastline, and a qualitative assessment
of risk to property, and a quantitative assessment of risk to
life, was undertaken for each potential hazard. The potential
hazards were then ranked in order of the combined risk to
property and life, and risk management options were identified
for each hazard.

5.9

6.0

5.9

3.4

3.1

2.5

2100 (m AHD)
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Coastal cliff/slope instability risks were identified during a
geotechnical assessment, and considered both existing risk
and the potential impacts of sea level rise by 2050 and 2100
(see Appendix B of the Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazard Study
(BMT WBM, 2014a)). The assessment was undertaken by
consultant's RCA Australia in accordance with the Practice
Note Guidelines for Landslide Risk Management developed by
the Australian Geomechanics Society Landslide Practice Note
Working Group. Twenty two potential instability hazards were

6.1.3 Coastal Cliff/Slope Instability

The almost certain hazard area is equivalent to a 1 in 20
year event, and is the same for all three timeframes (doesn't
include sea level rise). The unlikely hazard area is equivalent to
a 1 in 100 year event, and includes sea level rise (and a minor
increase in storm surge due to climate change) for the years
2050 and 2100. Potential overtopping locations have been
mapped for the unlikely hazard scenario. The rare hazard line
represents an extreme event and was calculated as the highest
(worst case) of a 1 in 100 year event plus greater than expected
sea level rise, or an event roughly equivalent to a 1 in 1000 year
event (see Table 6.3).

Run-up height for the 1 in 100 yr 6 hr storm wave height of 8.7m.

5.6

Merewether to Bar Beach

9

5.7

Newcastle

 efer to Tables 3-10 to 3-12 of Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazard Study
R
(BMT WBM, 2014a) for derivation of inundation levels.

5.6

Nobbys

Unlikely Wave Run-up9

2.9

2.7

Unlikely
Rare

2.5

Almost certain

8

89

1 in 20 year storm surge
and wave set up

2050 (m AHD)

Almost Certain

Immediate (m AHD)

Adopted Inundation Levels8

2100

Immediate

Probability

2050

Table 6.4. Inundation levels (source BMT WBM, 2014a)

Table 6.3. Coastal Inundation Hazard Areas (source BMT WBM, 2014a)
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8 anemone species
4 sponge species
10 arthropod species (crabs and barnacles)
68 mollusc species (including snails, slugs, octopus)
18 bird species (Gladstone and Herbert, 2006).

Sections 6.2.2.1 to 6.2.2.4 provide an account of the
character of the coastal cultural landscapes from north to
south. The historic sites represent significant contributions to
Local and State heritage registers. Most of these landscapes
also contain significant Aboriginal sites such as stone tools
and middens as well as spiritual sites.

Newcastle's coastal cultural landscapes, while having been
cleared, mined, and developed for over 200 years during
phases of settlement and industry, still have rich cultural
layers. These layers can be discovered on the surface, buried
deep beneath shifting sands and rock, and submerged under
the sea. Some of the earliest Aboriginal archaeological sites
of great antiquity would underlie estuarine sediments or be
submerged beneath the sea, as would many maritime and
shipwreck sites.

6.2.2 Heritage

• Pest and weeds (e.g. Bitou Bush management)
• The management of stormwater discharges onto beaches
• The impact of litter on local beaches (including marine
debris)
• Urban pressures on native vegetation (e.g. trampling) and
rock platforms (e.g. species harvesting)
• Climate change (e.g. impacts of sea level rise and
increasing temperatures on vegetation).

Potential management issues facing the coastal environment
include:

•
•
•
•
•

Newcastle's coastal rock platforms are also occupied by
a great diversity of flora and fauna. Council undertook
an assessment of the biodiversity of local rock platforms
(Gladstone and Herbert, 2006) and a total of 170 invertebrate
species were recorded on Newcastle's rock platforms,
including:
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In 2014, Council prepared the Coasts and Estuary Vegetation
Management Plan (Umwelt 2014). The plan assessed the flora
and fauna values of Council's coastal land and prioritised
sites for rehabilitation works. The prioritisation process
considered both condition (e.g. % native vegetation cover,
% weed cover) and functionality (e.g. presence of threatened
species, patch size) of sites. The Themeda grasslands
at King Edward Park were ranked as the most important
coastal environmental site, followed by Nobbys and Stockton
beaches. Council currently delivers an annual program of
rehabilitation works at priority coastal sites.

Native vegetation found along the coastline is quite limited
due to pressures from urbanisation and the spread of the
highly invasive coastal weed called Bitou Bush. Whilst
our coastline is subject to significant pressures, there is
still a small, but significant vegetation corridor that exists
along most of the coast. Council, Landcare, and others are
undertaking ongoing revegetation works along our coastline
to maintain this vital corridor.

Newcastle's coastline south of the harbour has a great
diversity of coastal environments including sandy beaches,
high coastal cliffs and rock platforms. The coast is home to
the Themeda grasslands endangered ecological community,
which can be found around King Edward Park, Strzelecki and
The Obelisk. A range of internationally important shorebirds
can also be found along the Newcastle coastline, including
the Ruddy Turnstone and Pacific Golden Plover.

6.2.1 Beach Environment

This section provides an overview of the environmental and
heritage values of the Newcastle coastline, and summarises
the key potential management issues.

6.2 Beach Environment
and Heritage

The Coal River Precinct also holds great meaning and
significance to Aboriginal people because it is associated with
Dreaming stories that depict the laws of the land and signify
how people should behave in regard to the environment.
Aboriginal people who lived here enjoyed its rich and varied
environment. Despite extensive changes, evidence of
Aboriginal occupation can still be found in the Landscape.
Reverend Lancelot Threlkeld (a 'Missionary to the Lake
Macquarie Aborigines' between 1824 and 1859) recorded
being guided by M’Gill, an Awabakal chief also known as
Biraban, meaning ‘Eaglehawk’, who is held in the highest
regard by coastal tribes. Whibay gamba or Nobbys Headland
is a Dreaming place and represents a site of fundamental
importance to Aborigines.

Nobbys Head claimed a number of ships, several very early,
signifying the rapid development of Newcastle and the Hunter
River as a major coastal port. Many of these early vessels
were trading timber, coal and agricultural products from
further up the river. Coal became the greatest export from the
region, with the port known widely throughout the world in the
19th Century. Still locatable is the screw steamer Maianbar
(1940), which was carrying a full load of livestock and produce
when it left Jerseyville on the NSW north coast.

Newcastle East emerged as a complex rail, warehousing,
industrial, commercial, residential, and leisure precinct. The
residential area is significant for its consistent streetscapes of
two and three storey terrace housing dating from the mid-19th
through to early 20th Centuries and its housing for workers.
There are also examples of single storey detached houses.
It is also an important place of recreation at facilities like the
ocean baths, Nobbys Beach, and Foreshore Park.

• Rare evidence of a convict industrial workplace and of
convict structures thought to have been lost
• Evidence of Aboriginal occupation which is now rare in the
urban Newcastle area
• It was the site of Newcastle's first historic archaeological
excavation that unearthed convict built remains (such as a
well, forge and brick paving) in 1987, after Enterprise Park
opened.

The Convict Lumberyard site, including the Stationmaster's
residence and Paymaster's office in Newcastle East, is of
outstanding heritage significance for the following reasons:

evidence of the various stages of development as a fort, as
well as potential Aboriginal sites in undisturbed areas. Fort
Scratchley continues to make a considerable contribution to
the military history of NSW.
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Fort Scratchley is in its WW2 configuration, but has several
small c1880-90s buildings, gun emplacements, guns, and
interconnecting tunnels. It is encircled by a defensive wall
and dry moat. The Fort would still have much archaeological

Signal Hill (today Fort Scratchley) from 1813 was a coal
beacon and a flagstaff to aid ships attempting to find the port.
This structure was recorded in 1819 as "a small stone tower
with Lighthouse”. Early mining ventures kept close to the
coastline around Collier’s Point and Signal Hill under Crown
control as the seams were easy to access by convict labour
with horizontal or inclined tunnels. Mining here ceased circa
1817. A cross-section of Signal Hill drawn in 1854 suggested
that there were two mine openings on the southern side, the
entrance labelled “Government Workings”.

The first shipping beacon was on Signal Hill (Fort Scratchley)
from 1804, an open coal fire that after 1822 housed in a
pagoda-style structure with crew but the fire was only visible
for a short distance. After 1852, with the increasing shipping
commerce and shipwrecks, the NSW Colonial Government
built Nobbys Lighthouse on Nobby's Head. The lighthouse
provided the first continuous light on the east coast of
Australia. The government reduced the height of the island in
1858 by 25 metres to accommodate the building of the signal
station. The light was converted to electric operation in 1935
and de-crewed.

In 1818, quarrying stone for the major engineering work of
Macquarie Pier began at Signal Hill and Nobbys, to connect
Nobbys Island to the mainland. Most of the headland is
made up of light grey and cream coloured layers of siliceous
volcanic ash, Nobbys Tuff that extends from sea level up to
the top of the cliff, with a thickness of 25 metres. Nobbys
Tuff overlays the Nobbys Coal Seam, whose black layers are
visible at low tides, and form part of the rock platform next to
the break wall.

The Coal River Precinct deserves national recognition
because it was the site of Australia’s first coal discoveries and
the burgeoning economy of the fledgling NSW colony that
the government founded on timber, coal and lime export. The
Coal River Precinct comprises Nobbys Headland, Macquarie
Pier, Fort Scratchley and the Convict Lumber Yard. The Coal
River Precinct contains convict mine shafts and tangible
features including Macquarie Pier that links Nobbys Island
with Colliers Point forming Nobbys and Horseshoe Beaches,
and Fort Scratchley with its numerous intact structures
and armaments relating to the late nineteenth century and
twentieth century fortifications. The Coal River Precinct is also
of exceptional significance for Aboriginal people.

6.2.2.1 Coal River Precinct
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The wreck of the barque Susan Gilmore (1884) gave its name
to the beach below Shepherds Hill when tug’s tow rope fouled
at night. Next morning, the Rocket Brigade rescuers secured
a safety line to the ashore. No lives were lost, but the wreck
has been.

Later the Merewether Baths and more recreational buildings
replaced the coal industry in the landscape and Newcastle
promoted its image as a health spa. In the hinterland are the
former sites of the Merewether gravel quarry and a gun club.
On the northern perimeter on Scenic Drive, Merewether is
the site of Bailey’s Orchard, with its structures, orchard and
garden remains.

However by 1886, the area initially designated as ‘sandy
hills’ was resumed by the Crown due to sand drifts and
unsuitability for development. It remained undeveloped as a
Crown public reserve, later called Empire Park, after which
Council constructed a carpark and other infrastructure during
the second half of the 20th Century. The Council officially
purchased sections of the study site for its use as Dixon Park
in 1949 and 1960. The old coal and copper railway lines and
tunnels still criss-cross the general area all the way through to
The Junction, but have been buried through development.

The Merewether area was part of a Crown grant to AW Scott
in 1834. Scott held no interest in retaining the land so sold
it in 1835 to Dr James Mitchell. Mitchell developed the early
coal mining interests that challenged the leviathan Australian
Agricultural Co to the north that held a monopoly until 1847.
Mitchell opened and leased several coal mines and shafts
across his extensive property known as the Burwood Estate.
This continued well after the demise of the Newcastle Coal
and Copper Company in 1864 and Mitchell’s death, whereby
the estate passed into the hands of the Merewether family.

6.2.2.3 Mitchell & Merewether Estates

The Domain has significance for Aboriginal people as Yi-ranna-li, a cliff face at South Newcastle beach was considered
a ‘fearful’ place where it was Aboriginal custom to be silent
when passing the cliffs due to the occurrences of rock falls.

of the tragedy have been remembered at Cathedral Park by
some of their burials. It foundered on the inside of the harbour
near Horseshoe Beach. The tragedy was amplified by the fact
that there were so many people watching on the shore who
could do nothing to save the passengers and crew, and the
lifeboats were not launched in time. This tragedy led to new
procedures in the colony for the use of lifeboats in rescue.
The City of Newcastle (1878) foundered on the rocks below
Signal Hill. The rescuers saved all passengers.
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Of the shipwrecks to founder in the precinct, paddle steamer
Cawarra (1866) was the most renowned, and the 63 victims

The Shepherds Hill Defence Group is considered an important
site in the history of the coastal defence of Australia. Originally
designated as a key defensive position by Jervois and
Scratchley during the 1878 Royal Commission into Colonial
Defences, the site, in association with Fort Scratchley, was
designed to aid the defence of the coal port of Newcastle.
The development of the site during the late 19th and early
20th centuries is illustrative of the changing approaches to
coastal defence systems in NSW and Australia generally,
demonstrating the growing need at the time for coastal
defence installations. In particular, during World War II the
Shepherds Hill site and associated fortifications were a central
command position for Newcastle's defences and continued to
act as such until the end of the war.

King Edward Park was dedicated for public recreation
in 1863. In 1894 the Park, described in the gazettal as a
recreation ground, was revoked to allow part of the original
dedication to be used for defence purposes at Shepherds
Hill. The balance of the land was then rededicated for public
recreation. King Edward Park spans two headlands and has
been used for a wide range of public purposes – health,
defence, public utilities and recreation. The recreational
facilities at the Park included a cricket oval, tennis courts,
ornamental gardens and trees, seating and bandstand.

The Bogey Hole (also known as the Commandant’s Baths) is
to the south of the military buildings on a rock platform at the
base of a gully at King Edward Park. Above the Bogey Hole
is the defence site of Shepherd’s Hill. The Obelisk on the hill
to the west overlooking the military buildings, has panoramic
views and is on a standalone peak that was once the site of
the windmill belonging to the penal settlement.

At the northern extremity, was the location for Newcastle’s
Government House and gardens. Behind the Government
House was the Government’s ‘sheep pastures’ from 1802,
known today as Shepherd’s Hill and King Edward Park. On
the hillside facing the Hunter River is the James Fletcher
Hospital, where military buildings and parade grounds still
exist and sections of the hillside were quarried using convict
labour. The former Newcastle Court House is on the northern
boundary of this precinct. This is also the location of the first
working coal shafts in Australia.

Newcastle Government Domain comprises the James
Fletcher Hospital site, Obelisk, King Edward Park &
Shepherds Hill Defence Group.

6.2.2.2 Newcastle Government Domain

• Designing coastal accessways to accommodate coastal
erosion events
• Continuing to improve public assets along the coastline
(e.g. accessways, Surf clubs, amenity facilities) whilst
considering potential hazard impacts.
• Catering for increased visitors to the coastline.

Potential public access and amenity management issues
include:

Council is currently delivering a range of access and amenity
improvements as part of the Coastal Revitalisation program.
The Coastal Revitalisation program has seen significant
Council investment in improving coastal public assets,
with Council winning a number of awards for the works
implemented to date and seeing increased visitor numbers.
The Newcastle Coast Plan of Management (NCC 2015) guides
the future management of much of the coastal public land.
Public domain plans have been prepared for Merewether
Beach, and the Bathers Way. Works from the public domain
plans are being implemented as funding and resources allow.

6.3 Public Access
and Amenity
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• Ensuring due diligence processes are followed during
development
• Protecting heritage items and sites from coastal processes
• Trampling and damage of archaeological sites.

Potential coastal heritage management issues include:

6.2.2.5 Potential Heritage
Management Issues

As outlined in Sections 6.2.2.1 to 6.2.2.3, the Newcastle
coastline is home to a number of significant Aboriginal
sites. Sites are important to Aboriginal people for social,
spiritual, historical, and commemorative reasons, and are
crucial for maintaining culture and connections to land (OEH
2015). Since 1998, Council has maintained a Commitment
to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples and has
developed a Reconciliation Action Plan that promotes
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage throughout the city. Council is
currently implementing a Dual Naming Project, whereby the
Lower Hunter Language names sit alongside Newcastle's
geographical names. Council is also preparing an Aboriginal
Heritage Management Strategy to help Councillors, Council
staff, developers and community and heritage practitioners to
protect and celebrate Aboriginal Heritage in the city.

6.2.2.4 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage

Aboriginal sites included open campsites with tuff stone
tools, as well as shell middens. One open campsite was
identified and recorded in Dixon Park. The site has been
disturbed by urbanization and industry, including large scale
earth movement, the construction of a railway line for the
movement of coal, coal mining, dwelling, building and access.

The ancestral landscape of the Awabakal around Merewether
was low hills behind the beach and flatter inundated land in
the hinterland. The area of Merewether ridge and the lagoon
to the south have presented varying flora regimes with rich
resources. Southward, and including those that emptied into
Glenrock Lagoon, several creeks drained the surrounding
ridges and watered a rainforest. Available foods within close
vicinity to the study area would have included fish, pipi, and
shellfish from the rock platforms, eastern grey kangaroo,
pigface fruit and the nectar of banksia flowers.
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Capital and maintenance costs
Environmental and/or social impacts
Likely community acceptability
Reversibility/adaptability of the option
Effectiveness of the option over time
Required approvals
Ease of implementation.

Council considered the list of potential risk treatment options
identified in the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Study
(BMT WBM, 2014b) when determining its preferred coastal
risk treatment options. Council's preferred risk treatment
options (management actions) are outlined in Section 7.4. As
the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Study (BMT WBM,
2014b) largely focused on actions to address coastal hazards,
a number of additional actions have been included in Section
7.4 to address the coastal themes Beach Environment and
Heritage and Public Access and Amenity.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The tool assessed the following criteria during the options
assessment:

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan – Part B - Coastline South of the Harbour
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Figure 7.1 Risk Management Approach Used (Source BMT WBM, 2014b)

Risk evaluation involved the identification of risks that were
considered tolerable, and those risks that were considered
intolerable and required action. The risk evaluation process
was completed during workshops with relevant stakeholders.
Risks requiring action, and potential risk treatment options,
were identified in the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management
Study (BMT WBM, 2014b). Potential risk treatment options
were identified using a rapid cost-benefits tool (BMT WBM,
2014b).

Risk analysis included the consideration of the likelihood
and consequence of the identified risks, to determine an
overall risk level. The likelihood of the risk was defined in the
Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazard Study (BMT WBM, 2014a)
and was summarised in Section 6.0. The consequence of
the risk was determined through a number of workshops
held with relevant stakeholders, as outlined in the Newcastle
Coastal Zone Management Study (BMT WBM, 2014b). The
risk likelihood and consequence was combined to provide
the overall risk level, which is illustrated as a series of maps in
the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Study (BMT WBM,
2014b).

Risk identification was undertaken during the preparation
of the Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazards Study (BMT WBM,
2014a). The key coastal risks identified included beach
erosion and recession, coastal inundation, and cliff/slope
instability. A summary of the key risks is included in Section
6.0, and the hazard maps are included in Appendices A to C.

As outlined in Figure 7.1, key steps in the process included
risk identification, risk analysis, risk evaluation and risk
treatment. An overview of these key steps is provided below.

A risk management approach was used to identify appropriate
options for managing the risks from coastal hazards. The
approach used was adapted from the Australian Standard
Risk Management Principles and Guidelines (AS/NZS ISO
31000:2009) and is outlined in Figure 7.1 (BMT WBM, 2014b).

7.1 Risk Management
Approach

This section outlines the risk management approach Council
used to identify potential management actions (see Section
7.1), the management actions that Council is already
undertaking (see Section 7.2), and the management actions
that Council proposes to undertake in the future (see
Section 7.3).

7.0 Management of Priority
Coastal Issues
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Whilst Council is already undertaking a number of actions
to address priority coastal issues (see Table 7.1), recent
storm events have highlighted the need for further action,
particularly related to the management of coastal hazards.
Management approaches for addressing coastal hazards are
often split into those approaches for existing development
and those approaches for future development (BMT WBM,
2014b). In terms of existing development, BMT WBM
(2014b) defines the management approaches are Protect,
Accommodate or Retreat (see Figure 7.2). Protection of
existing development may be in the form of hard structures
(e.g. seawalls, groynes), soft measures (e.g. beach
nourishment), or a combination of the two (e.g. seawall with
beach nourishment) (BMT WBM, 2014b).

As Council worked through the risk management approach
described in Section 7.1, it became clear that Council
was already undertaking a number of actions to manage
priority coastal issues. Examples of actions currently being

Revitalisation Program
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instability risks (as funding and resources allow)

Council undertakes works to address priority coastal cliff/slope

Council undertakes coastal cliff/slope instability assessments

Coastal Cliff/Slope Instability

when designing coastal infrastructure (e.g. seawalls)

Council considers potential inundation and overtopping impacts

inundation during storms (e.g. Shortland Esplanade)

Council works with the relevant agencies to shut roads affected by

Coastal Inundation

Dual Naming Project

Council has commenced the

platforms

the values of local coastal rock

interpretive signage to highlight

Council has installed
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Council is delivering the Coastal

rehabilitation at priority sites

promenade and South Newcastle sea wall)

Council undertakes coastal

WSUD along the coastline

the beaches to the south of the Hunter River (e.g. the Merewether

Future development management approaches are defined
as Avoid, Accommodate or Accept (see Figure 7.2)
(BMT WBM, 2014b). Avoiding the risk means not allowing
development within coastal hazard areas (BMT WBM, 2014b).
Accommodating the risk means including controls that
reduce the potential impacts of the hazard (e.g. set minimum
floor levels) (BMT WBM, 2014b). The Acceptance approach
means that development can be undertaken where the level of
risk is considered tolerable (BMT WBM, 2014b).

number of public domain plans

Council has implemented

Council is renewing a number of lower promenades/seawalls on

harbour

Council has developed a

rehabilitation works

for coastal areas south of the

delivery of the Bathers Way

to prioritise coastal

Bathers Way

South of the Harbour during

and functionality assessments

as part of the delivery of the

accessways along the Coastline

Council undertakes condition

erosion events.

Accommodating risk in existing development means
to redevelop or retrofit existing assets in a manner that
could minimise impacts from coastal hazards (e.g. piled
foundations, relocatable homes) (BMT WBM, 2014b). Retreat
approaches allow coastal processes (e.g. erosion) to occur,
with assets requiring relocation or becoming sacrificial
(BMT WBM, 2014b).

Public Access & Amenity

Council is renewing a number of

Beach Environment
& Heritage

Council undertakes emergency post storm works after coastal

Beach Erosion and Recession

Coastal Hazards

Table 7.1 Examples of Actions Currently Undertaken to Address Priority Coastal Issues

undertaken by Council are provided in Table 7.1.

7.3 Coastal Hazard
Management Intent

7.2 Current Management
Actions

24
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In-fill

Accept
Business as usual
Sacrifice/abandon

Accommodate
Siting requirements
Design standards
Evacuation planning
Termed approvals

Avoid
Prohibit/refuse
Fill to raise land

Future Development

Greenfield
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Figure 7.2: Risk management approach for Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan - Part B Coastline South of the Harbour
(BMT WBM, 2014(b) p55)

Retreat
Sacrifice land
Relocate
Buy-back/leaseback
Acquisition

Accommodate
Retrofit
Redesign
Rebuild
Evacuation planning

Protect
Seawalls
Beach nourishment
Dune stabilisation
Groynes
Offshore breakwaters

Existing Development

Coastal Management Options

There are areas of Department of Industry - Lands and
Water (Crown Lands) (DoI - Crown Lands) land along the
open coastline of the Part B study area that are currently
managed by Council under a Reserve Trust arrangement.
Where management actions are proposed on DoI - Crown
land relevant authorisations and approvals may need to be
obtained under the Crown Land Management Act 2016.
Management actions undertaken on DoI - Crown land will
also need to consider Aboriginal Land Claims lodged under
the Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983. Any works as a result of
management actions will need to be compliant with the Native
Title Act 1993 (Cwlth).

Coastal management actions in Part B - Coastline South of
the Harbour will potentially require approvals or authorisation
from relevant land owners or stakeholders with interest in
the land where the management action is proposed. These
approvals or authorisations may potentially be required under
various legislative instruments and will be obtained prior to
commencement of the management action.

7.4.1 Management Action Approvals and
Considerations

For the purpose of Table 7.2, properties/land considered
to be affected by coastal erosion/recession or inundation
hazards are those areas affected by (seaward of) the unlikely
2100 hazard line area (see Appendix A and B). This is
consistent with the adoption of the unlikely hazard line for
planning purposes, as outlined in Section 6.1.

• Short term - the action is expected to commence in the
first two years following certification of the Plan.
• Medium term - the action is expected to commence in the
first five years following certification of the Plan.
• Long term - the action is expected to commence after the
first five years following the certification of the Plan .

The timeframes contained in Table 7.2 refer to:

Council aims to achieve the objectives of Part B - Coastline
South of the Harbour (including the summarised coastal
hazard management intent outlined in Section 7.3) by
implementing the management actions outlined in Table 7.2
to address priority coastal issues.

7.4 Management Actions

vegetation causing root jacking of rock faces will be removed
(as funding/resources allow). Council's Development Control
Plan will be reviewed to ensure that properties in the landslide
risk area consider the potential hazard when preparing a
development application.
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Council will continue to undertake geotechnical assessments
of coastal cliff/slope instability, and will implement priority
works (subject to funding and resource availability). Vegetation
cover will be encouraged on coastal soil slopes, whilst

7.3.3 Coastal Cliff/Slope Stability

Coastal inundation and wave overtopping currently impacts
on Shortland Esplanade, as well as a number of beach
promenades and public assets (e.g. ocean baths), and this
is expected to worsen in the future. Council will consider
inundation hazards when renewing coastal assets (including
promenades, ocean baths and SLSC clubs), and if required in
the future, will consider the installation of additional mitigation
measures (e.g. parapets) to minimise inundation impacts on
Council's assets. Coastal inundation risks will also require
consideration during the development assessment process.

7.3.2 Coastal Inundation

The beaches south of the harbour are generally backed by
seawalls/promenades that limit the extent of erosion. While
Bar Beach doesn't have a seawall, recent erosion has shown
that bedrock does exist at height behind the beach and would
limit erosion. In the short to medium term, it is expected that
the impacts of erosion on these beaches will be limited due
to the existing bedrock and seawalls. However in the future,
beach amenity may be impacted by erosion events stripping
all of the sand from the beach, and Council may need to
consider a nourishment program.

7.3.1 Beach Erosion and Recession

An outline of Council's management intent for each of the key
coastal hazards is provided in Sections 7.3.1 to 7.3.3 below.

• Accommodate coastal inundation risks by redesigning
promenades to withstand wave inundation and
overtopping, and ensuring development applications
consider inundation risks
• Accommodate coastal cliff/slope instability risks by
undertaking geotechnical investigations, and ensuring
development applications consider landslide risks.

In determining the relevant approaches for managing
coastal hazards, Council considered the objectives of
Part B - Coastline South of the Harbour (see Section 3.0).
Based on the objectives of Part B - Coastline South of the
Harbour, Council's coastal hazard management intent can be
summarised as 'to manage current and future coastal risks
(taking into account the effects of climate change), whilst
maintaining public access, amenity and use of the coast'.
To achieve the coastal hazard management intent, Council
is proposing to:
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Public Domain Plans (and similar masterplan documents) prepared
for coastal lands should consider the coastal hazards outlined in the
Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazards Study (BMT WBM, 2014a) and the
proposed management actions contained in this Plan. The hazards
should be considered during the development of the Public Domain
Plan (or other similar masterplan document), as well as during the
design of the works resulting from the implementation of the Public
Domain Plan (or other similar masterplan document).

Investigate the most appropriate planning mechanisms for
illustrating hazard areas.
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5

4

3

Minimal

Minimal

Indicative
Cost

Short to
Medium
Term
Short term

Council

Incorporated
into cost of
preparing public
domain plan
(may increase
cost of plan
preparation)

Minimal

Medium term Minimal

Short term

Short term

Timeframe

Council

Council

2

Revise Council's Development Control Plan to ensure properties
potentially affected by coastal hazards consider the risk when
preparing development applications. Development applications
should consider the coastal hazards identified in the Newcastle
Coastal Zone Hazards Study (BMT WBM, 2014a) and the proposed
management actions contained in this Plan.

Council
Review s149 certificates to ensure that properties potentially
affected by coastal hazards contain the appropriate notation with
regards to the ability for complying development to be carried out on
the land.

Primary
Responsibility

1

Planning Controls

Action

Revise s149 certificates to ensure that properties potentially affected Council
by coastal hazards (including coastal erosion/recession, coastal
inundation, coastal cliff/slope instability) contain an appropriate
notation. The relevant Planning Circulars developed by the
Department of Planning will be used to guide the content of the
notations.

#

Objective: To manage current and future risks from coastal
hazards, taking into account the effects of climate change.

Theme: Coastal Hazards

Table 7.2 Management Actions to Address Priority Coastal Issues

If required, consider use of parapets (or other relevant management
options) to minimise coastal inundation impacts along coastal
promenades/seawalls.
Consider impacts of coastal hazards when maintaining, renewing or
constructing new coastal promenades (which often act as seawalls)
along the beaches to the south of the Hunter River (Merewether to
Nobbys). The design of works should consider the hazards outlined
in the Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazards Study (BMT WBM, 2014a).
Asset life, purpose/service, and location should be considered, as
well as the potential impacts from climate change.

8

9

Investigate opportunities for further incorporation of coastal hazards
in Council's asset management systems and asset management
plans.

14

Council

Council

Council

Council

Minimal

Indicative
Cost

Medium
Term

Long Term

Short Long Term,
depending
on storm
frequency

Short Long Term,
depending
on storm
frequency

Short term

Short term

Long Term

$5,000 to
$20,000

Study cost
between
$10,000 and
$60,000.
Further costs
would depend
on proposed
works

Minimal

Minimal

$5,000 to
$80,000 per
design. Further
costs would
depend on
proposed works

$5,000 to
$80,000 per
design. Further
costs would
depend on
proposed works

Option
dependant

Short $10,000 to
Medium term $50,000 per site

Medium Long term

Timeframe
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As required, undertake additional coastal hazard investigations and
design and implement works to address identified hazards (e.g.
investigate adaptation options for the ocean baths, or impacts of
climate change on stormwater assets).

If required, develop a beach scraping program for the beaches
to the south of the Hunter River (Merewether - Nobbys beaches).
Consultation should be undertaken with the Merewether National
Surfing Reserve prior to commencement of scraping at Merewether.

Continue to undertake post storm inspections of coastal hazards, to
identify potential works that may be required.

13

12

11

Council

Council

Council

Consider impacts of coastal hazards when renewing or constructing Council
other coastal public assets. The design of works should consider
the hazards outlined in the Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazards Study
(BMT WBM, 2014a). Asset life, purpose/service, and location should
be considered, as well as the potential impacts from climate change.

Investigate and implement works to reduce sand drift in affected
locations (e.g. Nobbys).

10

Primary
Responsibility

Investigate alternative revenue sources to assist with funding coastal Council
protection works.

Coastal Protection Works and Asset Management

Action

7

6

#

28

29

Investigate, design and implement opportunities for the relocation of
public assets to minimise the potential impacts on coastal hazards
(e.g. surf clubs could be relocated further landward when being
replaced).

As needed, undertake geotechnical investigations of coastal cliff/
slope instability, and implement works to minimise priority risks.
Investigate the development of a monitoring program for priority
coastal/cliff slope instability sites.

Encourage vegetation cover on coastal slopes comprised of soil
and/or low strength rock, to minimise potential geotechnical risks.

As required, cut or poison vegetation with robust root systems that
are 'root jacking' rock faces.

Undertake annual inspection of Nobbys Breakwall and assess
potential issues from coastal hazards.

15

16

17

18

19

If deemed appropriate, undertake emergency works to manage
beach erosion during storm events in accordance with the
Emergency Action Subplan contained in Appendix D.

Educate the community about the coastal hazards impacting on the
Newcastle community (might include website pages, pamphlets,
and community information sessions).

21

22
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Develop an Emergency Procedure for the closure of coastal
roads impacted by coastal inundation. The procedure could be
implemented by Council, NSW police, or other relevant agencies.

20

Emergency Management

Action

#

As required

Short Medium
Term

Ongoing

Medium Long Term

Timeframe

Council

Council

Council

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Port of Newcastle Ongoing

Council

Council

Council

Council

Primary
Responsibility

Minimal to
$15,000

Dependant
on extent of
emergency
works required

Minimal

As required

$10,000 to
$300,000
(dependant on
area requiring
treatment)

$20,000 to
$100,000 per
slope section
(dependant
on area
revegetated)

Investigations
cost between
$15,000 and
$80,000.
Further costs
would depend
on proposed
works

Depend on
proposed asset
being relocated,
new surf clubs
could cost
over $2M to
construct.

Indicative
Cost

Public domain works along the coast should include landscaping
with native species (or other tree species as per the Street Tree
Selection Manual).
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Support research of key environmental coastal values/issues. This
could include supporting research by a university or other research
agency.

32

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Primary
Responsibility

As deemed
appropriate

Ongoing

Short - Long
Term

Short Medium Term

Ongoing

Short Term

Short Medium Term

Short Medium Term

Ongoing

Ongoing

Timeframe

$5,000 to
$50,000

Minimal to
$10,000

$30,000 to
$60,000

$20,0000 to
$800,000

$5,000 to
$100,000

Minimal

Minimal to
$30,000.

Minimal to
$20,000

$20,000 to
$200,000
annually

$10,000 to
$80,000
dependant
on assets
being
assessed

Indicative
Cost
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Promote the environmental values of the coastline. This could
include (but is not limited to) the provision/support of community
seminars/talks, the promotion of values on Council's website, or the
installation of educational signs.

31

Investigate the potential impacts of climate change on the coastal
environment

Reissue a procurement alert for the provision of turf products which
outlines that plastic turf reinforcement mesh should not be used on
Council's land adjacent to coast. Educate staff about not using the
product along the coastline.

27

30

Investigate potential options for controlling the spread of Bitou Bush
on coastal cliffs/slopes.

26

Investigate, design and implement works to improve the quality/
quantity of stormwater discharged onto the city's beaches. This
could include (but is not limited to) stormwater harvesting, water
quality controls, and/or the removal of outlets discharging onto the
beach.

Develop a Technical Manual for coastal revegetation works. The
manual should outline preferred planting techniques and suitable
plant species.

25

29

Undertake annual coastal rehabilitation projects (including flora
and/or fauna works) at priority coastal sites (includes sand dunes,
coastal headlands and other coastal environments). Rehabilitation
works should be undertaken with local provenance. Plantings should
only be undertaken with species listed on Council's native coastal
vegetation species list.

Continue to assess the flora and fauna values of coastal assets
(including coastal rock platforms).

23

24

Action

#

Objective: To protect and enhance the coastal environment

Theme: Beach Environment and Heritage

30

31

Prepare an Aboriginal Heritage Management Strategy to ensure due
diligence processes are followed.

Continue to raise community awareness of Aboriginal cultural
heritage through projects such as the Dual Naming of Landforms.

Prepare Conservation Management Plans as required.

Promote heritage values of the coastline. This could include the
development of apps, installation of interpretive signage, promotion
on Council's website.

Investigate opportunities for further incorporation of heritage values
in Council's asset management systems and asset management
plans.

Continue to pursue Federal heritage listing of the Coal River Precinct.

Consider the principles of the Newcastle Heritage Strategy 2015
when undertaking works that may impact on coastal heritage items/
areas.

33

34

35

36

37

38

39
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Action

#

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Primary
Responsibility

Ongoing

Ongoing

Short Medium Term

Short Medium Term

Short - Long
Term

Short Medium Term

Short Medium Term

Timeframe

Minimal

Minimal

Minimal to
$20,000

Minimal to
$10,000

Minimal to
$60,000 per
plan

Minimal to
$60,000

Minimal to
$60,000

Indicative
Cost

Objective: To acknowledge and enhance the Indigenous
and European heritage of the coast.

Council

Council

Council

Council

Primary
Responsibility

As required

As required

Medium
Term

Ongoing

Timeframe

Minimal

$1,000 to
$50,000
dependant
on design of
accessway

$2,000 to
$10,000

$30,000 to
$100,000 for
plans. Further
costs would
depend on
proposed works

Indicative
Cost
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The design of beach fencing and accessways should consider the
Coastal Dune Management Manual (NSW Department of Land and
Water Conservation, 2001).

Beach accessways being replaced should be designed to face
away from the dominant south-easterly winds, and where deemed
appropriate, should include varied alignments (e.g. dog legs) or
dune fencing to minimise potential sand blow outs. Accessways on
beaches to the south of the Hunter River (Merewether to Nobbys
beaches) should be constructed to bedrock, or the lowest part of
the stairs should be designed to be sacrificial.

42

43

Investigate the numbering of authorised beach accessways (for
tourism and emergency management purposes).

Continue to develop and implement public domain plans (or similar
masterplan documents) for coastal lands.

40

41

Action

#

Objective: To maintain and enhance public access,
amenity and use of the coast

Theme: Public Access and Amenity

32

33

The review of Part B - Coastline South of the Harbour
management actions will be undertaken as part of the
future coastal management program to be prepared under
the Coastal Management Act 2016. This review will be
conducted by the end of 2021. The implementation of Part
B - Coastline South of the Harbour will be reported by
Council through the Annual Report and End of Term Report
under the Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework.
Updated information regarding management actions will
also be placed on Council's website.
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Council will monitor the progress of implementation of the
Plan by undertaking audits of the Plan as required. Council
will provide periodic reports on the progress of the Plan's
implementation on Council's website.

Council will fund the proposed management actions from
a combination of Council's Working Funds and grants.
Council will apply for funding from the NSW Government's
Coastal Grants Program. Council may also apply for funding
from other sources (e.g. Crown Reserves Improvement
Fund, NSW Environment Trust).

Council will implement Part B - Coastline South of the
Harbour in accordance with the Integrated Planning
and Reporting framework. Management actions will be
prioritised and identified in the four year Delivery Program
and annual Operational Plan for funding. Council will
also investigate the incorporation of coastal hazards into
strategic asset management plans.

8.0 Implementation 9.0 Review
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Newcastle CEEAS).

The Newcastle CEEAS outlines the physical mitigation works
that Council proposes to undertake during periods of erosion
(see Section 4.0). The Newcastle CEEAS can be activated
under section 4.5.11 of the Flood Subplan (NLEMC, 2013),
which outlines that during periods of coastal erosion from
ocean storms Council will 'activate the Newcastle City Council
Coastal Zone Management Plan - Emergency Action Plan' (the

Section 3.1.2 of the Flood Subplan (NLEMC, 2013) outlines
that the NSW SES's role includes 'damage control for coastal
erosion and inundation from storm activity, specifically the
protection of life and the coordination of the protection
of readily moveable household goods and commercial
stock and equipment. The NSW SES is not responsible
for planning or conduct of emergency beach protection
works or other physical mitigation works'. Section 2.1 of the
Newcastle DISPLAN (NLEMC, 2012) outlines that Council is
responsible for the 'construction of physical mitigation works
for protection of coastal property on land under its care and
control'.

The Newcastle DISPLAN (NLEMC, 2012) and the Flood
Subplan (NLEMC, 2013) have been prepared in accordance
with the requirements of the State Emergency and Rescue
Management Act 1989. The Flood Subplan (NLEMC, 2013)
designates the NSW SES as the Combat Agency for damage
control from storms (including coastal erosion). Council's role
in preparing for, responding to, and recovering from, a storm
event is defined in the Flood Subplan (NLEMC, 2013). During
a storm event Council undertakes actions in accordance with
the Flood Subplan (NLEMC, 2013).

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan – Part B - Coastline South of the Harbour (Appendix D)

The Newcastle CEEAS applies to the Coastline within the
Newcastle local government area south of the harbour.
The Stockton Coastal Erosion Emergency Action Subplan
(Stockton CEEAS) is to be implemented during periods of
beach erosion along the Stockton coastline - refer to Part A of
the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan.

2.0 Area Covered by the
Erosion Subplan

The Newcastle CEEAS has been prepared in accordance with
the requirements of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 and the
Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone Management Plans
(OEH, 2013).

Coastal erosion events that occur during storm conditions
are covered by two Acts, the State Emergency and Rescue
Management Act 1989 and the Coastal Protection Act 1979.
If the coastal erosion occurs during a high water event that
doesn’t coincide with a storm, the provisions of the State
Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989 may not apply.

The purpose of the Newcastle Coastline South of the Harbour
Coastal Erosion Emergency Action Subplan (the Newcastle
CEEAS) is to outline the emergency coastal protection actions
that Council will implement during periods of beach erosion.
The Newcastle CEEAS is an accompanying document to the
City of Newcastle Flood Emergency Subplan (NLEMC 2013)
(the Flood Subplan), which outlines the measures to prepare
for, respond to, and recover from, flooding and coastal
erosion in the Newcastle local government area (LGA). During
a storm event (which includes coastal erosion), Council will
respond in accordance with the requirements of the Flood
Subplan (as the priority) and the Newcastle CEEAS for the
coastline south of the harbour.

3.1 State Emergency and Rescue
Management Act 1989

3.0 Planning Context

1.0 Introduction

• must meet the relevant deemed-to-satisfy provisions of the
Building Code of Australia, or if there are no such relevant
provisions, must be structurally adequate, and
• must not, if it relates to an existing building:
- cause the building to contravene the Building Code of
Australia, or
- compromise the fire safety of the building or affect
access to any fire exit, and
• must be carried out in accordance with all relevant
requirements of the Blue Book, and
• must not be designated development, and
• if it is likely to affect a State or local heritage item or a
heritage conservation area, must involve no more than
minimal impact on the heritage significance of the item or
area, and
• must be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s
specifications, if applicable, and
• must not involve the removal or pruning of a tree or other
vegetation that requires a permit or development consent
for removal or pruning, unless that removal or pruning is
undertaken in accordance with a permit or development
consent.

In preparing for a beach erosion event, Council should
ensure that all of the relevant planning approvals are in
place to undertake emergency coastal protection actions.
In accordance with the State Environmental Planning Policy
(Infrastructure) 2007 Council can undertake emergency works
(as exempt development) to protect stormwater management
systems, roads and road related areas (e.g. footpaths and
cycleways), sewerage systems and gas pipelines. Exempt
development does not require an environmental assessment
as long the as the development meets the following criteria:

4.1.2 Preparedness

responsibilities under the Flood Subplan (NLEMC, 2013).

Council's roles and responsibilities in preparing for,
responding to, and recovering from, beach erosion events
are outlined below. The roles and responsibilities described
below will be undertaken in addition to Council's roles and

4.1 Council

4.0 Emergency Coastal
Protection Actions
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• intended emergency actions to be carried out during
periods of beach erosion such as coastal protection works
for property or asset protection, other than matters dealt
with in any plan made under the State Emergency and
Rescue Management Act 1989 relating to emergency
response (sections 55C(b) and (g) of the Coastal Protection
Act 1979);
• any site-specific requirements for landowner temporary
coastal protection works;
• the consultation carried out with the owners of land
affected by a subplan.

The Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone Management
Plans (OEH, 2013) require that an emergency action subplan
also describes:

Section 55C of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 requires that
a coastal zone management plan include 'emergency actions
carried out during periods of beach erosion, including the
carrying out of related works, such as works for the protection
of property affected or likely to be affected by beach erosion,
where beach erosion occurs through storm activity or an
extreme or irregular event'. The section also outlines that a
coastal zone management plan must not include matters
dealt with in any plan made under the State Emergency and
Rescue Management Act 1989 in relation to the response to
emergencies.

Whilst the Newcastle CEEAS will accompany (link to) the
Flood Subplan (NLEMC, 2013), it must be prepared in
accordance with the Coastal Protection Act 1979 (not the
State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989).
The requirements of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 and
associated guidelines are outlined below.

3.2 Coastal Protection Act 1979

D4
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Stockton Coastal Erosion Emergency Action Subplan (2018).

Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) (2013). Guidelines
for Preparing Coastal Zone Management Plans.

Newcastle Local Emergency Management Committee (2013).
City of Newcastle Flood Emergency Subplan.

Newcastle Local Emergency Management Committee (2012).
Newcastle DISPLAN.

References

A review of the Newcastle CEEAS will be undertaken as part
of the future Coastal Management Program to be submitted
under the Coastal Management Act 2016. In the interim, the
Newcastle CEEAS will be reviewed annually.

5.0 Review

At this point in time, there are no locations within the
Newcastle LGA where private landowners can undertake
temporary coastal protection works (as defined in the Coastal
Protection Act 1979). Coastal protection works can only be
constructed by private landowners if they have obtained
development consent for the works in accordance with the
State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007.
Council is not aware of any private landowners that would
currently have development consent for the construction of
the coastal protection works within the LGA.

4.2 Private Landowners

Beach scraping works may be undertaken to assist the
recovery of the beach dune system.

As needed, Council will install temporary signage to identify
erosion risks, and will close eroded accessways. Beach
accessways adjacent to surf clubs will be prioritised for
reinstatement.

During the recovery phase of a beach erosion event, Council
will undertake post storm beach inspections. The inspections
will identify the damage to public assets and prioritise
required works.

4.1.4 Recovery
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Where investigations, works or actions are proposed or to be
implemented on DoI - Crown land, not under Council Trust
management, an appropriate authorisation from DoI Lands &
Water will be required under the Crown Lands Management
Act 2016 prior to the works commencing.

If Council has obtained the required planning approvals,
Council may also undertake sandbagging works to protect
other public assets from coastal erosion in accordance with
the requirements of the relevant approvals. These works may
be undertaken anywhere along the Newcastle coastline, in
accordance with the relevant approvals.

During response operations, Council may undertake
emergency works (as exempt development) to protect
stormwater management systems, roads and road related
areas (e.g. footpaths and cycleway), sewerage systems and
gas pipelines from beach erosion. It is most likely that these
emergency works would consist of sandbagging works. These
works may be undertaken anywhere along the Newcastle
coastline, as required.

Response operations may commence when a Bureau of
Meteorology warning indicates the potential for abnormally
high tides, or unusually large surf, or where other evidence
leads to an expectation of coastal erosion within the LGA.

4.1.3 Response

Council will maintain the plant and equipment required for
emergency coastal protection actions (including sandbags).

It should be noted that Council can sandbag public assets to
protect them from coastal inundation in accordance with the
Flood Subplan (NLEMC, 2013), without the need for a Review
of Environmental Factors.

If proposed emergency coastal protection actions are not
exempt development, the relevant planning approvals would
need to be obtained before the works could be implemented
by Council. This means that if Council wanted to sandbag other
public assets (e.g. surf clubs) to protect against coastal erosion,
a Review of Environmental Factors would need to be prepared
in accordance with Division 25 of the State Environmental
Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007, before the works could
commence. Council will continue to monitor its coastal assets
and beach condition, to determine whether coastal protection
works (that are not exempt development) may be needed. If
Council identifies that public assets may be at risk in future
beach erosion events, a Review of Environmental Factors will
be prepared for the installation of sandbags.

This page is intentionally blank
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Thirteen of the fifteen submissions requested Council protect
and restore the old ladies pool at Merewether. An outline of
the key issues raised from submissions received during the
public exhibition period, and Council's response to the issues
identified are outlined in Table 1 below.

E1

The Newcastle Coastal Plan of Management (NCC 2015) already
contains an action to 'ensure the recognition of Merewether
Beach as a National Surfing Reserve'. It is not necessary to
duplicate the action in this Plan.
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Promotion of the Merewether
National Surfing Reserve
should include the erection
of fingerboard signs directing
tourist to the location.

Noted. Additional information added to Action 12 (see Table 7.2)
Beach scraping should not be
requesting prior consultation with the Surfing Reserve.
undertaken without consulting
with Merewether National Surfing
Reserve.

No changes required

Additional information
added to Action 12 (see
Table 7.2)

No changes required

Council is happy to review the evidence of the impact of
revegetation works on surf quality, however advice that
Council has received from coastal engineers to date is that the
revegetation works would not impact on surf quality.

Coastal rehabilitation works
around sand dunes should not
be undertaken at Merewether
without prior consultation with
the Merewether National Surfing
Reserve, as there is evidence
to suggest that the works have
had a detrimental effect on surf
quality.
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Additional information
regarding approvals
included in Section
4.1.3 of the Newcastle
Coastal Erosion
Emergency Action Sub
Plan (Appendix D).
Emergency actions may require
DoI - Crown Land approval
where Council is not land
manager.

No changes required

Noted. Council is more than willing to meet with members of the
National Surfing Reserve to discuss education opportunities. An
action is not required in the Plan.

Noted.

No change required.

Noted.

Management of old ladies pool
requires further discussion
between stakeholders/land
managers.

The Plan should include an
action to educate Council staff
about the role of the Merewether
National Surfing Reserve.

Additional information
added in Section 2.0
to clarify study area.
Nobbys breakwater included in Part B - Coastline South of the
Harbour. Remainder of foreshore included in Hunter Estuary
Coastal Zone Management Plan.

Confirm whether southern
foreshore of Hunter River,
including southern breakwater,
is included in study area.

No changes required

Section 7.4.1 added to
Part B - Coastline South
of the Harbour.

Approvals required for management actions on DoI - Crown Land
included in Section 7.4.1

Authorisations or approvals
by DoI - Crown Land needs
to be clarified.

Change to Part B Coastline South
of the Harbour

Table 2: Key issues by Department of Industry - Lands and Water (DoI - Crown Land) and Council response
Council Response

Noted. Council consults with relevant stakeholders during works
at Merewether Beach, as required.

No changes required

Changes Made
to the Plan

Crown Land) regarding management actions outlined in Part
B - Coastline South of the Harbour. The key issues raised
by DoI - Crown Land, and Council's response to the issues
identified are outlined in Table 2 below.

Noted. Council is investigating potential options for the future
management of this area.

Council Response

In May-July 2018 Council consulted with various stakeholders
regarding management actions in Part B - Coastline South of
the Harbour. In July 2018, Council received correspondence
from the Department of Industry - Lands and Water (DoI -

Council should level and replace
the grass area next to the
Merewether surf club.

Issue Raised During
Public Exhibition

Issue Identified

Council needs to recognise the
Merewether National Surfing
Reserve as an important
stakeholder at Merewether that
needs to be consulted.

Changes Made
to the Plan

No changes required
The Old Ladies Pool is listed as an item of local environmental
heritage under the Newcastle Local Environmental Plan 2012.
Council recognises the value of this important heritage asset.
Specific reference was not made in this Plan, as an action to
'maintain the heritage of the Old Ladies Pool and provide safe use
for all users' is already contained in the Newcastle Coastal Plan
of Management (NCC 2015). The Old Ladies Pool is located on
DoI - Crown Land, which is not managed by Council.

Council Response

Council should protect the
heritage values of the Old
Ladies Pool at Merewether and
undertake restoration works.

Issue Raised During
Public Exhibition

Table 1: Public submissions to Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan Part B - Coastline South of the
Harbour and Council response

Part B - Coastline South of the Harbour was publically
exhibited for a 21 day period in October 2016. Fifteen public
submissions were received, including one submission from
the Office of Environment and Heritage.

Appendix E
Submissions Response Table
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Foreword
The Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan Part A - Stockton forms the first part of the ongoing assessment and management of coastal hazards and community use of the coastal
environment at Stockton Beach. The Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan - Stockton will
be submitted to the Office of Environment and Heritage for certification under the savings
provisions of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 (now repealed) and will address coastal
management actions for the short (1-2 year) and medium (1-5 years) term. Certification under the
Coastal Protection Act 1979 is required to be undertaken by 3 October 2018 due to legislative
reform. Under provisions of the Coastal Management Act 2016, this plan will cease on 31
December 2021.
The commencement of the Coastal Management Act 2016 requires Council to prepare a Coastal
Management Program for the coastal zone in the Newcastle local government area. The Coastal
Management Program forms the second part of the coastal management process under the State
Government framework, due to legislative reform, and is to be submitted to and certified by the
State Government by the end of 2021. The coastal management program will address long-term
options for management of coastal hazards. Key management actions included within the
Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan - Stockton will be rolled forward and consolidated in
the Coastal Management Program.
The community and Stockton Community Liaison Group have identified sand
replenishment/nourishment as the preferred option to address coastal hazards in the consultation
process for the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan Part A - Stockton. Investigation of
sand replenishment/nourishment will be undertaken as part of the preparation of the Ccoastal
Mmanagement Pprogram and will be included in the assessment of options for long-term
management of the coastal zone.
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1.0

Introduction

Stockton Bight is located to the north of the Hunter River and stretches from the Stockton
breakwall, constructed at the entrance to the Hunter River, to Birubi Point. Forming the largest
Holocene coastal dune system in New South Wales, Stockton Bight extends for a distance of
32km and across the local government boundaries of Newcastle City Council and Port Stephens
Council. The northern section of Stockton Bight, within Port Stephens local government area, is
mainly managed by the local Worimi traditional owners in partnership with the NSW National
Parks and Wildlife Service, while the southern section forms the coastline of the suburb of
Stockton within the Newcastle City Council local government area (Newcastle LGA).

1.1

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan Part A - Stockton sStudy aArea

The suburb of Stockton is located on a peninsula at the southern tip of Stockton Bight. The
suburb is within the Newcastle LGA with the boundary of the local government area north of the
Stockton Centre located at 342 Fullerton Street, Stockton.
The subject of the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan Part A - Stockton (Part A Stockton) of the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan is the coastal zone of Stockton. It
includes the open coastline in the south to the local government boundary. The coastal zone
incorporates the coastal foreshore in public ownership and lands affected by coastal hazards.
The immediate offshore environment is also included. The Stockton study area is shown in
Figure 1.
The Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan - Stockton (NCZMP - Stockton) Part A - Stockton
is limited to the coastal zone north of the Hunter River, while the remainder of the coastal zone
within the Newcastle LGA is addressed in the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan Part B Coastline South of the Harbour - Southern Beaches. The coastal zone within the Hunter River
estuary, which borders the western and southern parts of Stockton, is addressed in the Hunter
Estuary Coastal Zone Management Plan (BMT WBM, 2017).

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan - Stockton
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Figure 1: Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan - Stockton study area
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2.0

Planning Context

The Coastal Protection Act 1979 provides the statutory framework for coastal zone management
in New South Wales. While coastal zone management plans are not a mandatory requirement
for local councils under the Coastal Protection Act 1979 the preparation of a coastal zone
management plan is required to be undertaken in accordance with guidelines issued under
Section 55D of the Coastal Protection Act 1979. The NCZMP Part A - Stockton has been
prepared in accordance with 'Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone Management Plans' (OEH,
2013), the issued guideline under the Coastal Protection Act 1979.
The 'Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone Management Plans' (OEH, 2013) require coastal
zone management plans address how the 10 coastal management principles outlined in the
guideline are considered in the preparation of the plan. Tables 1 and 2 outline how Part A NCZMP -Stockton addresses the coastal management principles.
Table 1: Coastal Management Principle 1

Principle 1: Consider the objects of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 and the goals, objectives
and principles of the NSW Costal Policy 1997.
Objects of the Coastal Protection Act 1979

Where object is addressed in
the plan

(a) To protect, enhance, maintain and restore the environment
of the coastal region, its associated ecosystems, ecological
processes and biological diversity, and its water quality

Section 7

(b) To encourage, promote and secure the orderly and
balanced utilisation and conservation of the coastal region
and its natural and man-made resources, having regard to
the principles of ecologically sustainable development

Section 6

(c) To recognise and foster the significant social and economic
benefits to the State that result from a sustainable coastal
environment, including:
(i) benefits to the environment, and
(ii) benefits to urban communities, fisheries, industry and
recreation, and
(iii) benefits to culture and heritage, and
(iv) benefits to the Aboriginal people in relation to their
spiritual, social, customary and economic use of land
and water, and
(d) To promote public pedestrian access to the coastal region
and recognise the public's right to access, and

Section 7
Section 9, 10
Section 11
Section 11
Section 8

(e) To provide for the acquisition of land in the coastal region to
promote the protection, enhancement, maintenance and
restoration of the environment of the coastal region, and

Section 6

(f)

Section 3

To recognise the role of the community, as a partner with
government, in resolving issues relating to the protection of
the coastal environment, and

(g) To ensure co-ordination of the policies and activities of the
Government and public authorities relating to the coastal
region and to facilitate the proper integration of their
management activities, and

Section 6-11

(h) To encourage and promote plans and strategies for
adaptation in response to coastal climate change impacts,
including projected sea level rise, and

Section 6

(i)

Section 9

To promote beach amenity.
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Goals of the NSW Coastal Policy 1997
(a) To protect, rehabilitate and improve the natural environment

Where goal is addressed in
the plan
Section 7

(b) To recognise and accommodate natural processes and
climate change

Section 6

(c) To protect and enhance the aesthetic qualities of the
coastal zone

Section 9

(d) To protect and conserve cultural heritage

Section 11

(e) To promote ecologically sustainable development and use
of resources

Section 6

(f)

Section 6

To provide for ecologically sustainable human settlement

(g) To provide for appropriate public access and use

Section 8

(h) To provide information to enable effective management

Section 6-11

(i)

Section 6-11

To provide for integrated planning and management

Note: Appendix A provides a detailed summary of how Part Athe NCZMP - Stockton addresses the
objectives and principles of the NSW Coastal Policy 1997 (DUAP, 1997).
Table 2: Coastal Management Principles 2-10

Coastal Management Principle

Where Principle is
addressed in the plan

2.

Optimise links between plans relating to the management of the Section 6-11
coastal zone.

3.

Involve the community in decision-making and make coastal Section 3, 12
information publicly available.

4.

Base decisions on the best available information and Section 6-11
reasonable practice; acknowledge the interrelationship between
catchment, estuarine and coastal processes; adopt a
continuous improvement management approach.

5.

The priority for public expenditure is public benefit; public Section 6-11
expenditure should cost-effectively achieve the best practical
long-term outcomes.

6.

Adopt a risk management approach to managing risks to public Section 6
safety and assets; adopt a risk management hierarchy involving
avoiding risks where feasible and mitigation where risks cannot
be reasonably avoided; adopt interim actions to manage high
risks while long-term options are implemented.

7.

Adopt an adaptive risk management approach if risks are Section 6
expected to increase over time, or to accommodate uncertainty
in risk predictions.

8.

Maintain the condition of high value coastal ecosystems; Section 7
rehabilitate priority degraded ecosystems.

9.

Maintain and improve safe public access to beaches and Section 8
headlands consistent with the goals of the NSW Coastal Policy

10. Support recreational activities consistent with the goals of the Section 10
NSW Coastal Policy.
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The management of the coast interacts with various other legislative acts, planning instruments
and environmental management strategies and initiatives implemented by both Council and other
stakeholders. The relationship between the Part ANCZMP - Stockton and other legislative acts,
strategies and plans is shown in Figure 2.

State and National Legislation and Policy
Coastal Protection Act 1979 and NSW Coastal Policy 1997
State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
Local Government Act 1993
Marine Estate Management Act 2014
Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016
National Park and Wildlife Act 1974
Heritage Act 1977
Crown Land Managements Act 2016 1989
Environment Protection and Biodiversity conservation Act 1999 (Cwlth)

Regional Scale Strategies and Plans
Hunter Regional Plan 2036 (Department of Planning and Environment)
Draft Greater Newcastle Metropolitan Plan (Department of Planning and Environment)
Lower Hunter Regional Conservation Plan (Office of Environment and Heritage)
Draft Marine Estate Management Strategy 2018-2028 (Marine Estate Management
Authority)

Newcastle 2030 Community Strategic Plan

Newcastle Environmental Management Strategy 2013

Coastal Zone Management

Newcastle Coastal Zone
Management Plan 2018 Southern Beaches

Newcastle Coastal
Plan of Management
2015Newcastle
Coastal Zone

Newcastle Local
Environment Plan 2012
and Development
Control Plans

Figure 2: Relationship between legislation and strategies and the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan
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3.0

Community Consultation

Community consultation has been undertaken over a number of years regarding the management
of the coastal zone in Stockton. A consultation timeline has been provided below:
Community workshop was held in 2008 during the preparation of the Stockton Coastline
Management Study (DHI Water and Environment Pty Ltd, 2009);
The Newcastle Coastal Technical Working Group was consulted during the preparation of the
Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazards Study (BMT WBM, 2014(a)) and the Newcastle Coastal
Zone Management Study (BMT WBM, 2014(b)). Members of the group included Office of
Environment and Heritage, Department of Industry-Lands and Water (Crown Lands), Hunter
Central Rivers Catchment Management Authority (now Local Land Services), Newcastle Port
Corporation and community representatives;
Community workshops were held in October 2016 during the preparation of the Newcastle
Coastal Zone Management Plan 2016; and
Public exhibition of the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan 2016 was undertaken in
November 2016.

•
•

•
•

Consultation for Part A the NCZMP - Stockton includes:
Formation of the Stockton Community Liaison Group (Stockton CLG) comprising ten
community representatives. Five meetings were held between March and May 2018;
Formation of the Stockton Inter-agency Advisory Committee. Members of the committee are
from various government stakeholders including Office of Environment and Heritage, Hunter
Water Corporation, Department of Industry - Lands and Water (Crown Lands), Department of
Premier and Cabinet and the Environment Protection Authority;
Community workshop on Thursday 14 June 2018 >date<; and
Public exhibition of Part Athe NCZMP - Stockton from Wednesday 6 June to Thursday 28
June 2018 >date<.

•
•

•
•

Council's response to submissions received during the public exhibition period can be found in
Appendix E > <.
Specific issues raised by the Stockton CLG during community consultation included
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Replenishment of sand on Stockton Beach to address beach erosion events and shoreline
recession;
Identification of sand sources for beach replenishment;
Recognition of on-going maintenance sand replenishment after capital sand replenishment;
Management of the former land fill site at 330 Fullerton Stree 310 tFullerton Street, Stockton
and Crown reserve 79066;
Long term plan for relocation of childcare centre operating at former North Stockton Surf Life
Saving Club;
Repair and remediation of beach access and beach amenity; and
Funding for management actions to be provided by Newcastle City Council, State
Government or other alternative sources

4.0

Objectives

Part AThe NCZMP - Stockton reflects the community's aspirations, as described in the Newcastle
2030 Community Strategic Plan (NCC, 2013(a)) for a:
'Protected and enhanced environment'
Part AThe NCZMP - Stockton will support the objectives of the Newcastle Environmental
Management Strategy 2013 (NCC, 2013(b)) and provide a platform for maintenance and
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enhancement of Stockton's coastal environment while providing understanding and management
of climate change risks.
Part AThe NCZMP - Stockton is supported by a series of studies undertaken over a number of
years. The objectives of Part Athe NCZMP - Stockton are supported by the most recent studies:
•
•

The Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazards Study (BMT WBM, 2014(a))
Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Study (BMT WBM, 2014(b))

The purpose of Part Athe NCZMP - Stockton is to outline proposed actions that will be
implemented to address coastal management issues. The supporting studies and community
consultation undertaken have revealed the priority coastal management objectives for the
Stockton study area are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Coastal hazards.
Coastal environment.
Beach access.
Beach amenity.
Recreational use of the coastal zone.
Culture and heritage.

The management of these priority objectives are outlined in Sections 6-11 of Part A the NCZMPStockton.

5.0

Management Actions

5.1

Management action timeframe

The Coastal Protection Act 1979 was replaced by the Coastal Management Act 2016 on 3 April
2018. The Coastal Management Act 2016 includes the requirement for a Ccoastal Mmanagement
Pprogram to address long-term management of the coastal zone. Council intends on undertaking
a Ccoastal Mmanagement Pprogram for the Newcastle coastal zone, including the Stockton study
area, in the future.
Part AThe NCZMP - Stockton will be submitted under the savings provisions of the Coastal
Management Act 1979 and will address coastal management actions for the short (1-2 year) and
medium (1-5 years) term.
Investigation and assessment of long-term coastal management actions to address coastal
hazards within the Stockton study area will be undertaken in accordance with the NSW Coastal
Management Manual to facilitate the preparation of a Ccoastal Mmanagement Pprogram.
Investigation of the feasibility of management actions such as sand replenishment/nourishment or
engineered structures to address beach erosion and shoreline recession will be conducted as
part of future studies.
The Stockton CLG has identified sand replenishment or nourishment as a preferred long-term
option to address coastal hazards and improve beach amenity. Investigation of sand
replenishment/nourishment will be conducted as part of future studies, but to ensure studies are
appropriately identified and undertaken a working party will be established. The working party will
include relevant government stakeholders, community representatives and interest groups and is
included as a priority management action. The working party will form an integral part of the future
Coastal Management Program to be submitted under the Coastal Management Act 2016.
Stakeholder endorsed long-term coastal management actions will be included in the future
Ccoastal Mmanagement Pprogram.
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5.2

Management action approvals and considerations

Coastal management actions in Part A - Stockton will potentially require approvals or
authorisation from relevant land owners or stakeholders with interest in the land where the
management action is proposed. These approvals or authorisations may potentially be required
under various legislative instruments and will be obtained prior to commencement of the
management action.
There are areas of Crown land along the coastline of the Stockton study area that are currently
managed by Council under a Reserve Trust arrangement (Rawson Park Reserve Trust 79066
with Reserve purpose of public recreation, port facilities and services; Gazetted 9 November
1956). Where management actions are proposed on Crown land relevant authorisations and
approvals may need to be obtained under the Crown Land Management Act 2016 (eg
management actions CH5 CH6) Management actions undertaken on Crown land will also need to
consider Aboriginal Land Claims lodged under the Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983. Any works as
a result of management actions will need to be compliant with the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth).

5.32

Funding sources

Sustainable funding and financing arrangements for management actions will be established in
consultation with key stakeholders. Funding for management actions may be gained from various
sources, including Council's internal funds and State or Federal Government grant programs.
5.32.1

Council funding mechanism

Council may fund management actions outlined in Part A the NCZMP - Stockton from revenue
generated by ordinary rate income. The Integrated Planning and Reporting framework requires
the preparation of a four year Delivery Program and annual Operational Plan. Management
actions from Part A the NCZMP - Stockton will be incorporated into these strategic documents for
funding through Council's working funds. Management actions may also be included into
Council's asset management plans for allocation of funding.
5.32.2

State Government funding mechanism

A number of State Government funding mechanisms are currently available to support the
management actions in Part A the NCZMP - Stockton. Funding mechanisms currently available
include:
•
•
•
•

Grants under the NSW Coastal Management Program administered by Office of Environment
and Heritage;
Crown Reserves Improvement FundPublic Reserves Management Fund administered by the
Department of Industry - Lands and Water (Crown Lands)Primary Industries - Lands;
NSW Environment Trust grants administered by the Office of Environment and Heritage; and
Environmental Education Grants administered by the Office of Environment and Heritage.

Storm recovery funds may also be sought through:
•
•

NSW Natural Disaster Assistance Scheme; and
Natural Disaster Relief and Recovery Arrangements (Federal Government).

5.32.3

Federal Government funding mechanism

Federal Government funding mechanisms are available to support the management actions in the
Part A NCZMP - Stockton including
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•

Building Better Regions Fund administered by the Department of Infrastructure, Regional
Development and Cities.

Funding programs are regularly changing and Council will maintain an awareness of appropriate
funding opportunities as they arise.

5.43

Management action zones

The Stockton study area has been divided into seven zones to enable identification of the location
of management actions within the study area. The seven zones are located from south to north
along the Stockton coastline and include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Zone 1 - Little Beach, including Stockton breakwall, to the seawall east of the Stockton Surf
Life Saving Club;
Zone 2 - Seawall east of Stockton Surf Life Saving Club to the southern end of Mitchell Street
seawall;
Zone 3 - Mitchell Street seawall extent;
Zone 4 - Northern end of Mitchell Street seawall to Meredith Street;
Zone 5 - Meredith Street to the northern boundary of Corroba Oval;
Zone 6 - Northern boundary of Corroba Oval to southern boundary of Fort Wallace (main land
ownership by Hunter Water Corporation);
Zone 7 - Southern boundary of Fort Wallace to Newcastle City Council local government
boundary (main land ownership by Defence Housing Australia and Family and Community
Services).

The management action zones are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Management action zones for Stockton study area.
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6.0

Coastal Hazards

6.1

Background

The Stockton coastal zone has been the subject of a number of studies to assess coastal
processes. An outline of the information from these studies is provided below and has informed
the preparation of Part Athe NCZMP - Stockton.
Stockton Beach Coastal Engineering Advice - Public Works Department (1985)

Historical photogrammetric analysis was undertaken to determine shoreline fluctuations at
Stockton Beach with an assessment of potential coastal hazards conducted. Based on the
information at the time, analysis found a 500m section of Mitchell Street, north of Pembroke
Street, was at immediate threat from storm damage. The position of the dune escarpment
suggested a recessional trend in this area. Little change in the beach profile adjacent to Mitchell
Street was indicated, but recession of the dune escarpment in the northern part of Stockton
Beach was noted.
Stockton Beach Coastal Engineering Advice Addendum - Public Works Department (1987)

Additional information was examined and short-term fluctuations of the beach profile were
determined to be associated with storm events. Long-term assessment of the beach concluded a
slight accretional trend between the Stockton breakwall and Hereford Street and a slight
recessional trend between Hereford Street and the Hunter Water sewage treatment ponds (now
decommissioned) at 330 Fullerton Street310 Fullerton Street. The results also suggested longer
term erosion at two locations which had a history of storm damage; between Stone Street and
Griffith Avenue, and at the Hunter Water sewage treatment ponds.
In 1989, the Mitchell Street seawall was constructed.
Stockton Beach Coastline Hazard Study - Department of Land and Water Conservation (1995)

Further photogrammetric analysis of the coastal zone was undertaken and concluded realignment
of Stockton Beach had occurred due to the construction of the Stockton breakwall. The analysis
also determined the shoreline fluctuated significantly in the short-term, but no long-term
recessional trend of the shoreline was evident based on historical analysis.
Newcastle Coastline Hazard Definition Study - WBM Oceanics Australia (1998)

This study carried out a review of the available data for long-term events based on beach profile
analysis and hydrographic survey analysis. Stockton Beach was separated into two
compartments, north and south of the Mitchell Street seawall. Analysis showed south of the
seawall had periods of accretion and erosion, but little change in the shoreline over the long term.
However, progressive recession of the shoreline north of the Mitchell Street seawall was
concluded.
Shifting sands at Stockton Beach - Umwelt Pty Ltd and SMEC Pty Ltd (2002)

Further analysis of long-term variations using bathymetric and historic hydro survey information
was undertaken. While variability in the data was present, the study concluded sand loss from
Stockton Beach was occurring resulting in a sediment deficit in the offshore environment.
Potential loss of sand was identified as a result of changes to the mouth of the Hunter River,
including dredging programs, over the last century. The study concluded the sand loss was
progressive rather than cyclic and contributing to recession of Stockton Beach.
Stockton Beach Coastal Processes Study Stage 1 - Sediment Transport Analysis and Description of
On-going Processes - DHI Water and Environment (2006)

A detailed analysis of the sediment transport conditions at Stockton Beach was undertaken to
determine the on-going coastal processes at a short and long-term scale.
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A dune erosion model and modelled wave conditions were applied to the most severe storm
events observed in the Newcastle area to analyse short-term processes. Modelling showed an
increase in dune erosion risk from south to north along Stockton Beach during storm events with
waves from the south-east. During wave action from the east and north-east dune erosion was
still severe, but was more evenly distributed along the beach. Modelling of the impacts of
nearshore deepening showed dune recession was increased with further deepening of the
nearshore and offshore areas.
Analysis of the long-term littoral transport process of sediment was undertaken and showed
longshore transport is the most significant sediment transport mechanism. The following
conclusions regarding long-term sediment transport were:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Stockton Beach experienced a net northward transport of sediment of approximately 20,000
to 30,000m3/year;
A complex sediment transport mechanism (see Figure 4) occurs within the area including:
o The breakwalls at the entrance to the Hunter River redirect sediment transport from the
south into deep offshore areas;
o A nodal or neutral point is predicted at the northern end of the Mitchell Street seawall.
Sediment transport splits at the nodal point into two directions; north and south. The nodal
point is the most significant erosion stretch on Stockton Beach;
o Increased northward sediment transport occurs north of the Mitchell Street seawall;
o Slight accretion occurs south of the Mitchell Street seawall as waves from the south-east
refract around the river entrance breakwall resulting in an anti-clockwise eddy; and
o East and north-east waves produce uniform longshore sediment transport resulting in
sediment accumulation north of the Stockton breakwall;
The Mitchell Street seawall imposes a physical limitation to sediment transport and induces
local steepening of the beach profile;
The Hunter River is not a significant source of sediment in the Stockton area;
The Hunter River southern breakwall reduces sediment bypassing across the river with most
sediment deposited into the river navigation channel or the southern areas of the river
entrance (Horseshoe Beach);
The area north of Fern Bay (outside of Part Athe NCZMP - Stockton study area) was
expected to be in equilibrium.

Modelling was undertaken to determine erosion hazard lines for the short (immediate), medium
(20 years) and long-term (50 years) for the Stockton study area.
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Figure 4: Predicted sediment transport path at mouth of Hunter River and Stockton study area (DHI Water and
Environment Pty Ltd, 2006).

6.2

Assessment of coastal hazards

The Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazard Study (BMT WBM, 2014(a)) provides an outline of the
coastal processes affecting the Stockton study area. The coastal hazards identified as a result of
coastal processes within the study area include:
•
•

Beach erosion and shoreline recession; and
Coastal inundation.

6.2.1

Beach erosion and shoreline recession

Beach erosion can be defined as the offshore movement of sand from the sub-aerial beach
during a storm event while shoreline recession is the landward movement of the shoreline over
time due to a net loss of sediment (OEH, 2013). To assess the nature and extent of beach
erosion and shoreline recession within the study area, hazard lines were modelled in the Stockton
Beach Coastal Processes Study Stage 1 - Sediment and Transport Analysis and Description of
On-going Processes (DHI, 2006). The beach erosion and shoreline hazard lines were modelled
for the short (immediate), medium (20 years) and long-term (50 years) time periods.
The beach erosion and shoreline recession hazard lines were remodelled to account for potential
impacts from climate change and sea level rise in the Stockton Beach Coastal Processes Study Addendum (DHI, 2011). Council adopted a sea level rise benchmark of 0.4m by 2050 and 0.9m
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by 2100, above the 1990 mean sea level, in accordance with the NSW Sea Level Rise Policy
Statement 2009 (DECCW, 2009) (now repealed). The adopted sea level rise benchmarks are
widely accepted by competent scientific opinion.
Beach erosion and shoreline recession hazard lines were completed in the Newcastle Coastal
Hazards Study (BMT WBM, 2014(a)). The Newcastle Coastal Hazards Study (BMT WBM,
2014(a)) adopted the previous beach erosion and shoreline recession hazard line methodology
from the Stockton Beach Coastal Processes Study Stage 1 (DHI, 2006) and Stockton Beach
Coastal Processes Study - Addendum (DHI, 2011). However, due to uncertainty when modelling
areas that are potentially impacted by coastal hazards the Newcastle Coastal Hazards Study
(BMT WBM, 2014(a)) adopted risk probability areas. The areas represent different probabilities/
likelihood that the coastal hazard will occur and range from almost certain to rare (see Table 3).
The risk probability areas were modelled across three timeframes (immediate, 2050 and 2100).
Table 3: Risk probability areas

Probability

Description

Almost certain

There is a high possibility the event will occur as there is a history of
frequent occurrence.

Likely

It is likely the event will occur as there is a history of casual occurrence.

Unlikely

There is a low possibility that the event will occur, however, there is a
history of infrequent or isolated occurrence.

Rare

It is highly unlikely that the event will occur, except in extreme/
exceptional circumstances, which has not been recorded historically.

Source: BMT WBM (2014)(a) p40

Appendix B includes maps showing the modelled beach erosion and shoreline recession
hazards within the Stockton study area.
6.2.2

Coastal inundation

Coastal inundation is the storm-related flooding of coastal lands by ocean waters due to elevated
water levels (storm surge) and wave run-up (OEH, 2013). The approach for assessment of
coastal inundation is summarised in Table 4 and risk probability areas were defined as per Table
3. The risk probability areas were modelled across three timeframes (immediate, 2050 and
2100).
Appendix C includes maps showing the modelled coastal inundation within the Stockton study
area.
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Table 4: Approach for calculation of coastal inundation in Stockton study area

Probability

Immediate

2050

2100

Almost certain

1 in 20 year storm
surge and wave set
up.

As per immediate

As per immediate

Likely

NM1

NM1

NM1

Unlikely

1 in 100 year storm
surge and wave set
up AND wave run up
and overtopping2.

Rare

1 in 100 year storm
surge and wave set
up + extreme climatic
conditions (eg.
Tropical cyclone, 1 in
1000 year east coast
low).

1 in 100 year storm surge
and wave set up + 0.4m
SLR and change in storm
surge AND indicative
areas of potential
overtopping2 including
0.4m SLR.
Worse case of either:
• 1 in 100 year storm
surge and wave set up
+ Extreme climatic
conditions + 0.4m SLR
and climate change
conditions3,
OR
• 1 in 100 year storm
surge and wave set up
+ 0.7m SLR and
climate change
impacts.

1 in 100 year storm
surge and wave set up +
0.9m SLR and change in
storm surge AND
indicative areas of
potential overtopping2
including 0.9m SLR.
Worse case of either:
• 1 in 100 year storm
surge and wave set up
+ Extreme climatic
conditions + 0.9m SLR
and climate change
impact 3,
OR
• 1 in 100 year storm
surge and wave set up
+ 1.4m SLR and
climate change impacts

Source: BMT WBM (2014)(a) p61

1.
2.
3.

NM= not mapped.
Only applies at open coast barriers. Wave run up and overtopping are calculated using 1 in
100 year storm surge + 1 in 100 year 6 hour duration.
Includes increase in set up levels associated with 5% and 10% increase in storm wave
heights by 2050 and 2100 respectively.
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6.3

Management of coastal hazards

6.3.1

Risk management

The Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Study (BMT WBM, 2014(b)) utilised a risk
management approach to identify appropriate options for managing risks from coastal hazards.
The Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Study (BMW WBM, 2014(b)) adapted the Australian
Standard Risk Management Principles and Guidelines (AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009). A summary of
the risk management approach is outlined in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Risk management framework adapted to coastal zone management (BMT WBM, 2014(b) p36)
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Risk identification for the Stockton study area was undertaken during the preparation of the
Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Study (BMT WBM, 2014(b)). The key coastal risks
identified for the Stockton coastal zone were beach erosion, shoreline recession and coastal
inundation. Risk analysis included the consideration of the likelihood and consequence of the
identified risks to determine an overall risk level.
Risk evaluation involved the identification of risks that were considered acceptable and risks that
required action. Risks requiring action, and potential risk treatment options, were identified in the
Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Study (BMT WBM, 2014(b)). High priority risks were
determined through the evaluation process and are associated with assets that are exposed to
current or frequent coastal hazards and/or assets that have significant consequences if their
environmental, social or economic value is substantially compromised.
Figure 6 provides an overview of the management approach for addressing coastal hazards.
Management is separated into approaches for both existing development and future
development.
The options for managing risk to existing development include:
•

•
•

Protect existing development from coastal hazards. This may be in the form of hard defence
structures e.g. revetments, or soft engineering measures e.g. sand nourishment. Some
protection works can cause impacts to adjacent areas and a decision to implement a 'protect'
option must consider these potential impacts;
Accommodate the risk. Aims to redevelop or retrofit existing structures in a manner that
minimises losses from potential hazards e.g. stronger foundations, through careful redesign;
and
Planned retreat from the risk. Aims to allow natural processes to occur largely uninhibited by
development. For existing development it is useful to identify trigger points and thresholds
for future actions.

The options for managing risk to future development include:
•
•
•

Avoid the risk by not permitting vulnerable developments within high-risk areas (considered
over the full design life of the development);
Accommodate the risk by including provisions that reduce the consequences of the impact
e.g. minimum floor levels to reduce property damage resulting from coastal inundation; and
Accept the risk where appropriate.

6.3.2

Management action identification and prioritisation

The process for identification of management actions to address coastal hazards and risk to
development, both existing and future, is detailed in the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management
Study (BMT WBM, 2014(b)). The management action identification process undertaken in the
Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Study (BMT WBM, 2014(b)) included rapid analysis
assessment of the following factors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capital and recurrent costs
Environmental or social impacts
Community acceptability
Reversibility/adaptability in the future
Effectiveness of the management action over time
Legal and approvals required
Ease of implementation

The management action identification process within the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management
Study (BMT WBM, 2014(b)) included assessment of short, medium and long-term management
actions to address coastal hazards within the Newcastle coastal zone. The rapid analysis
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assessment combined with risk evaluation for assets within the coastal zone resulted in a risk
register and recommended management actions.
However, many of the management actions identified in the Newcastle Coastal Zone
Management Study (BMT WBM, 2014(b)) for the Stockton study area are focused on long-term
actions to address beach erosion and shoreline recession. The Part ANCZMP - Stockton is to be
submitted under the savings provisions of the Coastal Management Act 1979 due to changing
legislation and management actions contained in the Part ANCZMP - Stockton are restricted to
the short (1-2 year) and medium (1-5 year) term only. Long-term actions will be included in a
future Ccoastal Mmanagement Pprogram under the Coastal Management Act 2016.
Using the risk register and recommended options from the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management
Study (BMT WBM, 2014(b)) for immediate extreme, high and medium risks from coastal hazards
in the Stockton study area Council has prioritised the following issues
•
•

•

Coastal erosion threat to the former North Stockton Surf Life Saving Club building at Barrie
Crescent. The building is currently leased to Mission Australia and operates as a childcare
facility.
The Mitchell Street seawall requires maintenance after exposure to coastal hazards since its
construction. Outflanking of the seawall has also resulted in coastal erosion, particularly at the
northern end of the seawall near the intersection of Barrie Crescent. Mitchell Street and Stone
Street.
Replenishment of sand to the Stockton study area has been identified as a high priority by
Council and the community. Port of Newcastle currently places suitable sand from
maintenance dredging activities undertaken for navigational safety at the harbour entrance.
Suitable dredged sand is placed offshore of Stockton Beach in accordance with a
concurrence issued by the Office of Environment and Heritage under the Coastal Protection
Act 1979. While the Coastal Management Program is being developed, Port of Newcastle will
continue this placement of dredged sand in accordance with the concurrence issued by Office
of Environment and Heritage.

Since the completion of the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Study (BMT WBM, 2014(b)) a
storm event in January 2018 resulted in coastal erosion at 330 Fullerton Street310 Fullerton
Street exposing a former landfill site. The former landfill also extends south of 310 Fullerton Street
onto Crown reserve 79066. Material from the former landfill has been transported onto Stockton
Beach with clean-up action undertaken. Management action to prevent further erosion and
exposure of landfill material is prioritised within the Part ANCZMP - Stockton as a result of this
recent storm event.
Beach erosion and shoreline recession are identified as coastal hazards in the Stockton study
area. Long term coastal management actions to address beach erosion and shoreline recession
within the Stockton study area will be investigated and assessed as part of future studies in
accordance with the NSW Coastal Management Manual. These investigations will be undertaken
to facilitate the preparation of a Ccoastal Mmanagement Pprogram under the Coastal
Management Act 2016 and have been included as a management action for the short to medium
term. Investigations into options for the future management of the Stockton coastline will need to
consider the on-going impacts from coastal hazards on the former landfill area and will be
analysed within the Coastal Management Program. While these investigations are being
conducted as part of the Coastal Management Program the former landfill will continue to be
managed by the various land managers in accordance with their statutory responsibilities.
The Stockton CLG has identified sand replenishment/nourishment as the preferred long-term
option to address coastal hazards and improve beach amenity. Investigation of potential sand
replenishment/nourishment will be undertaken as part of the Coastal Management Program as
detailed above. However, studies to investigate sand replenishment/nourishment as a potential
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long-term option will be required to be appropriately identified and undertaken. Potential tasks
may include
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Understanding large-scale movements of sand along Stockton Bight and how it affects the
southern portions of the embayment over the longer-term;
Sand tracing studies and modelling to better understand the movement and longevity of sand
placed offshore of Stockton Beach. Studies will aid in determining a sediment budget for the
Stockton study area;
Detailed appraisal of potential sand source sites (both onshore and offshore) for sand
replenishment/nourishment. Appraisal will include understanding of the limits of available
resources, delivery mechanisms of sourced sand to Stockton Beach, environmental
considerations, and detailed costings for delivery of sand to Stockton Beach.
Assessment of potential impacts on source sites and beach placement areas;
Consultation with relevant and affected land owners at each of the identified source sites;
Identification of relevant approvals associated with sand replenishment/nourishment activities.
Evaluation of potential management options and cost benefit analysis of identified options.

To ensure studies are appropriately identified and undertaken a working party including Council,
key government stakeholders, community representatives and interest groups will be formed to
facilitate the above task. This will be included as a priority management action.

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan - Stockton
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Figure 6: Risk management approach for Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan - Stockton (BMT WBM, 2014(b) p55)
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6.3.3

Management actions

The management actions outlined in Table 5 for coastal hazards are restricted to short (1-2) year)
and medium (1-5) year) actions. The management actions are listed in priority order. Long-term
management actions will be part of a future coastal management program submitted under the
Coastal Management Act 2016.
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Zone

4

4

6

6

3,4

3,4

Approach

Risk
assessment

On-ground
works

Planning, onground works

Planning, onground works

Planning

On-ground
works

Identified coastal protection works or
repairs at northern end of Mitchell
Street constructed.

Identify appropriate coastal protection
works or repairs at northern end of
Mitchell Street seawall. Planning to
include how works will connect with
future coastal protection works to the
north.

Appropriate works on the Crown
reserve will be subject to further
negotiation between Department of
Industry - Lands and Water (Crown
Lands), Council and Hunter Water
Corporation

Investigate the extent of the former
landfill to the south of 310 Fullerton
Street (Lot 202 DP 1150470) on to
part of Crown reserve 79066

Appropriate temporary coastal
protection works undertaken at former
landfill at 31030 Fullerton Street (Lot
202 DP 1150470). Temporary coastal
protection works will include geofabric
container wall/structure designed by
appropriately qualified coastal
engineer with duration of 5-7 years.

Former North Stockton Surf Life
Saving Club building demolished.

Lease for the operation of a childcare
centre at the former North Stockton
Surf Life Saving Club not to be
renewed once expired.

Management Action

Table 5: Coastal hazards management actions

Council

Council

Council

Department of
Industry Lands and
Water (Crown
Lands)

Hunter Water
Corporation

Council

Mission
Australia

Primary
responsibility

Department of
Industry LandsDepartment

Department of
Industry - Lands
Department of
Industry - Lands
and Water
(Crown Lands)

Hunter Water
Corporation

Council

Department of
Industry LandsDepartment
of Industry Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Council

Supporting
1
partners

Identified
works/repairs to
northern end of

Appropriate
design/repairs for
northern end of
Mitchell Street seawall
completed.

Identified agreed
works implemented

Extent of former landfill
on Crown reserve
identified.

Temporary coastal
protection works
completed.

Demolition of building.

Operation of childcare
centre in building
ceases.

Evaluation method
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$200,000 - $700,000
$20,000-$70,000/
annum maintenance

$40,000
(Council)

To be determined
based on extent of
landfill

$1,500,000
(Hunter Water
Corporation, State
Government)

$50,000
(Council)

Minimal

Cost estimate
(Funding source)
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Short-medium

Short

Short

Short-medium

Medium

Short-medium

Timeframe

Planning

Planning

1-7

Establish a working group to identify
required investigations or studies,
including potential studies to progress
sand replenishment option, for
development of Coastal Management
Program. Working group will include
Councils, key government
stakeholders, community and interest
groups.

Coastal Management Program
process for certification under the
Coastal Management Act 2016
commenced. Scoping study under
Coastal Management Program
process will include actions contained
in Part ANCZMP - Stockton.
Undertake detailed investigations and
other required required studies,
including scoping study and
assessment of sand replenishment
sources, to be undertaken to facilitate
certification of a Coastal Management
Program under the Coastal
Management Act 2016.

Planning

Management Action

Port of Newcastle to place suitable
sand from maintenance dredging
activities from harbour entrance
offshore of Stockton Beach in
accordance with concurrence issued
by Office of Environment and Heritage

Zone

On-ground
works

Approach

Council

Council

Council

Port of
Newcastle

Primary
responsibility

Office of
Environment and
Heritage

Department of
Industry - Lands
and Water
(Crown Lands)

Roads and
Maritime Services

(Council, State
Government)

of Industry Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)
Office of
Environment and
Heritage

Working group
established

Detailed studies
completed and Coastal
Management Program
prepared and certified.

Coastal Management
Program process
commenced

Placement of sand
after dredging
campaigns.

Mitchell Street seawall
completed.

Evaluation method
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Minimal

$250,000
(Council, State
Government)

Minimal

Minimal.
Maintenance
dredging for
navigational safety
currently conducted
by Port of Newcastle

Cost estimate
(Funding source)

Supporting
1
partners

Short
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Short -medium

Short

Short, medium

Timeframe

3

3

1,2

4,5

Monitoring

On-ground
works

On-ground
works

On-ground
works

Conduct beach management works,
such as beach scraping and beach

Conduct beach management works,
such as beach scraping and
grooming, in areas south of the
Mitchell Street seawall to increase
dune volume. Required approvals for
beach scraping will be obtained.

Undertake maintenance to Mitchell
Street seawall identified in condition
assessment report

Alternative funding methods to be
investigated and considered for
Stockton study area projects. Funding
methods to be advocated for in
consultation with key stakeholders.
Undertake condition
assessment/scope of works for
maintenance to Mitchell Street
seawall.

Monitoring

Assess potential options for long-term
management of coastal hazards in the
Stockton study area through the
development of a Coastal
Management Program in accordance
with the Coastal Management Act
2016 and the NSW Coastal
Management Manual.

Monitor opportunities under grant
programs and ensure grant
applications are best positioned to
deliver funding for Stockton study area
projects.

1-7

Planning

Management Action

Monitoring

Zone

Approach

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Primary
responsibility

Department of
Industries - Lands

Department of
Industries - Lands
Department of
Industry - Lands
and Water
(Crown Lands)

Department of
Industry LandsDepartment
of Industry Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Supporting
1
partners

Identified beach
scraping activities

Identified beach
scraping activities
completed as
conditions permit.

Identified repairs to
Mitchell Street seawall
completed.

Condition
assessment/scope of
works completed.

Alternative funding
sources investigated
and advocated for

Funding applications
submitted.

Coastal Management
Program prepared and
certified.

Evaluation method
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$75,000 per annum
(Council, State

$50,000 per annum
(Council, State
Government)

$2,750,000 capital.
$200 000 per annum
maintenance.
(Council, State
Government).

$10,000
(Council)

Minimal

Internal Council
resources

$100 000
(Council, State
Government)

Cost estimate
(Funding source)
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Short, medium

Short, medium

Short-medium

Short-medium

Short, medium

Short-medium

Medium

Timeframe

4,5

1

1-5

7

Planning

Planning, onground works

Planning

1,2

On-ground
works

On-ground
works

Zone

Approach

Identify coastal hazards at Stockton
Centre (342 Fullerton Street) as part
of Fern Bay and North Stockton Land
Use Strategy.

Continue beach and seawall
monitoring program with cross section
sites within the Stockton study area.

Undertake annual inspection condition
assessment of Stockton breakwall and
assess potential issues from coastal
hazards management options to
address inundation impacts

Continue dune maintenance in areas
north of the Mitchell Street seawall.

Continue dune maintenance in areas
south of the Mitchell Street seawall.

grooming, in areas north of the
Mitchell Street seawall to increase
dune volume. Required approvals for
beach scraping will be obtained.

Management Action

Council

Council

Port of
Newcastle

Roads and
Maritime
Services

Council

Council

Primary
responsibility

Family and
Community

Port Stephens
Council

Roads and
Maritime Services

Landcare

Department of
Industry - Lands
and Water
(Crown Lands)
Department of
Industry – Lands
Department of
Industry - Lands
and Water
(Crown Lands)
Landcare
Department of
Industry – Lands
Department of
Industry - Lands
and Water
(Crown Lands)

Supporting
1
partners

Coastal hazards
identified as part of
Fern Bay and North
Stockton Land Use
Strategy.

Beach and seawall
monitoring program,
cross sections
completed. Innovation
in methodology
undertaken.

Visual inspection of
rock armour, public
pathway and ancillary
infrastructureCondition
assessment report
completed.

Dune maintenance in
identified areas
undertaken.

Dune maintenance in
identified areas
undertaken.

completed as
conditions permit.

Evaluation method
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Minimal

$10,000- $15,000
per annum
(Council)

As required$10,000
(Port of
NewcastleRoads and
Maritime Services)

$15,000
(Council, State
Government)

$15,000
(Council, State
Government)

Government)

Cost estimate
(Funding source)

Short
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Short-medium

Short (annual
basis)-medium

Short, medium

Short, medium

Timeframe

New subdivisions or greenfield
development to be located landward
of coastal hazards 2100 unlikely line.

When the opportunity arises, Plans of
Management, public domain plans
and other master plan documents
Public domain plans (or other
masterplan documents) within the
Stockton study area will be prepared
or amended in consideration of the
coastal hazards outlined in the
Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazards
Study (BMT WBM, 2014(a)).
Consider impacts of coastal hazards
when renewing or constructing public
assets within the Stockton study area.
The design of assets should consider
the coastal hazards outlined in the
Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazards
Study (BMT WBM, 2014(a)). Asset
life, purpose/service and location are
to be considered along with the

1-3

1-5

Development
controls

Planning

Planning

Identify coastal hazards at Defence
Housing Australia site (338 Fullerton
Street) as part of Fern Bay and North
Stockton Land Use Strategy and
rezoning proposal.

Review planning certificates to ensure
properties potentially affected by
coastal hazards contain an
appropriate notation and reflect ability
(or not) for complying development to
be carried out on the land.

7

Planning

Management Action

Development
controls

Zone

Approach

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Primary
responsibility

As required

Defence Housing
Australia

Port Stephens
Council

Services

Supporting
1
partners

Incorporation of
coastal hazards into
project design
documents.

Coastal hazards
incorporated into
relevant plans public
domain plan.

Design of subdivisions
or development
landward of 2100
unlikely coastal hazard
line.

Planning certificate
notification reviewed.

Coastal hazards
identified as part of
Fern Bay and North
Stockton Land Use
Strategy.

Evaluation method
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Varied due to project
undertaken, costing
within project budget
(Council)

Minimal

Minimal

Minimal

Minimal

Cost estimate
(Funding source)
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Short-medium

Short-medium

Short-medium

Short

Short

Timeframe

Formatted: Space Before: 0 pt

Formatted: Font: Not Bold

Update and enhance Council's
website with information about coastal
processes, management of the
coastal environment. Provide more
information about coastal activities.

Prepare and implement post storm
asset condition monitoring plan

Engagement

Planning, onground works

1-5

Conduct community engagement and
education programs focusing on the
Stockton study area environment and
coastal processes

Engagement

Partnerships

6

Planning,
monitoring, onground works

Undertake a monitoring and response
procedure for the former landfill at 310
Fullerton Street ((Lot 202 DP
1150470) and part of Crown reserve
79066. Procedure will include
management of former waste material
in erosion events.
Continue to consult with Port of
Newcastle and capital dredging
proponents to request excess suitable
sand from capital dredging projects is
placed offshore of Stockton Beach.

Undertake emergency works, if
appropriate, to manage beach erosion
during storm events in accordance
with the Emergency Action Subplan
contained in Appendix D

1-5

On-ground
works

potential impacts from climate change.

Management Action

Incorporation of coastal hazards into
Council’s service asset plans and
implement service asset plans.

Zone

Planning, onground works

Approach

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Hunter Water
Corporation

Council

Council

Primary
responsibility

Roads and
Maritime Services

Port of Newcastle

Department of
Industry - Lands
and Water
(Crown Lands)

Supporting
1
partners

Post storm asset
monitoring plan
developed and
implemented.

Council website
updated.

Education programs
developed and
presented to
community.

Excess suitable sand
from capital dredging
placed offshore of
Stockton Beach.

Monitoring of former
landfill after erosion
events completed

Emergency works in
accordance with
Subplan completed as
required.

Coastal hazard
analysis included in
service asset plans.

Evaluation method
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$5,000 per annum
(Council)

Minimal

$5,000 per annum
for coastal education
program (Council)

Minimal

Varied based on
extent of emergency
works (Council,
State Government,
Federal
Government)
Minimal

$20,000
(Council)

Cost estimate
(Funding source)
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Short-medium

Short-medium

Short-medium

Short-medium
(project
based)

Short, medium

Short-medium

Short-medium

Timeframe

1.
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Supporting partners are government agencies or stakeholders with ownership of land or an interest in the proposed management action and will be consulted at the time
of project management. Generally, supporting partners will not be financial contributors to the management action.

7.0

Coastal Environment

7.1

Overview

The Stockton study area is located at the southern end of the large sandy embayment known as
Stockton Bight. The coastal environment has been heavily modified within the Stockton study
area by historical activities and construction of infrastructure. However, dune systems remain
along the coastline within the northern section of the study area. The dune systems to the north
of the former Hunter Water sewerage treatment plant at 330 Fullerton Street310 Fullerton Street
mainly comprise sand scrub vegetation including Coast Banksia (Banksia integrifolia), Coast Teatree (Leptospermum laevigatum) and Old Man Banksia (Banksia serrata). South of the former
Hunter Water sewerage treatment plant the vegetation community is highly modified with urban
parklands and open space dominated by exotic grasses and planted landscape species such as
Norfolk Island Pine (Araucaria heterophylla). Dune system vegetation has been re-established
east of the Stockton Beach Holiday Park and at Pitt Street Reserve at the back beach area of
Little Beach.
Vegetation along the shoreline consists of strandline grassland community consisting mainly of
Beach Spinfex (Spinifiex sericeus). Vegetation communities within the Stockton study area are
highly invaded by the introduced Bitou Bush (Chrysanthemoides monilifera) which was first
recorded in Australia in the Stockton area (NPWS, 2006).
While habitat within the Stockton study area has been heavily modified the shoreline provides
foraging and nesting habitat for migratory shorebirds such as the Little Tern (Sternula albifrons)
and Pied Oyster Catcher (Haematopus longirostris).

7.2

Management actions

The management actions outlined in Table 6 are restricted to short (1-2) year and medium (1-5)
year actions to protect and enhance the coastal environment within the Stockton study area.
Long-term management actions will be part of a future Ccoastal Mmanagement Pprogram
submitted under the Coastal Management Act 2016.
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1-5

1-5

1-3

1-5

1-5

1-7

Monitoring

On-ground
works

Planning

On-ground
works

Planning

On-ground
works

Monitoring,
Partnerships

Zone

Approach

Build capacity for community
volunteers to undertake citizen
science environmental monitoring

Provide support and assistance to
Landcare/volunteers when
revegetation activities are undertaken
in Stockton study area

Water Sensitive Urban Design
(WSUD) principles to be included in
Public Domain Plans (or other
masterplan documents) within the
Stockton study area

Implement beach stormwater outlet
maintenance program to manage
dunes and remove stormwater
ponding, particularly after rain events

Public domain works along the coastal
section of the Stockton study area to
include landscaping with native
provenance species

Undertake coastal revegetation works
as outlined in Coast and Estuary
Vegetation Management Plan
(Umwelt, 2014). Options to control
Bitou Bush and other invasive plant
species included in revegetation
works.

Continue to monitor coastal habitat
and implement recommendations of
monitoring program.

Management Action

Table 6: Coastal environment management actions

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council

Primary
responsibility

Department of
Industry LandsDepartment
of Industry Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Department of
Industry - Lands
Department of
Industry - Lands
and Water
(Crown Lands)

Department of
Industry LandsDepartment
of Industry Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Supporting
1
partners

Community
environmental
program established.

Assistance to
Landcare provided.

Stormwater outlet
areas on beach
maintained.

Public domain plan
completed.

Coastal revegetation
works completed.

Monitoring program
undertaken.

Evaluation method
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Minimal

Minimal

Minimal

$10 000-$15 000 per
annum
(Council)

$10,000
(Council)

$10,000 per annum
(Council)

$5,000
(Council)

Cost estimate
(Funding source)

Medium

On-going

30

Short-medium

Short, medium

Short-medium

Medium

Short, medium

Timeframe

1.
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Supporting partners are government agencies or stakeholders with ownership of land or an interest in the proposed management action and will be consulted at the time
of project management. Generally, supporting partners will not be financial contributors to the management action.

8.0

Beach Access

8.1

Current access

The open coastline to the south of Corroba Oval at Meredith Street, Stockton is under the
ownership or management of Newcastle City Council. There are areas of Crown land along the
open coastline that are currently managed by Council under a Reserve Trust arrangement
(Rawson Park Reserve Trust 79066 with Reserve purpose of public recreation, port facilities and
services; Gazetted 9 November 1956). The management arrangement will change in 2019
following the commencement of the Crown Land Management Act 2016 when Council will
manage this Reserve under the Local Government Act 1993.
The coastline to the north of Corroba Oval to the local government boundary is owned by
various stakeholders including Hunter Water Corporation, Defence Housing Australia and Family
and Community Services.
Land below the Mean High Water Mark on the coastline is generally designated 'Crown
waterway', subject to clarification of land status and the Mean High Water Mark boundary.
Access to the beach within Newcastle City Council's management area is provided by 26
separate access points. These access points are outlined in Table 7.
Table 7: Public beach access points in Stockton study area
Access point
number

Location

Access surface method

1

Southern end of Little Beach

Sand only

2

Little Beach - from Pitt Street Reserve

Minimal grass cover, mainly sand

3

Little Beach - from Pitt Street Reserve

Woodchip and sand

4

Little Beach - from carpark area

Sand only

5

Little Beach - from breakwater entrance

Board and chain

6

Stockton Beach - from breakwater entrance

Board and chain

7

Stockton Beach - southern end of caravan park

Sand only

8

Stockton Beach - middle of caravan park

Sand only

9

Stockton Beach - northern end of caravan park

Board and chain

10

Stockton Beach - near cafe

Board and chain

11

Stockton Beach - near pavilion

Board and chain

12

Stockton Beach - south of surf lifesaving club

Board and chain

13

Stockton Beach - north of surf lifesaving club

Board and chain

14

Stockton Beach - northern end of Dalby Oval

Sand only

15

Stockton Beach - entrance to monument

Board and chain

16

Stockton Beach - north of monument

Sand only

17

Stockton Beach - opposite 203 Mitchell Street

Sand only

18

Stockton beach - Mitchell Street seawall south

Stairs

19

Stockton Beach - Mitchell Street seawall middle

Stairs

20

Stockton Beach - Mitchell Street seawall north

Stairs

21

Stockton Beach - south of childcare centre

Sand only

22

Stockton Beach - Corner of Griffith Avenue and
Barrie Crescent

Sand only
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8.2

23

Stockton Beach - opposite Beeston Road

Rubber mat

24

Stockton Beach - corner of Meredith Street and
Eames Avenue

Rubber mat

25

Stockton Beach - Corroba Oval

Sand only

26

Stockton Beach - Corroba Oval north

Sand only

Identified access issues

Beach access points in the northern parts of the coastline within Council's management area
(access points 21, 22, 25 and 26) have been impacted by coastal erosion and have required
intervention to prevent public access due to safety concerns. These access points and other
access points within the northern part of Council's management area are likely to be subject to
on-going beach erosion and shoreline recession.
The community has identified the stairways across the Mitchell Street seawall (access points 1820) do not provide adequate access to the beach. The construction of the Mitchell Street seawall
has resulted in reduced beachfront seaward of the revetment structure and access via the
stairways is not possible at all times.

8.3

Management actions

The management actions outlined in Table 8 are restricted to short (1-2) year and medium (1-5)
year actions to address access to Stockton Beach. Long-term management actions will be part of
a future coastal management program submitted under the Coastal Management Act 2016.
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1-5

1-5

1-5

Risk
assessment

Monitoring

Planning

Identify beach access points for
closure and/or replacement in
consultation with relevant stakeholders
and the community.

Undertake an audit of beach access
points to assess public safety issues
and erosion potential. Access point
data to be available in Council GIS
program.

Management Action

Council

Council

Primary
responsibility

Department of
Industry LandsDepartment
of Industry Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Department of
Industry LandsDepartment
of Industry Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Supporting
1
partners

Minimal

$5,000
(Council)

Cost estimate
(Funding source)

Access points
identified for closure
and/or replacement.

Audit undertaken.

Evaluation method

Short

Short

Timeframe
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Design of new fencing and beach
Department of
$10,000
Design drawings
Short-medium
Council
Industry access points are undertaken in
completed with
(Council)
LandsDepartment
accordance with the Coastal Dune
reference to Coastal
of Industry Management Manual (Department of
Dune Management
Lands and Water
Land and Water Conservation, 2001).
Manual.
(Crown Lands)
Design will need to include
maintenance plan for beach access
points.
1.
Supporting partners are government agencies or stakeholders with ownership of land or an interest in the proposed management action and will be consulted at the time
of project management. Generally, supporting partners will not be financial contributors to the management action.

Zone

Approach

Table 8: Beach access management actions

9.0

Beach Amenity

9.1

Overview

The Stockton coastal area provides a setting that the local community strongly connects with and
creates a sense of local identity. This connection to the coastal area generates both tangible and
intangible community benefits and results in high value being placed on Stockton Beach by local
residents and visitors.
While level of amenity can be subjective the Newcastle Coastal Revitalisation Strategy Master
Plan (Urbis Pty Ltd, 2010) aims to enhance the amenity of the coastal zone within the Stockton
study area by providing improved facilities and public spaces. A section of the southern part of
the Stockton study area was included within the South Stockton Reserves Public Domain Plan
(JILA and Hill Thalis, 2012) while a public domain plan is proposed for North Stockton (NCC,
2015).
Beach maintenance programs are routinely undertaken to remove rubbish and maintain the
aesthetic value of a sandy beach environment.
Recent storm events have resulted in erosion of land at 330 Fullerton Street310 Fullerton Street,
Stockton and exposed a former landfill site. The former landfill extends south of 310 Fullerton
Street on to Crown reserve 79066. Material from the former landfill has been transported onto
Stockton Beach with clean-up action undertaken. The local community have raised concern
regarding on-going transport of waste material onto Stockton Beach and into the ocean. Concern
was also raised regarding on-going impacts of coastal erosion on the former landfill site and the
associated reduction in beach amenity and potential environmental impacts. Management action
is proposed to be undertaken to address erosion impacts and containment of landfill material at
330 Fullerton Street310 Fullerton Street in Section 6.0.
The local community have highlighted the value of a sandy beach environment. The
maintenance of this community value is intrinsically involved with the coastal hazards of beach
erosion and shoreline recession. While short-term and medium term management actions are
outlined in Section 6.0 long-term actions to address beach amenity and sand nourishment will be
addressed as part of the future coastal management program to be submitted under the Coastal
Management Act 2016.

9.2

Management actions

Table 9 outlines the management actions proposed to ensure beach amenity in the study area is
maintained or improved.
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1-3

1-5

1-5

1-5

Planning

On-ground
works

Planning, risk
assessment

On-ground
works

Undertake audit of stormwater
discharge points onto Stockton
coastline and assess water quality
and erosion potential

Undertake beach maintenance
program and continue dune
rehabilitation works. This includes
dune fencing, access controls,
invasive species control and
replanting native colonising species.

Investigate opportunities for
landscaping within the Stockton study
area as part of public domain plans.

Management Action

Council

Council

Council

Primary
responsibility

Department of
Industry LandsDepartment
of Industry Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Department of
Industry LandsDepartment
of Industry Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Department of
Industry LandsDepartment
of Industry Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Supporting
1
partners

Minimal

$150,000 per annum
(Council)

Minimal

Cost estimate
(Funding source)

Stormwater audit
undertaken.

Beach maintenance
program undertaken.

Appropriate
landscaping included
within public domain
plan.

Evaluation method

Short-medium

Short

Medium

Timeframe
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Undertake beach maintenance at
Council
$5,000 per annum
Beach maintenance at Short-medium
stormwater discharge points on
stormwater discharge
(Council)
Stockton coastline after storm events
points undertaken
to prevent additional erosion.
where required.
1.
Supporting partners are government agencies or stakeholders with ownership of land or an interest in the proposed management action and will be consulted at the time
of project management. Generally, supporting partners will not be financial contributors to the management action.

Zone

Approach

Table 9: Beach amenity management actions

10.0

Recreational Use of the Coastal Zone

10.1

Overview

The recreational use of the coastal zone within the Stockton study area has been identified as a
priority by the community. The identified key recreational uses include
•
•
•

Surfing;
Fishing; and
Swimming.

Surfing
The community have identified the wave action within the Stockton study area has been altered
by coastal processes, particularly the loss of offshore and nearshore sediment as identified in
Shifting Sands at Stockton Beach (Umwelt Pty Ltd and SMEC Pty Ltd, 2002) and Stockton Beach
Coastal Processes Study Stage 1 - Sediment and Transport Analysis and Description of On-going
Processes (DHI, 2006), resulting in changed or reduced surfing conditions. Additional analysis of
coastal processes and potential options for sand replenishment to address impacts on wave
action for surfing will be addressed as part of the future coastal management program to be
submitted under the Coastal Management Act 2016.
Fishing
The community have identified impacts on recreational fishing due to the loss of offshore and
nearshore sediment as identified in Shifting Sands at Stockton Beach (Umwelt Pty Ltd and SMEC
Pty ltd, 2002) and Stockton Beach Coastal Processes Study Stage 1 - Sediment and Transport
Analysis and Description of On-going Processes (DHI, 2006). Part AThe NCZMP - Stockton will
address potential short and medium term actions and opportunities to improve the recreational
fishing experience within the Stockton study area. However, impacts of coastal processes on
fishing stock and catch are beyond the scope of the Part ANCZMP - Stockton.
Swimming
Patrolled swimming areas are currently provided by Council at the southern end of Stockton
Beach during the summer surfing season (September-April). Swimming outside of the patrolled
areas and times should be undertaken with caution as Stockton Beach is rated as moderately
hazardous on the Australian Beach Safety and Management Program (Surf Life Saving NSW,
2016).

10.2

Management actions

Table 10 outlines the management actions proposed to ensure the recreational use of the coastal
zone in the study area is maintained or improved.
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1-3

1-5

1-5

Planning

Planning

Planning

Enhance opportunities for recreational
fishing and identify areas for facilities
such as fish cleaning tables.

Prepare public domain plan for the
Stockton coastal zone study area in
consultation with relevant land
managers and stakeholders. Public
domain plan will build upon the
adopted Newcastle Revitalisation
Strategy Master Plan,

Management Action

Council

Council

Primary
responsibility

NSW Fisheries

Department of
Industry LandsDepartment
of Industry Lands and Water
(Crown Lands)

Supporting
1
partners

TBA
(Council, State
Government)

Minimal

Cost estimate
(Funding source)

Opportunities identified
in public domain plan,

Public domain plan
prepared,

Evaluation method

Medium

Medium

Timeframe
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Public domain plan for Stockton
Council
Minimal
Footpath/cycleway
Medium
coastal zone study area will consider
investigated in public
footpath/cycleway along Mitchell
domain plan,
Street.
1.
Supporting partners are government agencies or stakeholders with ownership of land or an interest in the proposed management action and will be consulted at the time
of project management. Generally, supporting partners will not be financial contributors to the management action.

Zone

Approach

Table 10: Recreational use of the coastal zone management actions

11.0

Culture and Heritage

11.1

Aboriginal history

The Stockton study area is located within the traditional lands of the Worimi people. Traditionally,
the Worimi people travelled between the northern and southern areas of Stockton Bight utilising
marine and estuary resources. The local environment was an extremely rich resource zone and
provided a variety of seasonal food resources (HLA-Envirosciences Pty Ltd, 1995). The coastal
area provided food resources such as fish and many types of shellfish including pippis, mussels
and oysters, while many flora species were also valued as food sources (Australian Museum
Business Services, 2005).
A series of archaeological investigations within the Stockton Bight have established the high
archaeological sensitivity and significance of the area (Australian Museum Business Services,
2005). A number of archaeological sites are known to occur within the dune systems within the
north of the study area. These sites include surface scatters of midden materials including shell,
bone and stone artefacts.

11.2

European history

The first Europeans known to have sighted Stockton Bight were the crew of the Endeavour on
Captain James Cook's first voyage into the Pacific Ocean in 1770 (Turner, 1994). Europeans did
not return to Stockton Bight until 1797 when Lieutenant John Shortland arrived at the Hunter
River in search of escaped convicts from the settlement of Sydney.
In 1800 the 25 tonne grain boat Norfolk was seized by convicts while enroute from Windsor to
Sydney. While headed north the Norfolk was wrecked off Stockton Beach with the incident giving
the name 'Pirate's Point' to the southern tip of the Stockton peninsula (Turner, 1994).
In 1801 Governor King sent a small party under Lieutenant Governor Colonel William Paterson to
explore the Hunter Region. The party described the Stockton peninsula as a series of flats with
gullies of deep water between. The party also described large banks of shells, in some places
three feet thick, on the shoreline with abundant oysters.
After the expedition Newcastle was established as a convict settlement in late 1801. The
settlement was abandoned in 1802, but a second convict settlement commenced in 1804.
Newcastle remained a convict settlement until 1822 and a government monopoly of economic
activity in the area occurred. Limeburning was the principal industry on the Stockton peninsula
with timber extraction including cedar, flooded gum and mangroves also conducted (Turner,
1994).
The first land grants at Stockton were awarded to Thomas Potter McQueen, Alexander Walker
Scott and Dr James Mitchell in the 1830s. Scott and Mitchell established industries along the
Hunter River including a salt works, tweed mill and iron foundry. By 1849 Mitchell had obtained
the land holdings of McQueen and Scott and the land south of Clyde Street became the "Quigley
Estate", named after W.B Quigley Dr Mitchell's son-in-law. All contracts at the Quigley estate
were on a leasehold basis and the area was generally known as the 'Private Township of
Stockton' (Stockton Historical Society Inc, 2018).
Further industry developed within the Quigley Estate including an iron works, chemical plant, coal
mining and prominently, shipbuilding. Shipbuilders, with many builders operating sawmills,
became the major industry in the Stockton area with the first slipway established in 1858 and the
Patent Slipway opening in 1860 (Heritas, 2005).
Attempts to establish a coal mining industry in Stockton began in 1863 with a series of test bores
carried out in the southern part of the peninsula. In 1882, the Stockton Coal Company was
formed and the Stockton Colliery commenced production in 1885 and yielded over three million
tonnes of coal before closure in 1907 (Tonks, 1984).
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A dangerous shoal on the Stockton side of the mouth of the Hunter River, known as the Oyster
Bank, prompted the construction of infrastructure for shipping into Newcastle Harbour. The
Oyster Bank is believed to have claimed at least fifty ships including the paddle steamer Cawarra
in 1866. The development of Newcastle Harbour during the 19th century included the lining of the
southern parts of the Stockton being rock lined by 1870. The continued development of the
harbour included the commencement of the construction of the Stockton breakwall in 1884. The
Oyster Bank claimed the Adolphe in 1904 when it tried to enter Newcastle Harbour during rough
weather and struck the wrecks of the Lindus and Colonist. The rusted remains of the Adolphe
can be presently viewed from the Stockton breakwall, which was completed in 1912 (Institute of
Engineers Australia, 1989).
Due to the expanding port operations a quarantine station was constructed in 1900 at the present
day site of the Stockton Centre (342 Fullerton Street). The Stockton Centre was converted into a
psychiatric facility in 1910 and continues to provide health facilities to the present day.
Residential development within Stockton was mainly confined to the Quigley Estate in the 19th
century, but in 1887 the State Government subdivided Crown Land to the north of Clyde Street.
The area became known as the 'new township' and established the main current residential
centre of Stockton (Stockton Historical Society Inc, 2018). The Quigley Estate remained in the
ownership of the Quigley family until 1912 when it was sold and progressively subdivided.
In 1912 Fort Wallace (338 Fullerton Street) was constructed to provide a defence post north of
the Hunter River. Fort Wallace operated as a defence force facility until its closure in 1993 (Urbis,
2017).

11.3

Management actions

Table 11 outlines the management actions proposed to conserve or improve interpretation of
culture and heritage in the Stockton study area, both Aboriginal and European.
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1-3

Council

Council

Council

Primary
responsibility
Council

Worimi
Aboriginal Land
Council

Guraki
Committee

Worimi
Aboriginal Land
Council

Worimi
Aboriginal Land
Council
Guraki
Committee

Supporting
1
partners
Guraki
Committee

$30 000
(Council)

Cost to be
determined as part of
individual project

Minimal

Cost estimate
(Funding source)
Minimal

Aboriginal Heritage
Management Strategy
completed

Heritage treatment
incorporated into
Council projects

Dual naming sites
determined

Aboriginal cultural
information
incorporated into
Council projects

Evaluation method

Medium

Short-medium

Short-medium

Short-medium

Timeframe
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Interpretation of the history and
Council
Minimal
Heritage
Medium
heritage within the Stockton area is to
considerations
be integrated into Public Domain
included in Public
Plans.
Domain Plan.
Planning
1-7
Investigate protection of heritage listed Council
Minimal
Short-medium
items on public lands from coastal
hazards
1.
Supporting partners are government agencies or stakeholders with ownership of land or an interest in the proposed management action and will be consulted at the time
of project management. Generally, supporting partners will not be financial contributors to the management action.

Planning

Planning

Ensure high quality interpretive
treatments of heritage items or places
that increase understanding of the
heritage significance of these items or
places in Council projects and works
within the Stockton study area.
Prepare Aboriginal Heritage
Management Strategy to ensure due
diligence processes are followed for
Council projects and assessment of
development applications

1-5

Planning

Incorporate Aboriginal cultural
information into Council projects and
works within the Stockton study area.

Implement dual naming of sites within
the Stockton study area where
appropriate

1-5

Planning

Management Action

Planning

Zone

Approach

Table 11: Culture and heritage management actions

12.0

Review

Part AThe NCZMP - Stockton identifies coastal management actions for the short (1-2 year) and
medium (1-5 years) term within the Stockton study area. A review of the Part ANCZMP Stockton management actions will be undertaken as part of the future coastal management
program to be prepared under the Coastal Management Act 2016. This review will be conducted
by the end of 2021.
The implementation of Part Athe NCZMP - Stockton will be reported by Council through the
Annual Report and End of Term Report under the Integrated Planning and Reporting framework.
Updated information regarding management actions will also be placed on Council's website.
Part AThe NCZMP - Stockton forms the first part of the on-going assessment and management of
coastal hazards and community use of the coastal environment within the Stockton study area.
The NCZMP - Stockton will be submitted to the Office of Environment and Heritage for
certification under the savings provisions of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 (now repealed) and
will address coastal management actions for the short (1-2 year) and medium (1-5 years) term.
Certification under the Coastal Protection Act 1979 is required to be undertaken by 3 October
2018 due to legislative reform.
The commencement of the Coastal Management Act 2016 requires Council to prepare a Coastal
Management Program. The Ccoastal Mmanagement Pprogram forms the second part of the
second part of the coastal management process under the State Government framework, due to
legislative reform, and is to be submitted to and certified by the State Government by the end of
2021. The Coastal Management Program will address long-term options for management of
coastal hazards.
The community and Stockton Community Liaison Group have identified sand
replenishment/nourishment as the preferred option to address coastal hazards and beach
amenity in the consultation process for Part A the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan Stockton. Investigation of sand replenishment/nourishment will be undertaken as part of the
preparation of the Coastal Management Program and will be included in the assessment of
options for long-term management of the coastal zone.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Principles, Goals and Objectives of the NSW Coastal Policy 1997 addressed
in the Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan Part A - Stockton
Principles of the NSW Coastal Policy 1997
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Natural Environment
Natural Processes
Aesthetic Qualities
Cultural Heritage
Ecologically Sustainable Development and Use of Resources
Ecologically Sustainable Human Settlement
Public Access and Use
Information to Enable Effective Management
Integrated Planning and Management

Goals of the NSW Coastal Policy 1997
1.

To protect, rehabilitate and improve the natural environment

Objectives
1.1 To identify coastal lands and aquatic environments with conservation values and devise and
implement acquisition policies, management strategies and controls to ensure those values are
protected.
Not applicable to Stockton study area.
1.2 To conserve the diversity of all native plants and animal species and to protect and assist the recovery
of threatened and endangered species
Section 7 of the NCZMP - Stockton aims to enhance the habitat value of coastal land within the
Stockton study area. Improved habitat condition will assist in conserving threatened plant species
while providing potential habitat for threatened terrestrial fauna.
1.3 To improve water quality in coastal and estuarine waters and coastal rivers where it is currently
unsatisfactory and to maintain water quality where it is satisfactory
Section 7 provides management actions for improving water quality from a predominantly urban
coastal environment by the implementation of Water Sensitive Urban Design.
1.4 To manage the coastline and estuarine environments in the public interest to ensure their health and
vitality.
The management actions within the NCZMP - Stockton aim to provide effective management of the
coastal environment while providing recreational opportunities and access to Stockton Beach.
1.5 To foster new initiatives and facilitate the continued involvement of the community in programs aimed
at the restoration and rehabilitation of degraded coastal areas.
Section 7 and 9 provide management actions to promote and engage the community in dune and
habitat restoration activities. Stockton currently has community groups undertaking restoration
activities to degraded dune systems and Council will seek to promote and engage additional members
to these activities.
2.

To recognise and accommodate natural processes and climate change

Objectives
2.1 To give the impacts of natural processes and hazards a high priority in the planning and management
of coastal areas.
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Section 6 of the NCZMP - Stockton provides an overview of the natural coastal processes within the
Stockton study area and the risk management framework to determine the threat level from these
processes. Section 6 also includes management actions to accommodate natural processes in the
planning of development within the Stockton study area and allow sustainable management of the
coastal area.
2.2 To recognise and consider the potential effects of climate change in the planning and management of
coastal development
Modelling conducted as part of the Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazards Study (BMT WBM, 2014(a)) has
utilised best scientific opinion for the projection of sea level rise within the Stockton study area and the
resultant determination of coastal hazard areas. These hazard areas will be utilised in Council’s
planning processes for the coastal area and for assessment of development applications.
3.

To protect and enhance the aesthetic qualities of the coastal zone

3.1 To identify and protect areas of high natural or built aesthetic quality
Section 7 of the NCZMP - Stockton has identified the coastal environment within the Stockton study
area as significant to the local community and proposes management actions to protect and enhance
the value of this environment. Section 9 also seeks to enhance the amenity of the coastal environment
through appropriate planning of public areas and built structures within these areas.
3.2 To design and locate development to complement the surrounding environment and to recognise good
aesthetic qualities
Section 7 and 9 identifies public domain planning within the Stockton study area as an opportunity to
undertake appropriate development within the coastal area. Public domain plans will be undertaken
with a design aesthetic that will complement the coastal environment.
3.3 To encourage towns to reinforce or establish their particular identifies in a form which enhances the
natural beauty of the coastal zone
The Stockton community have identified a strong affinity with the coastal environment as part of their
local identity. The management actions within the NCZMP - Stockton will conserve and enhance the
qualities of the existing coastal environment to provide a continuing connection between the natural
environment and local residents.
4.

To protect and conserve cultural heritage

4.1 To effectively manage and conserve cultural heritage places, items and landscapes
Section 10 of Part A - Stocktonthe SCZMP provides management actions to protect and conserve both
indigenous and European heritage within the Stockton study area.
4.2 To recognise the rights and needs of indigenous people and to ensure inputs by Aboriginal
communities prior to making decisions affecting indigenous communities
Section 10 of the NCZMP - Stockton aims to involve the local traditional owners, Worimi people, within
planning processes of the Council. This will facilitate recognition of the rights and needs of the Worimi
people as the traditional custodians of the Stockton study area.
5.

To promote ecologically sustainable development and use of resources

5.1 To identify and facilitate opportunities for the sustainable development and use of resources
The Stockton study area is primarily an urban environment and opportunities for resource development
are limited or have been depleted during historical activities such as coal mining. The NCZMP Stockton aims to manage the development of the coastal zone for recreational activities and use by
the community.
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5.2 To develop land use and management plans which ensure the sustainable development and use of
resources.
The Stockton study area is primarily an urban environment and opportunities for resource development
are limited.
5.3 To develop and implement "best practice" approaches to achieving sustainable resource management
See Objective 5.2.
6.

To provide for ecologically sustainable human settlement

6.1 To ensure the future expansion or redevelopment of urban and residential areas, including the
provision of infrastructure, avoids or minimises impacts on environmentally sensitive areas and cultural
heritage
The NCZMP - Stockton aligns with the draft North Stockton and Fern Bay Landuse Strategy to ensure
appropriate development of the northern part of the Stockton study area. Future development will be
guided by the information in the NCZMP - Stockton and will consider coastal hazards as part of the
planning process.
6.2 To promote compact and contained planned urban development in order to avoid ribbon development,
unrelated cluster development and continuous urban areas on the coast
The Stockton study area is primarily an existing urban environment, but the NCZMP - Stockton
combined with the draft North Stockton and Fern Bay Landuse Strategy will guide future development
in the northern part of the Stockton study area.
6.3 To ensure rural residential developments are located in areas where impacts on the natural
environment or valuable agricultural resources are minimised.
The Stockton study area is primarily urban and Objective 6.3 is not applicable.
6.4 To provide for choice in both housing and lifestyles
While the NCZMP - Stockton does not address housing stock or design Section 9 provides
management actions to address beach amenity that coincides with the lifestyle of Stockton as a
seaside suburb.
7.

To provide for appropriate public access and use

7.1 To increase public access to foreshores when feasible and environmentally sustainable options are
available.
Section 8 of the NCZMP - Stockton addresses access to Stockton Beach and Council's intended
management actions to provide and maintain access.
7.2 To ensure risks to human safety from the use of coastal resources is minimised
Section 6 of the NCZMP - Stockton address coastal hazards within the Stockton study area and
provides appropriate management actions to address the short and medium term risk for these
hazards.
8.

To provide information to enable effective management

8.1 To coordinate and integrate data and information collection with management programs to ensure that
it meets the needs of management
Council will ensure data obtained through the coastal planning process is appropriately stored and
distributed to enable integration with other Council programs.
8.2 To develop compatible databases for coastal resource information
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Council will maintain a coastal information database and will provide information as required.
8.3 To ensure that coastal information is made more accessible across all levels of government, the
private sector and the community.
Council information will be provided as requested.
8.4 To develop adequate formal and informal education and awareness programs addressing coastal
management issues.
Section 6 provides management actions to increase education programs regarding coastal processes.
Information will also be provided on Council's website.
9.

To provide for integrated planning and management

9.1 To facilitate consistent and complementary decision making which recognises the three spheres of
government
The preparation of the NCZMP - Stockton follows State Government guidelines and is consistent with
other coastal zone management plans within NSW.
9.2 To ensure Government agencies efficiently and effectively implement the Coastal policy in a coordinated and collaborative manner
The NCZMP - Stockton is consistent with the objectives of the NSW Coastal Policy 1997.
9.3 To ensure local government coastal policy and management is integrated and involves community
participation and information exchange
Section 3 of Part A - Stockton the SCZMP outlines the community consultation undertaken in the
preparation of the NCZMP - Stockton
9.4 To give consideration to the development of a national coastal zone management strategy
Council supports the development of a national coastal zone management strategy.
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Appendix B: Modelled beach erosion and shoreline recession hazard areas within
Stockton study area.
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Appendix C: Modelled coastal inundation hazard areas within Stockton study area.
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Appendix D: Stockton Coastal Erosion Emergency Action Subplan

Stockton Coastal Erosion Emergency Action
Subplan
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1.0

Introduction

The purpose of the Stockton Coastal Erosion Emergency Action Subplan (Stockton CEEAS) is to
outline the emergency coastal protection actions that Council will implement during periods of
beach erosion along the Stockton coastline. The Stockton CEEAS is an accompanying
document to the City of Newcastle Flood Emergency Sub Plan (NLEMC, 2013) (the Flood Sub
Plan), which outlines the measures to prepare for, respond to, and recover from, flooding and
coastal erosion in the Newcastle local government area (LGA). During a storm event, Council will
respond in accordance with the requirements of the Flood Sub Plan (as the priority) and the
Stockton CEEAS for the Stockton area.
The Stockton CEEAS has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Coastal
Protection Act 1979 and the Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone Management Plans (OEH,
2013).

2.0

Planning Context

Definition
An 'emergency' is defined in the State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989 and the
NSW State Emergency Management Plan (EMPLAN) (SEMC, 2012) as:
"an emergency due to an actual or imminent occurrence (such as fire, flood, storm, earthquake,
explosion, terrorist act, accident, epidemic or warlike action) which:
a)
b)

endangers, or threatens to endanger, the safety or health of persons or animals in the
State; or
destroys or damages, or threatens to destroy or damage, any property in the State
being an emergency which requires a significant and co-ordinated response.

For the purposes of the definition of emergency, property in the State includes any part of the
environment of the State. Accordingly, a reference in the Act to:
c)
d)

2.1

threats or danger to property includes a reference to threats or danger to the environment,
and
the protection of the property includes a reference to the protection of the environment".

State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989

The Newcastle Local Disaster Plan (DISPLAN) (NLEMC, 2012) and the Flood Sub Plan (NLEMC,
2013) are regional supporting documents to the EMPLAN and have been prepared in accordance
with the requirements of the State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989. The DISPLAN
(NLEMC, 2012) and Flood Sub Plan (NLEMC, 2013) designates the NSW State Emergency
Service (SES) as the combat agency for damage control from storms (including coastal erosion).
Council's role in preparing for, responding to, and recovering from, a storm event is defined in the
Flood Sub Plan (NLEMC 2013).
Section 3.1.2 of the Flood Sub Plan (NLEMC, 2013) outlines the NSW SES's role includes
'damage control for coastal erosion and inundation from storm activity, specifically the protection
of life and the coordination of the protection of readily moveable household goods and
commercial stock and equipment. The NSW SES is not responsible for planning or conduct of
emergency beach protection works or other physical mitigation works'.
Council is responsible for the 'construction of physical mitigation works for protection of coastal
property on land under its care and control' (Section 2.1 of Newcastle DISPLAN).
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2.2

Coastal Protection Act 1979

Section 4.5.11 of the Flood Sub Plan (NLEMC, 2013) outlines that during periods of coastal
erosion induring a severe weather event Council will 'activate the Newcastle City Council Coastal
Zone Management Plan - Emergency Action Plan'.
The Flood Sub Plan (NLEMC, 2013) highlights the necessity for an emergency action plan to
address coastal erosion, but the coastal erosion plan is required to be prepared in accordance
with the Coastal Protection Act 1979 (not the State Emergency and Rescue Management Act
1989). The Stockton CEEAS (this plan) will form part of the Newcastle City Council Coastal Zone
Management Plan - Emergency Action plan referred to in Section 4.5.11 of the Flood Sub Plan
(NLEMC, 2013).
Section 55C of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 requires a coastal zone management plan
include 'emergency actions carried out during periods of beach erosion, including the carrying out
of related works, such as works for the protection of property affected or likely to be affected by
beach erosion, where beach erosion occurs through storm activity or an extreme or irregular
event'. The section also outlines a coastal zone management plan must not include matters dealt
with in any plan made under the State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989 in relation
to the response to emergencies.
The Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone Management Plans (OEH, 2013) require that an
emergency action subplan describes:
•

•
•

intended emergency actions to be carried out during periods of beach erosion such as
coastal protection works for property or asset protection, other than matters dealt with in any
plan made under the State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989 relating to
emergency response (sections 55C(b) and (g) of the Coastal Protection Act 1979);
any site-specific requirements for landowner temporary coastal protection works; and
consultation carried out with the owners of land affected by a sub plan.

3.0

Roles and Responsibilities in Coastal Emergency Management

3.1

State Emergency Service

The role of the State Emergency Service (SES) in coastal erosion and inundation emergencies is
warning and evacuation of residents at risk, and or lifting and/or relocating readily movable
household goods and commercial stock and equipment. This role is reflected in Section 3.1.2 of
the Flood Sub Plan (NLEMC, 2013).
SES is not authorised to undertake coastal emergency protective works (such as placement of
rocks or sand filled geotextile containers) of any form.
SES uses the release of a "Severe Weather Warning for Damaging Surf" or "Severe Weather
Warning for Storm Tides" from the Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) as a primary test of whether or
not they should be involved in a potential coastal erosion (and/or inundation) event. If an
emergency has developed and neither of these warnings have been issued it is expected that
Council will contact SES for assistance with matters where SES has jurisdiction.

3.2

Newcastle City Council

Under the Coastal Protection Act 1979 Newcastle City Council is the designated coastal authority
with responsibility for care of public land within its care, control and management. The carrying
out (or authorising and coordinating) of coastal emergency protective works to protect public
assets from coastal erosion and inundation is the role of Newcastle City Council, if measures are
elected to be undertaken.
Council may choose to undertake physical erosion protection measures to protect public assets
from coastal erosion and inundation if considered appropriate (assuming appropriate
environmental assessment and approval has been obtained).
Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan - Stockton
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Private landholders are responsible for their own land parcels and Council does not have a
positive obligation to take particular action to protect private property from erosion events.
However, Council has a statutory obligation to consider development applications for erosion
protection works lodged by property owners.
If a "Severe Weather Warning for Damaging Surf" or "Severe Weather Warning for Storm Tides"
has been released or SES was mobilised in some other manner Council would assist SES as
required or as resources permit.
If SES are not mobilised (eg. Neither of above warnings are released by BoM), Council may
undertake some of the activities that would otherwise by conducted by SES (where resources
allow though not obligated), but Council cannot order evacuation. If required, Council could
request SES take on a combat agency role if an emergency is occurring.
Typical tasks that Council may undertake (where required) before, during and after a coastal
erosion/inundation event (besides considering the need for and potentially implementing
protective works on public land) would be as outlined in Section 6.

3.3

Office of Environment and Heritage

The Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) is the NSW government authority responsible for
advising on coastal zone management.

3.4

Bureau of Meteorology

The release of "Severe Weather Warning for Damaging Surf" or "Severe Weather Warning for
Storm Tides" by the Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) is a key trigger adopted by SES for
involvement in a coastal erosion/inundation event.
A "Severe Weather Warning for Damaging Surf" is issued if waves in the nearshore zone are
forecast to exceed a significant wave height of 5m (irrespective of wave period) in the next 24
hours. A "Severe Weather Warning for Storm Tides" is included if storm surge, wave setup
and/or outflow from river flooding is expected to raise ocean water levels significantly above
highest astronomical tide.

3.5

NSW Police

The NSW Police Force is the agency responsible for:
•
•
•

Law enforcement and search and rescue,
Controlling and coordinating the evacuation of victims from the area affected by the
emergency in conjunction with the combat agency, and
Being the combat agency for terrorist acts.

Some members of the NSW Police may also be appointed as Emergency Operations Controllers.
Police would typically become involved in a coastal erosion event as follows:
•
•

Assisting SES where required (eg. cControlling and coordinating evacuation) when SES was
acting in its combat agency role; or
If SES was not mobilised, Ppolice may undertake or coordinate activities such as evacuation,
barricading, removal of the contents of buildings and the like.

In either case (if SES was or was not the combat agency) it is possible that Police may act
according to their statutory powers to protect life and property including authorising emergency
protective works. However, it is expected that in making such a decision, Police would need to
recognise the combat agency's authority (if applicable), ensure appropriate approvals are in place
for any proposed works, and seek proper advice prior to acting.
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3.6

Fire and Rescue NSW

Fire and Rescue NSW has a Mutual Aid Agreement with the SES and would have a support role
assisting the SES during a coastal emergency. In particular, Fire and Rescue NSW would
become involved during a coastal emergency in the following ways:
•
•
•
•

Assist the SES in monitoring/reconnaissance of areas potentially damaged by storms;
Provide storm damage response teams to assist the SES, including strike teams when
requested, to assist the SES;
Assist with the evacuation of at -risk communities; and
Provide staff to support a spatial information group established by the SES.

3.7

DISPLAN and Non-DISPLAN events

Events that may potentially result in coastal erosion can be divided into two categories in regards
to potential emergency action. These are DISPLAN and Non-DISPLAN events.
3.7.1

DISPLAN event

DISPLAN events may be triggered by the BoM issuing a "Severe Weather Warning for Damaging
Surf" or "Severe Weather Warning for Storm Tides". Issuing of the severe weather warning
triggers involvement of the SES as the combat agency. Natural hazards, which are relevant to
coastal management, that may trigger a DISPLAN event include:
•
•
•
•
•

Cyclone,
Flood,
Severe storm including wind, rain, hail, electricity,
Storm surge or heavy swell, and
Tsunami.

3.7.2

Non-DISPLAN event

In the absence of a severe weather warning issued by BoM there are four possible scenarios
under which an emergency may occur. In these situations there is no designated combat agency,
but Council would be the lead agency to manage the emergency. Table 1 outlines the four
possible scenarios in which coastal erosion may occur without a severe weather warning being
issued.
Table 1: Coastal erosion scenarios without a severe weather warning being issued
Scenario

Description

Heavy swell

Swell formed at a distance from the coast may impact on
coastline with little or no warning. May result in damaging surf
producing large scale erosion and/or inundation. Long-range
swell may erode the dune system resulting in landward recession
of the erosion escarpment.

Depleted beach profile

Following beach erosion events the local beach profile may be
depleted such that a low or moderate swell coinciding with a high
tide may erode the dune system resulting in landward recession
of the erosion escarpment.

Slumping of erosion escarpment

Following erosion of the dune system a sheer and rear vertical
erosion escarpment may remain. As the sand dries the
escarpment will slump to a more stable slope. Natural processes
may further flatten the escarpment.

Slumping of coastal protection
works

Large coastal erosion events may undermine the structural
stability of coastal protection works. Slumping of works may
occur some time after the event has passed and may result in
landward recession of the erosion escarpment.
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Figure 1 provides a simplified diagram establishing the combat or lead agency during DISPLAN
or Non-DISPLAN events for coastal erosion events.

Potential emergency identified due to severe weather
warning issued by BoM

Yes

No

Non-DISPLAN event
DISPLAN event
•
•

SES is the Combat
Agency
Council is responsible
for beach emergency
protection works and
mitigation works

•
•

Council is the lead agency
Council to manage erosion
emergency response, assisted
by other appropriate
emergency services

Council to implement relevant
emergency actions outlined in
Section ? of Stockton Coastal
Erosion Emergency Action Subplan

Figure 1: Coastal erosion responsibilities for DISPLAN and Non-DISPLAN events
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4.0

Area Covered by the Erosion Subplan

While the Flood Sub Plan (NLEMC, 2013) applies to the entirety of the Newcastle LGA, the
Stockton CEEAS will apply to the coastal area of the suburb of Stockton within the LGA. The
Stockton CEEAS applies to the area shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Stockton Coastal Erosion Emergency Action Subplan area
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5.0

Coastal Hazards at Stockton

Typical coastal hazards relevant to the Stockton area include:
•
•
•
•
•

Unstable vertical dune erosion escarpments that can collapse after erosion events;
Public safety in areas of wave overtopping/coastal inundation;
Unsafe beach access points due to beach erosion;
Vegetation destabilised by erosion; and
Submerged objects.

The Newcastle Coastal Zone Hazards Study (BMT WBM, 2014) identified built assets and
infrastructure that are within the Unlikely Immediate Hazard Zone for beach erosion and coastal
inundation. Table 2 provides an overview of the main emergency hazards within the Unlikely
Immediate Hazard Zone.
Table 2: Emergency hazards along Stockton coastline
Location

Emergency hazard

Dune system east of Stockton Beach Holiday
Park.

Dune erosion.

Stockton Beach Holiday Park.

Coastal inundation.

Stockton Surf Life Saving Club seawall - southern
end.

Erosion, outflanking of seawall, threat to existing
café.

Stockton Surf Life Saving Club seawall.

Overtopping of seawall, inundation of carpark.

Stockton Surf Life Saving Club seawall - northern
end.

Erosion, outflanking of seawall, threat to Surf Life
Saving Club.

Dune system between Stockton Surf Life Saving
Club and Mitchell Street seawall.

Dune erosion, threat to monument and carpark at
21 Pitt Street.

Mitchell Street seawall - southern end.

Erosion, outflanking of seawall, threat to Mitchell
Street roadway.

Mitchell Street seawall.

Overtopping of seawall, threat to Mitchell Street
roadway.

Mitchell Street seawall - northern end.

Erosion, outflanking of seawall, threat to Barrie
Crescent roadway.

Former North Stockton Surf Life Saving Club.

Erosion of dune, potential destabilisation of
building.

Griffith Avenue carpark.

Erosion of dune, threat to roadway

Hunter Water Corporation land (330 Fullerton
Street310 Fullerton Street).

Erosion and exposure of former landfill site.

Stockton beach access points (multiple
locations).

Erosion.

Coastline hazard zones are expected to translate landward in the future due to long-term
shoreline recession caused by sea level rise and/or net sediment loss from the system. However,
this has not been considered in the Stockton CEEAS due to the short-term focus of emergency
actions.

6.0

Approvals required for implementation of emergency coastal
protection works

6.1

Emergency coastal protection works

State Environmental Planning Policy (SEPP) (Coastal Management) 2018 outlines emergency
coastal protection works that may be undertaken by a public authority as exempt development.
Coastal emergency protection works that may be undertaken as exempt development are:
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•
•

Placement of sand or beach nourishment, including beach scraping activities, and
Placement of sandbags for a period of not more than 90 days.

These activities are to be undertaken on a beach, or a sand dune area adjacent to a beach to
mitigate the effects of coastal hazards on land

6.2

Coastal protection works

SEPP (Coastal Management) 2018 outlines the approvals required by a public authority to
undertake coastal protection works within the coastal zone. Coastal protection works may be
undertaken without development consent (under Part 5 of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979) for the following:
•

•
•
•

Coastal protection works identified in a coastal management program (athe certified
Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan - Stockton is considered a Ccoastal
Mmanagement Pprogram under the transition provisions of the Coastal Management Act
2016);
Beach nourishment activities;
Placement of sandbags for a period of not more than 90 days; and
Routine maintenance works or repairs to existing coastal protection works.

The coastal protection works listed above will require the preparation of a Review of
Environmental Factors in accordance with Part 5 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Act 1979.
Coastal protection works outside of the listed works above require development consent under
Part 4 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.

7.0

Emergency actions

The implementation of Council's emergency actions detailed in Tables 1-4 are dependent on a
number of factors including ensuring the WH&S requirements of personnel, available resources,
obtaining necessary agreements and approvals, budget and time constraints. All factors will be
taken into account in determining whether the emergency actions will be reasonable and feasible
to implement. Detailed information regarding actions outlined in Tables 1-4 will be included within
Council's operational documentation.
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Identify a facility located landward of the immediate hazard line to be used as temporary refuge/accommodation in event of
evacuation.
Develop WH&S procedures for storm debris containing hazardous materials and sandbag installation.
Compile contact details of relevant stakeholders in case of storm event
Liaise with SES regarding sand storage location/sand source for sand bags.
Undertake web-based monitoring and reporting of weather, wave forecasts and beach conditions.
Develop pro-forma for media advice regarding different phases of emergency management
Ensure rigid barriers and closure signs are stored locally.

Pre-planning for prevention of damage from
possible storm event

Undertake regular (minimum 4 hour) web-based monitoring and reporting of weather, wave forecasts and beach
conditions
Undertake regular on-ground monitoring of environmental conditions and beach behaviour.
Ensure contact details for delegated staff who co-ordinate emergency actions and external contacts eg. SES are updated.
Notify relevant internal staff that coastal erosion event is likely.
Relevant staff to undertake preliminary planning for event response.
Prepare communications strategy using media pro-forma to inform community of likelihood of an impending beach erosion
emergency and Council’s intended erosion emergency response. Consultation with other agencies eg. SES may be
required.
Identify areas where potential emergency coastal protection measures may be required and consider installation of
measures (pre-emptive sandbag revetments in high risk areas).
Undertake necessary environmental assessments and approvals for potential emergency coastal protection works.
Confirm availability of labour, plant and equipment to install sandbag revetment(s).
Ensure sufficient warning signage and barricades are available for use if required.

BOM issues a "Severe Weather Warning for
Damaging Surf" OR "Severe Weather
Warning for Storm Tides"

Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan - Stockton

Action

Trigger

Table 2: Preparedness emergency actions (Pre-storm)

Action

Trigger

Table 1: Prevention Emergency Actions

9

Decision is made during emergency meeting to
implement emergency coastal protection works
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Arrange emergency meeting with relevant stakeholders to determine whether evacuation measures should be
implemented. Any evacuation should be undertaken under direction of the SES.
Inform residents/occupants of the issue and commence evacuation of all persons from buildings at risk as assessed
in emergency meeting.
Gather evidence of erosion escarpment/inundation including location and other appropriate information. Evidence to
be provided to emergency meeting stakeholders.
Seek coastal and geotechnical engineering advice from suitably qualified person(s) where required
Prepare to close streets and buildings if dune erosion threatens safety of road/building.
Restrict public access to beach/foreshore where emergency coastal protection works are to be implemented.
Transport all necessary erosion control materials, plant and equipment to where emergency coastal protection
works will be placed.
Implement emergency coastal protection works and record all actions taken. Placement of measures are to be
undertaken in consultation with suitably qualified coastal or geotechnical engineer.
Conduct investigation of other erosion risk areas and gather evidence of erosion issue.

Communications strategy to be implemented to inform community of beach erosion emergency and Council’s
intended erosion emergency response. Communications should include safety advice and information regarding
dangers these conditions present.
Increase frequency of web-based monitoring and keep records of any weather warnings/reports of erosion
Gather evidence of erosion escarpment including location and other appropriate information. Evidence to be
provided to co-ordinator.
Assess need for barriers and safety signage to be erected at damaged or potentially dangerous beach access
points. Placement of barricades and safety signage as required.
Assess need to remove existing signage, bins, dune fencing etc where items are threatened by coastal erosion.
Removal of these items where safe to do so to prevent damage or asset loss.
Notify all appropriate stakeholders and alert them for possibility of emergency meeting

Significant erosion escarpment forms and predicted
increase in storm threat
Note: Actions as a result of this trigger are to be
applied to all trigger responses below

Top of erosion escarpment within 18m of built asset
with predicted increase in storm threat, OR
Wave overtopping/coastal inundation is affecting
private or public land, OR
Predicted increase in storm threat by BoM (waves
exceeding 7m and tides exceeding 1.6m or storm
surge greater then 0.6m)
Top of erosion escarpment within 15m of a built
asset with a predicted increase in storm threat, OR
Significant wave overtopping/coastal inundation is
affecting private or public land

Action

Trigger

Table 3: Response emergency actions (during storm)
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Assess damage to assets, including property, roads and services etc
Organise qualified person(s) to assess buildings in imminent danger of collapse due to proximity to eroded dune
escarpment and reduced foundation capacity
Clean-up and restoration works to remove any hazardous or unsafe materials from beach
Co-ordinate return of evacuated people and belongings where buildings are structurally adequate.
Monitor performance of emergency coastal protection works and take remedial action where required.
Maintain communication strategy with warning of dangers of any persisting high, unstable or near vertical erosion
escarpments drying out and collapsing without notice.
Assess damaged beach access points. Assessment will include whether beach access points can be reinstated, measures
will be required to rehabilitate access point or closure of access point
Erect relevant warning signs where unstable dune escarpments present a public safety hazard
Collapse erosion escarpment in high public use areas where appropriate.
Undertake a survey of beach levels and other features eg) accessways, escarpments, blow-outs
Restock emergency materials and supplies for future erosion events.
Repair or replace damaged infrastructure, such as dune fencing and beach access points once dune system has
sufficiently recovered.
Assess damage to dune vegetation and rehabilitate damaged vegetation where appropriate.
Undertake beach scraping and/or sand nourishment where appropriate.
Review actions within subplan after each erosion event to assess performance and undertake gap analysis
Review and collate records of the storm event, actions taken during the storm event, issues identified and retain for
reporting or future reference.

Storm has abated and safe to conduct poststorm activities

Review of emergency actions

Action

Trigger

Table 4: Recovery emergency actions (After storm)

8.0 Consultation
The Coastal Protection Act 1979 does not specifically stipulate the requirement for public
consultation in the development of a coastal erosion emergency action subplan. However, the
Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone Management Plans (OEH, 2013) note direct consultation
with landowners affected by the subplan is to be undertaken.
The draft Stockton CEEAS was publically exhibited from Wednesday 6 June 2018 to Thursday 28
June 2018. for a period of 21 days between > <.
The draft Stockton CEEAS has also been provided to public landowners potentially affected by
the plan. The draft Stockton CEEAS was provided to Department of Primary Industries - Land and
Water (Crown Lands), Hunter Water Corporation, Defence Housing Australia and Family and
Community Services.

8.0

Review

A review of the Stockton CEEAS will be undertaken as part of the future Ccoastal Mmanagement
Pprogram to be submitted under the Coastal Management Act 2016. In the interim, the Stockton
CEEAS will be reviewed annually.

References
Newcastle Local Emergency Management Committee (NLEMC) (2012). Newcastle DISPLAN Local Disaster Plan 2012.
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Emergency Subplan.
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Management Plans.
State Emergency Management Committee (SEMC)(2012). NSW State Emergency Management
Plan.
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Attachment C
Summary of submissions and key issues for Part A - Stockton
Part A - Stockton was publically exhibited from 6 June to 28 June 2018. Sixteen public
submissions were received, including submissions from the Stockton Community Liaison
Group and Stockton Community Action Group, and two Government agencies. An outline of
the key issues raised in the public submissions, excluding the submissions by Government
agencies, and Council's response to the issues identified are outlined in Table 1 below.
Table 2 includes Council's response to key issues raised by Hunter Water Corporation and
Department of Industry - Lands and Water (Crown Lands).

-1-

Number of
submissions
5

3

3

2

2

Issue identified in public
submission

Sand replenishment is a preferred
long-term solution.

Management action timeframes
should focus on the short-term.

Construction of a groyne field
required to address coastal
erosion issues in Stockton.

Sand replenishment program
should be included as a
management action for the shortterm.

Sand scraping from depleted
beach areas causes further
erosion issues.

-2-

Noted. Sand replenishment is included as the
preferred option of the community and Stockton
Community Liaison Group in Part A - Stockton.
Investigation of sand replenishment will be
undertaken as part of the future Coastal
Management Program under the Coastal
Management Act 2016.
Management actions within Part A- Stockton are
limited to short to medium term management
actions. Large projects such as capital sand
replenishment etc. require further investigation which
will be undertaken in the Coastal Management
Program under the Coastal Management Act 2016.
Part A- Stockton is limited to short to medium term
management actions, but investigation of groynes as
a long-term option to address coastal erosion will be
undertaken in a future Coastal Management
Program under the Coastal Management Act 2016.
Further investigation is required to understand the
feasibility, including sourcing of sand, and impacts of
a large capital replenishment program. These
studies cannot be undertaken prior to the certification
dissolution date of 3 October 2018 and will be
undertaken as part of the Coastal Management
Program.
Sand scraping is undertaken as a maintenance
activity when sand is available in the inter-tidal zone.
Redistribution of sand to the dune area is to provide
a protective buffer during storm events to try and
limit coastal erosion during these events. Beach
scraping does not address long-term recession or
sand loss from the beach environment.

Council response

No change required.

No change required.

No change required.

No change required.

No change required.

Change to Part A - Stockton

Table 1: Public submissions to Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Plan Part A - Stockton and Council response

1

1

1

1

1

Promotion of Stockton for special
events and eco-tourism.

Sand replenishment from Stockton
Bight sand dunes or off-shore
sand resources.

Further studies are not required
and on-ground action is required.

Reduce the length of the Hunter
River breakwalls to allow sand
transport to Stockton Beach.

-3-

Further investigations will be undertaken as part of
the Coastal Management Program and may include
studies to determine the transport of sand on
Stockton Beach from dredging campaigns.
Addressed in management action CH9 in Table 5.
Part A - Stockton is limited to short to medium term
management actions, but investigation of seawalls
as a long-term option to address coastal erosion will
be undertaken in a future Coastal Management
Program under the Coastal Management Act 2016.
Part A - Stockton contains management actions to
improve beach amenity, including public domain
planning and facilities, to potentially facilitate special
events in the Stockton area.
Investigation of potential sand sources for sand
replenishment will be investigated as part of future
Coastal Management Program under the Coastal
Management Act 2016.
Additional studies are required to be undertaken in a
future Coastal Management Program to understand
the impacts of management options on coastal
processes within the Stockton area. Part A Stockton includes management actions to provide
on-ground works in the short to medium term.
The engineered breakwalls are constructed to
facilitate the operation of Newcastle Harbour and
reduction of length may have potential significant
impacts. The proposed action is beyond the scope
of Part A - Stockton.

2

Extension of Mitchell Street
seawall to protect community
assets from coastal erosion.

Section 5 of Part A - Stockton provides an overview
of currently available Government funding programs.
Addressed in management action CH13 in Table 5.

2

Private sector and other funding
mechanisms, such as levies,
should be included to fund
management solutions.
Investigation of the effectiveness
of the Port of Newcastle sand
placement program should be
undertaken.

Council response

Number of
submissions

Issue identified in public
submission

No change required.

No change required.

No change required.

No change required.

No change required.

No change required.

No change required.

Change to Part A - Stockton

1

1

Corridor of local flora is required
between beach and properties.

Development in Stockton cease
until coastal erosion issue
mitigated.
Access to the beach continues to
be reduced.
1

1

1

Timeframe for completion of
Coastal Management Program
should be reduced to short term
(1-2 years).

Part A- Stockton does not identify
the seriousness of the impacts of
coastal erosion and the
requirement for urgent action.

Part A - Stockton does not
acknowledge the impacts of
harbour channel dredging.

1

Number of
submissions

Issue identified in public
submission

-4-

Section 8 of Part A - Stockton includes management
actions to assist in providing appropriate access to
Stockton Beach.
The timeframe for completion of the Coastal
Management Program will be dependent on the
outcomes of future studies and cannot be accurately
defined at this stage. The required completion date
for a Coastal Management Program is 31 December
2021, but this does not preclude the Coastal
Management Program being completed earlier then
this date.
Section 6 of Part A- Stockton identifies coastal
erosion as a coastal hazard and management
actions are prioritised in the short and medium term.
While a long-term solution is not identified options
will be investigated in the Coastal Management
Program to be submitted under the Coastal
Management Act 2016.
Section 6.1 of Part A - Stockton provides an
overview of previous coastal process studies
undertaken within the Stockton study area.
Reference to man-made changes to the mouth of the
Hunter River, including dredging, will be included in
Section 6.1.

Table 6 of Part A - Stockton provides management
actions for planting of dune systems, but not all
areas between beach and properties eg. Zone 3, can
be re-established as dune systems.
Part A - Stockton provides management actions for
development control in regards to coastal hazards.

Council response

Sentence added to reflect
conclusions of Shifting sands at
Stockton Beach prepared by
Umwelt (Australia) Pty Ltd dated
June 2002 in regards to manmade alterations to Hunter River
in Section 6.1.

No change required.

No change required.

No change required.

No change required.

No change required.

Change to Part A - Stockton

Investigation for sand replenishment is listed as the
ninth priority action in Table 5 of Part A - Stockton.
Known risks from the risk register contained in the
Newcastle Coastal Zone Management Study (BMT
WBM, 2014(b) are listed above the sand
replenishment investigations and are prioritised for
action, but investigations will be prioritised as part of
the Coastal Management Program process.
The operation of a childcare centre is outside the
scope of the management actions for Part A Stockton as the focus of the plan is regarding
management of coastal hazards.
Table 8 includes management actions for beach
access. Management action BA2 in Table 8 will be
amended to include community consultation.

1

1

1

Investigations for sand
replenishment should be
prioritised higher in Table 5.

On-going operation of a childcare
centre in Stockton.

Beach access points should be
opened or closed in consultation
with community.

-5-

Beach access points are currently monitored as part
of Council on-going operations.

Figure 1 provides a diagram of the applicable study
area for Part A- Stockton. While the Hunter River
and mouth of the harbour is shown the dredged
harbour channel does not form part of the study area

1

Figure 1 should show the
artificially deepened harbour
channel.

Monitoring of beach access points. 1

Coastal hazards are a naturally occurring process
and successful management can have varying
objectives i.e. protection of property versus beach
amenity/maintenance of natural environment. The
management of coastal hazards is intrinsically tied to
the overall sustainable management of a natural and
man-made system and this will be further
investigated in the Coastal Management Program
under the Coastal Management Act 2016.

1

No clear vision of what is
considered success for Part A Stockton.

Council response

Number of
submissions

Issue identified in public
submission

Table 8 management action BA2
amended to include reference to
consultation with key stakeholders
and the community.
No change required.

No change required.

No change required.

No change required

No change required.

Change to Part A - Stockton

1

Proactive protection works for
beach access points prior to storm
events. Works could include
dumping of sand prior to storm
events.
No business case is provided for
funding.

1

1

Reference to medium term (1-5)
years should be removed to reflect
seriousness of issue.

Table 9 should include action for
sand replenishment to address
beach amenity.

1

Number of
submissions

Issue identified in public
submission

-6-

Council currently has an operating procedure to
ensure a number of beach accesses can remain
open after storm events. Dumping of sand prior to
storm events can be difficult due to timing before
event and ability to source sand.
Cost benefit analysis of long-term management
options will be undertaken as part of Coastal
Management Program. Part A- Stockton outlines
funding programs and costs for management
actions.
The medium term action period has been included
within Part A - Stockton to ensure the transfer of
actions from the plan to a future Coastal
Management Program.
Section 9.1 of Part A - Stockton notes the
relationship between beach amenity and value of a
sandy environment. Section 9.1 notes sand
replenishment is included as an action in Section 6
and will be investigated as part of a Coastal
Management Program.

Council response

No change required.

No change required.

No change required.

No change required.

Change to Part A - Stockton

-7-

The former landfill is not considered a
coastal hazard as defined by the
Coastal Protection Act 1979 and may
be managed under other approval
pathways such as SEPP 55. The longterm management of this section of
coastline will need to consider coastal
hazard impacts on the former landfill
area in the Coastal Management
program. Ongoing management by
various land managers can continue to
be undertaken under other statutory
requirements.

Evidence of former landfill extending
onto Crown Reserve provided to
Council. Action to manage former
landfill on Crown Reserve included in
Table 5.
Temporary coastal protection works will
be located on Hunter Water
Corporation property. Council will
remain as a supporting partner.
Land management issues identified for
former landfill are outside scope of Part
A - Stockton.

Former landfill extends south onto
Crown Reserve.

Council should be identified in primary
responsibility for implementation of
coastal protection works at former
landfill.
Council needs to acknowledge
financial liability for management
actions regarding former landfill and
responsibility for on-going
management of contamination risk
from the former landfill.
Management action required to be
included for on-going management of
former landfill. Hunter Water
Corporation, Department of Industry Lands and Water (Crown Lands) and
Council to be responsible
organisations.

Property identification will be updated
to reflect Lot and Deposited Plan.

Property where former landfill located
on Hunter Water land to be accurately
described.

Hunter Water Corporation

Council response

Issue identified

Government Agency

Table 2: Key public submission issues by Government agencies and Council response

Wording included in Section
6.3.2 to highlight consideration
of former landfill site in Coastal
Management Program.

No change required.

No change required.

Table 5 management action
CH3 updated to show Lot and
Deposited Plan of Hunter Water
owned land.
Management action included in
Table 5 (CH4) to address
management of former landfill
on Crown Reserve.

Change to NCZMP - Stockton

Department of Industry Lands and Water (Crown
Lands)

Government Agency

Clarification of extent of repairs or
works to northern end of Mitchell
Street seawall.
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Procedure for monitoring and response
to erosion impacts on former landfill,
particularly management of waste
material on the beach, required.
Evidence of former landfill extending
onto Crown Reserve provided to
Council. Action to manage former
landfill on Crown Reserve included in
Table 5.
The former landfill is not considered a
coastal hazard as defined by the
Coastal Protection Act 1979 and may
be managed under other approval
pathways such as SEPP 55. The longterm management of this section of
coastline will need to consider coastal
hazard impacts on the former landfill
area in the Coastal Management
program.
Extent of repairs or works to northern
end of Mitchell Street seawall is not
currently known, but is considered a
priority action due to beach erosion.
Coastal protection works will be
appropriately designed and
consultation undertaken.

On-going surveillance and
management of the former landfill in
response to storm events should be
included as a management action.
Former landfill extends south onto
Crown reserve.

Management action required to be
included for on-going management for
former landfill. Action to be
responsibility of Hunter Water
Corporation and Council.

Council response

Issue identified

No change required.

Wording included in Section
6.3.2 to highlight consideration
of former landfill site in Coastal
Management Program.

Management action included in
Table 5 (CH4) to address
management of former landfill
on Crown Reserve.

Management action CH30
included in Table 5.

Change to NCZMP - Stockton

